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Objectives

Living cells are the product of gene expression programs involving regulated tran-
scription of thousands of genes. In single-celled organisms such as S. Cerevisiae
regulatory networks respond to the external environment, optimizing the cell at
a given time for survival in this environment. Thus a yeast cell, finding itself
in a sugar solution, will turn on genes to make enzymes that process the sugar
to alcohol. Central dogma of molecular biology describes a key assumption of
molecular biology, namely, that each gene in the DNA molecule carries the infor-
mation needed to construct one protein, which, acting as an enzyme, controls one
chemical reaction in the cell.

Any step during this information flow can be modulated, from the DNA-RNA
transcription step to post-translational modification of a protein. The main stages
where gene expression is regulated are chromatin domains, Transcription, Post-
transcriptional modification, RNA transport, Translation, mRNA degradation and
Post-translational modifications. Understanding how the network is manipulated
at these different regulatory levels in a co-ordinated way is a major challenge for
molecular biologists. Due to the advent of high throughput technology, it has now
become feasible to study regulatory networks at the genomic level. Thus the main
aim of this thesis is to characterize regulatory networks using genome-scale data.

The first step in gene regulation is transcriptional regulation. The association
of transcription factors with genes across a genome can be described as a tran-
scriptional regulatory network. Transcriptional networks is widely studied mainly
because of availability of data. The expression data publicly available is growing
exponentially and is also becoming available for a variety of species. Analyzing
these genome-wide expression datasets to build reliable regulatory networks still
remains a challenge due to two main problems. Firstly the noisy nature of the data
makes it hard to distinguish signal from noise and secondly it provides only a static
view of the dynamic system. Despite these disadvantages it is becoming popular
amongst experimentalists as it provides a genome-wide view of the cellular system
and secondly such experiments are increasingly becoming cost effective. Thus we
focus mainly to develop methods inferring transcriptional regulatory networks.

Despite the large bias towards characterizing transcriptional regulation, regu-
latory programs at other regulatory levels are also being studied at least in model
organisms like S. Cerevisiae. Thus regulatory programs at post-transcriptional and
post-translational levels also need to be unravelled as and when the data becomes
available.

Although we still struggle to get the most out of isolated large-scale datasets,
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developing strategies to integrate and jointly model these data is proving to be even
more challenging. One of the strategies to understand these complex regulatory
networks is to identify the simplest units of commonly used network architecture.
We imagine that these simple units, or network motifs, provide specific regulatory
capacities such as positive and negative feedback loops. The frequency with which
cells use individual motifs reveals the regulatory strategies that were selected dur-
ing evolution. These motifs can be assembled into network structures that help
explain how a complex gene expression program is regulated. Thus a goal of this
thesis is also to find such fundamental regulatory units which make the complex
regulatory patterns.



Summary

Unraveling regulatory networks governing the functioning of a cell is a major chal-
lenge for molecular biologists. Over past couple of years there has been great
progress made in this direction both by experimentalist as well as computational
biologists. Due to the advent of high throughput technology, it became feasible
to study regulatory networks at the genomic level. Analyzing these genome-wide
datasets to build reliable regulatory networks still remains a challenge due to two
main problems. Firstly the noisy nature of the data makes it hard to distinguish
signal from noise and secondly it provides only a static view of the dynamic sys-
tem. Despite these disadvantages it is becoming popular amongst experimentalists
as it provides a genome-wide view of the cellular system and secondly such ex-
periments are increasingly becoming cost effective. The expression data publicly
available is growing exponentially and is also becoming available for a variety of
species. There is a need to develop better methods to extract meaningful informa-
tion from this data.

Over the last decade, a large variety of clustering algorithms have been de-
veloped to detect coregulatory relationships among genes from microarray gene
expression data. Model based clustering approaches have emerged as statistically
well grounded methods, but the properties of these algorithms when applied to
large-scale data sets are not always well understood. An in-depth analysis can
reveal important insights about the performance of the algorithm, the expected
quality of the output clusters, and the possibilities for extracting more relevant in-
formation out of a particular data set. We have extended an existing algorithm
for model based clustering of genes to simultaneously cluster genes and condi-
tions, and used three large compendia of gene expression data for S. cerevisiae
to analyze its properties. The algorithm uses a Bayesian approach and a Gibbs
sampling procedure to iteratively update the cluster assignment of each gene and
condition. For large-scale data sets, the posterior distribution is strongly peaked
on a limited number of equiprobable clusterings. A GO annotation analysis shows
that these local maxima are all biologically equally significant, and that simultane-
ously clustering genes and conditions performs better than only clustering genes
and assuming independent conditions. A collection of distinct equivalent clus-
terings can be summarized as a weighted graph on the set of genes, from which
we extract fuzzy, overlapping clusters using a graph spectral method. The cores
of these fuzzy clusters contain tight sets of strongly coexpressed genes, while the
overlaps exhibit relations between genes showing only partial coexpression.

This clustering framework can be easily combined in LeMoNe, an in-house
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software to learn module networks from expression data. Module networks pro-
cedure identifies modules of coregulated genes, their regulators and the conditions
under which regulation occurs, generating testable hypotheses in the form ’regu-
lator X regulates module Y under conditions W’ (Segal et al., 2003). We improve
regulator assignment step as well by taking an ensemble solution over multiple
regulation trees. We revisit the approach of

Segal et al. (2003) to infer regulatory modules and their condition-specific reg-
ulators from gene expression data. In contrast to their direct optimization-based
solution we use a more representative centroid-like solution extracted from an en-
semble of possible statistical models to explain the data. The ensemble method au-
tomatically selects a subset of most informative genes and builds a quantitatively
better model for them. Genes which cluster together in the majority of models
produce functionally more coherent modules. Regulators which are consistently
assigned to a module are more often supported by literature but a single model
always contains many regulator assignments not supported by the ensemble. Re-
liably detecting condition-specific or combinatorial regulation is particularly hard
in a single optimum but can be achieved using ensemble averaging.

We reconstructed a module network for E. coli from expression data using a
Gibbs sampler cluster algorithm and a method for inferring probabilistic regula-
tory programs. The module network connects modules of coregulated genes to
the regulators which are nearest to the module in terms of expression. It is es-
pecially useful to make initial high-quality predictions for putative regulators and
unknown genes. The quality of these predictions is supported by assignments of
known regulators to modules enriched in their targets, and several new predictions
for known regulators could be validated by literature. We compared it with an in-
formation theoretical method to infer regulatory associations. The CLR (Context
Likelihood of Relatedness) algorithm (Faith et al., 2007b) considers all possible
pairwise regulator-target interactions and scores these interactions based on the
mutual information of their expression profiles as compared to an interaction spe-
cific background distribution. The module network performs similarly to CLR in
reconstructing the known network in RegulonDB and has the additional advantage
of uncovering condition-specificity, both at the level of gene clustering and at the
level of regulator assignment.

After successfully implementing LeMoNe, an algorithm to build regulatory
networks using only expression data and validating its utility in various biologi-
cal systems from prokaryotes to eukaryotes, we focused on developing methods
to extract regulatory information by data integration. Transcriptional control of
regulatory networks has been studied in great detail by now, due to advent of new
technologies, genome-wide datasets at other levels are also becoming available.
We developed a new tool ‘Pathicular’ to find regulatory path motifs in integrated
networks. We built an integrated network from protein interaction, phosphoryla-
tion and transcriptional networks. We found eight path motifs overrepresented in
deletion and over-expression networks of which five are common to both. TRI-PPI
path is overrepresented only in the deletion network. We further showed that these
paths naturally exhibit a modular organization. These path modules have various
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biological applications like functional context of a gene or regulator or analyzing
phenotypic data.

Finally we unraveled different aspects of posttranscriptional regulation by step-
wise data integration. We observed that posttranscriptional expression data is
more functionally coherent thus more informative about regulation at two levels
- transcriptional and posttranscriptional. We further identified transcriptionally
controlled and posttranscriptionally controlled functional modules and their bio-
logical relevance. We built regulatory networks at both levels and show that the
most reliable regulatory program is obtained by assigning posttranscriptional reg-
ulators to posttranscriptional modules. This also leads to an important observation
that many posttranscriptional regulators are regulated at posttranscriptional level as
their posttranscriptional profile and not transcriptional matches with their known
targets. Combinatorial regulation was observed to be a common feature merging
signal from two regulatory levels. We identified three network motifs at posttran-
scriptional level including a ‘feedback loop’ motif.





1
Introduction

1.1 Basics and background

All living organisms are composed of cells, and all cells arise from other cells.
Invention of microscope lead to understanding the structure of cell. In 1667, En-
glish physicist and microscopist Robert Hooke through his primitive microscope
first observed the arrangement of boxes with open spaces in plants which he be-
lieved was used for fluid transport. In 1838, Matthias Schleiden stated that every
structural element of plants is composed of cells or the products of cells. In 1839,
Theodor Schwann claimed that in animals too every structural element is com-
posed of cells or cell products. Though cells by now were identified as fundamen-
tal units of life, the origins of new cells remained controversial and confused. In
1852, based on the observations of embryos, Remak stated that binary fission was
the means of reproduction of new animal cells.

The first description of the cell nucleus was made by Franz Bauer in 1802 and
was given its name in 1831 by Robert Brown. In the 1870s, new structures in the
nucleus were discovered, called chromosomes (colored bodies) because they ab-
sorbed dyes more intensely than the surrounding nuclear material. Although their
function was mysterious, the fact that they came in pairs suggested a possible role
in heredity. Gregor Mendel, describing his breeding experiments on the common
garden pea, developed his basic concept of paired, discrete hereditary factors. In
1909, Wilhelm Johannsen named these hereditary factors as genes.

There were no significant break-throughs made in the field of genetics for a
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long time till in 1944 MacLeod and McCarty identified DNA as a substance re-
sponsible for genetic transformations in a milestone experiment. In 1953, the work
of Franklin led to the discovery of the double helix structure of DNA by J. Watson
and F. Crick (Watson and Crick, 1953). This groundbreaking discovery honored
by Nobel prize suggested how DNA is replicated, how heredity traits are inherited
and futhermore the cause of genetic variation, mutations. A gene is a segment of
DNA that encodes specific instructions to allow the cells to produce its functional
unit, protein. In 1958, the first protein structures of hemoglobin and myoglobin
were solved by Max Perutz and Sir John Cowdery Kendrew using x-ray diffrac-
tion analysis (Muirhead and Perutz, 1963). These discoveries together formulated
a fundamental concept in genetics called central dogma of molecular biology.

Figure 1.1: DNA is composed of two anti-parallel strands forming a double helix. The
sugar-phosphate backbone is on the outside of the helix, and the bases are on the
inside. The backbone can be thought of as the sides of a ladder, whereas the bases
in the middle form the rungs of the ladder. Each rung is composed of two base
pairs. Either an adenine-thymine pair that forms a two-hydrogen bond together,
or a cytosine-guanine pair that forms a three-hydrogen bond. The base pairing is
thus restricted. The major components of chromatin are DNA and histone proteins,
although many other chromosomal proteins have prominent roles too. The func-
tions of chromatin are to package DNA into a smaller volume to fit in the cell, to
strengthen the DNA to allow mitosis and meiosis, and to serve as a mechanism to
control expression and DNA replication. The major structures in DNA compaction
are DNA, the nucleosome, the 10nm ”beads-on-a-string” fiber, the 30nm fiber
(solenoid) and the metaphase chromosome. (Figures from http://ghr.nlm.nih.gov)
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1.1.1 Central dogma of molecular biology

Though DNA was by now rightly assigned as an element of heredity, it soon be-
came clear that DNA can manifest its properties through another biopolymer called
a protein. The cummulation of discoveries over the years demonstrated the impor-
tance of proteins in every aspect of cellular process. Proteins perform a wide
range of functions such as catalysation of biochemical reactions, gene regulation,
cell signaling, immune response as well as providing structural and transporta-
tional functions. Central dogma is a framework for understanding the transfer
of sequence information between sequential information-carrying biopolymers, in
living organisms. In short, central dogma describes how proteins are formed start-
ing from DNA through an intermediate mRNA.

The first step in protein synthesis is the transcription of a specific part of the
DNA that lies between a start and a stop codon to a messenger RNA (mRNA). A
codon is a set of three nucleotides that either encodes for a specific amino acid or
encodes for the beginning (start codon) or the end (stop codon) of an open reading
frame (ORF). The two DNA strands are separated at the ORF and one of the strands
is used as a template from which the precursor mRNA, pre-mRNA is transcribed.
The pre-mRNA is spliced to form a mature mRNA in eukaryotes. This mRNA is
the cell’s intermediary between the DNA in the nucleus and the ribosomes in the
cytoplasm, where translation occurs. Though the primary function of mRNA is a
simple messenger in the process of protein synthesis, there is growing interest in
small, barely detectable RNA molecules that do not translate into protein, but have
been shown to be important in regulating gene expression (Carter et al., 2001).
Transcription is particularly important in terms of gene expression because it is
the point where most of the regulation of gene expression occurs. In a simplistic
view, the amount of a gene product produced depends directly on how much RNA
transcript is created. When the transcription of a gene is turned off, any leftover
RNA in the cytoplasm is degraded and expression stops.

The second step is translation where the mRNA leaves the nucleus and trav-
els to the cytoplasm, where it encounters cellular bodies called ribosomes. The
mRNA is translated by means of ribosomes into a peptide chain consisting of
a series of amino acids. The mRNA is read by the ribosome as triplet codons,
usually beginning with an AUG, or initiator methonine codon downstream of the
ribosome binding site. There is a large redundancy in the genetic code, since 62
possible combinations of nucleotides lead to only 20 amino acids. Complexes of
initiation factors and elongation factors bring aminoacylated transfer RNAs (tR-
NAs) into the ribosome-mRNA complex, matching the codon in the mRNA to the
anti-codon in the tRNA, thereby adding the correct amino acid in the sequence
encoding the gene. As the amino acids are linked into the growing peptide chain,
they begin folding into the correct conformation. This folding continues until the
nascent polypeptide chains are released from the ribosome as a mature protein.
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In some cases the new polypeptide chain requires additional processing to make
a mature protein. The correct folding process is quite complex and may require
other proteins, called chaperone proteins.

During and after the translation step, the protein can be changed further through
post-translational modifications like phosphorylation, to obtain its final physico-
chemical product which can be functional as a signalling component or an enzyme
or a regulatory factor or forming a structural component.

The final step in the Central Dogma is replication. In this step, the genetic
information is transmitted between parents and progeny. It is crucial in this step
to replicate the DNA faithfully. Replication is carried out by a complex group of
proteins that unwind the superhelix, unwind the double-stranded DNA helix, and,
using DNA polymerase and its associated proteins, copy or replicate the master
template itself so the cycle can repeat DNA to RNA to protein in a new genera-
tion of cells or organisms. The Central Dogma provides an organism two unique
properties adapting itself to survive in the surrounding and to produce the progeny.

Figure 1.2: Transcription of DNA to RNA to protein: This dogma forms the backbone of
molecular biology and is represented by three major stages transcription, transla-
tion and replication. (Figure from http://bass.bio.uci.edu)
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1.1.2 Gene regulatory network

The versatility and adaptability of an organism with respect to its external as well
as internal changes is achieved by allowing the cell to express proteins when
needed. This process is termed as gene regulation. The first discovered exam-
ple of a gene regulation system was the lac operon, discovered by Jacques Monod,
in which proteins involved in lactose metabolism are expressed by E.coli only in
the presence of lactose and absence of glucose.

A cell exhibits versatility in carrying out the regulatory role. Any step of
gene expression can be modulated, from the DNA to RNA transcription step to
post-translational modification of a protein. The major steps by which an expres-
sion of a gene is regulated are: transcription, post-transcriptional modification,
RNA transport, mRNA degradation, translation and post-translational modifica-
tions. Apart from these steps, in eukaryotes, the accessibility of large regions of
DNA can depend on its chromatin structure which can be altered as a result of
histone modifications which are directed by DNA methylation, ncRNA or DNA
binding proteins.

The development and use of technology have accumulated a vast amount of ex-
perimental information for biology, such as DNA sequences of different species.
However, our knowledge on how a cell works remains largely unexplored (Lock-
hart and Winzeler, 2000). In other words, we have by now a fair idea about the
building blocks but the challenge lies in the assembling to form a working cell.
The easiest way to gather regulatory relations and make sense from them is to
represent them like electrical circuit diagrams where genes and proteins are rep-
resented as nodes in the network. Gene regulatory network (GRN) is a simplistic
view of system’s chemical dynamics. Edges between nodes represent individual
molecular reactions, the protein-protein, protein-DNA or protein-mRNA interac-
tions through which the products of one gene affect those of another. The edge can
be directed such as transcriptional directed link between a transcription factor and
its target gene ot it can be undirected such as protein-protein interaction link. The
edge → represents the directed activation while a represents inhibition. A typical
gene regulatory network collected from known biological information is shown in
Figure 1.3. The lack of experimentally obtained information often implies that the
networks can not be modeled at a fine level of detail. Moreover due to noisy nature
of available information, there is a constant need to build better methods. Novel
methods developed to build gene regulatory networks are often validated in model
organism Saccharomyces cerevisiae due to abundance of functional genomic data
in this species (Table 1).
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Figure 1.3: Gene regulatory network controlling cell cycle progression in yeast. Genes
and their known interactions are shown. Upstream inputs and downstream targets
are indicated for each gene. Activators are connected to their targets by arrows,
repressors by blunted lines. (Figure from http://cdc25.biol.vt.edu/)

1.1.3 Model organism: Saccharomyces cerevisiae

Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a species of budding yeast. It is the most useful yeast
since ancient times in baking and brewing as it is a microorganism behind the most
common type of fermentation. S. cerevisiae cells are round to ovoid, 5-10 microm-
eters in diameter. It reproduces by a division process known as budding. It is one
of the most intensively studied eukaryotic model organisms in molecular and cell
biology, much like Escherichia coli as the model prokaryote. It has developed as
model organism because, as a single celled organism S. cerevisiae is small with a
short generation time and can be easily cultured. These characteristics allow the
swift production and maintenance of multiple specimen lines at low cost. S. cere-
visiae can be transformed allowing for either the addition of new genes or deletion
through homologous recombination. Furthermore, The ability to grow it as a hap-
loid simplifies the creation of gene knockouts strains. As a eukaryote, it shares the
complex internal cell structure of plants and animals without the high percentage
of non-coding DNA that can confound research in higher eukaryotes. As a result
many proteins important in human biology were first discovered by studying their
homologs in yeast; these proteins include cell cycle proteins, signaling proteins,
and protein-processing enzymes.
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Type of Network Species Nodes Interactions Reference
TF-binding network S. cerevisiae 3528 7419 (Yu et al., 2003)

3207 11231 (Harbison et al., 2004)
C. elegans 2788 4441 (Stark et al., 2006)

D. melanogaster 7546 25403
Homo sapiens 7509 20979
Mus musculus 209 393

Protein-protein interaction S. cerevisiae 5325 51773
Phosphorylation network S. cerevisiae 1325 4200 (Ptacek et al., 2005)
Metabolic network E. coli 473 574 (Guimer and Nunes Amaral, 2005)

S. cerevisiae 646 1149 (Tong et al., 2004)
Genetic network S. cerevisiae 3258 13963 (Reguly et al., 2006)

Table 1.1: Current status of biological networks from (Zhu et al., 2007b)

1.2 Clustering techniques
Much recent work in computational biology has focused on inferring a regula-
tory network that describes how genes influence each other solely from expression
data. This is due to the fact that, in organisms apart from model organisms, the
genome wide data generation is mainly focused on gene expression data. In model
organisms, though there are efforts made to generate protein-protein and phospho-
rylation interaction datasets, expression data remains the most abundant source of
condition dependent information. As a result very few methods take into account
the fact that gene regulatory networks are highly dynamic and condition specific
and have to rely on expression data to extract such information (Luscombe et al.,
2004).

1.2.1 Expression data

High throughput gene expression technologies emerged in the mid 1990s. The
emergence of DNA microarrays is largely due to the necessity to understand the
networks of bio-molecular interactions at a global scale (Draghici, 2003). A tra-
ditional approach in molecular biology was to use some method to render a gene
inactive (knock out) and then study the effects of this knock out in other genes and
processes in a given organism on gene-by-gene basis. Unfortunately, this approach
enabled to study only few genes at a time, and was thus slow, expensive, and in-
efficient for a large scale screening of many genes. By means of high throughput
technology the whole transcriptome can be monitored on a single chip facilitating
global expression scenario at a given instance in a cell. After genome sequencing,
DNA microarray analysis has become the most widely used source of genome-
scale data (Brazma et al., 2001).

Both commercial and academic groups have developed a number of differ-
ent microarray platforms. Two color array platforms employ clones or oligonu-
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cleotides that are spotted onto glass slides and two differentially labeled cDNA
samples are hybridized together on an array (Schena et al., 1995). Although the
array-to-array variability of spotted arrays can be quite large, the pairing of sam-
ples effectively removes this source of variation from treatment comparisons. On
one-color platforms such as the Affymetrix GeneChip (Lockhart et al., 1996), a
single sample is hybridized to each array. The precision of the measurement is
achieved by minimizing array-to-array variability. Thus success depends on tightly
controlled array production and hybridization methods. The amount of variation
within a technology and the amount of agreement across the different platforms
are important issues for researchers and core laboratories. A number of studies
have been conducted to compare different platforms but there is no clear consen-
sus. While some claim a significant divergence across platforms (Tan et al., 2003)
others assert that the level of concordance is acceptable.

The second widely used technology is Serial Analysis of Gene Expression
(SAGE). The main steps in a typical SAGE experiment are isolation of the mRNA
of an input sample, extracting a small chunk of sequence from a defined position
of each mRNA molecule, then linking these small pieces of sequence together
to form a long chain. These chains are cloned into a vector which can be taken
up by bacteria. The sequencing of these chains using modern high-throughput
DNA sequencers provides the quantification of sequences mapping back to mR-
NAs. Though SAGE experiments are more precise, its the cost effectiveness of
microarrays that has made them so popularly used.

DNA microarray data is known to be very noisy and also contain missing val-
ues (Draghici, 2003), despite the development of several tools such as statistical
experimental design and data normalization to obtain high quality results (Speed,
2003). This noise is introduced at various steps of their production, such as sam-
ple preparation, RNA amplification/purification, chip hybridization and scanning
(Schuchhardt et al., 2000). Microarray data sets typically describe a large number
of variables (of the order of hundreds or thousands) but only contain comparatively
few samples (of the order of tens or hundreds). This data setting renders learning
tasks in molecular biology even more challenging. The general opinion is that the
amount of data required for GRN modeling increases approximately logarithmi-
cally with the number of network nodes (genes in this case) (Akutsu et al., 1999;
Yeung et al., 2002). Despite these limitations, high-throughput biological data
sources hold the promise of revolutionizing molecular biology by providing large-
scale views of genetic regulatory networks. Many genome-wide expression data
sets are now readily available, and typical computational analyses have applied
clustering algorithms to expression data to find sets of coexpressed and potentially
coregulated genes (Eisen et al., 1998).
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Figure 1.4: Comparison of glass slide and Affymetrix microarray procedures. For glass
slide experiments, two cell populations, for instance diseased and normal, are iso-
lated, RNA is extracted, and cDNA is made, which is used for in vitro transcription
(IVT) with Cy3 (green) or Cy5 (red) labeled nucleotides. The two labeled cRNA
samples are mixed and hybridized on a glass slide array, which is scanned with a
laser, followed by computer analysis of the intensity image. With Affymetrix arrays,
one population is used as starting material. Total RNA is extracted and cDNA is
prepared. The cDNA is used in an IVT reaction to generate biotinylated cRNA. Af-
ter fragmentation, this cRNA is hybridized to microarrays, washed and stained with
PE-conjugated streptavidin, and subsequently scanned on a laser scanner. (Figures
from Staal et al. (2003))

1.2.2 Clustering of expression data

Clustering of DNA microarray data is primarily used for novel function predic-
tion of genes using a guilt-by-association principle (Walker et al., 1999). Classical
unsupervised clustering methods involve two steps (Eisen et al., 1998). Initially
distance between each pair of variables is calculated by using a similarity mea-
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sure such as Pearson’s correlation coefficient. In the second step, the most similar
entities based on this distance measure are clustered together. The three classi-
cal clustering algorithms are hierarchical clustering, SOM clustering and K-means
clustering.

Hierarchical clustering is the most widely used clustering method. Hierarchi-
cal clustering creates a hierarchy of clusters which may be represented in a tree
structure called a dendogram. The root of the tree consists of a single cluster
containing all observations, and the leaves correspond to individual observations.
Algorithms for hierarchical clustering are generally either agglomerative, in which
one starts at the leaves and successively merges clusters together; or divisive, in
which one starts at the root and recursively splits the clusters. Any valid metric
may be used as a measure of similarity between pairs of observations. The choice
of which clusters to merge or split is determined by a linkage criteria, which is a
function of the pairwise distances between observations. Cutting the tree at a given
height will give a clustering at a selected precision.

The second clustering method uses a concept of self-organizing maps (SOMs)
(Tamayo et al., 1999). A SOM is a type of artificial neural network that is trained
using unsupervised learning to produce a low-dimensional (normally two), dis-
cretized representation of the input space of the training samples. Each neuron
of the SOM is represented by an n-dimensional weight vector, where n is the di-
mension of the input vectors (expression profiles). The number of neurons in the
SOM equals the number of expected clusters, and has to be set in advance. The
neurons are connected to adjacent neurons in a predefined grid pattern, which is
usually rectangular. In each training step, a sample profile from the input dataset is
chosen and a similarity measure is calculated between it and the weight vectors of
all neurons. The weight vector of the best matching neuron is moved closer to the
input vector in the input space. This process is repeated for each input vector for
a large number of cycles. In this way nearby nodes tend to be mapped to nearby
points in n-dimensional space. It has been shown that self-organizing maps with a
small number of nodes behave in a way that is similar to K-means.

The K-means algorithm assigns each point to the cluster whose center or cen-
troid is nearest. The center is the average of all the points in the cluster that is,
its coordinates are the arithmetic mean for each dimension separately over all the
points in the cluster. The first step is to choose the number of clusters, K and ran-
domly generate K clusters. The the cluster centers are determined and each point
is assigned to the nearest center. The new cluster centers are recomputed. This
process is repeated until some convergence criterion such as no more changes in
cluster assignment is met.

The main advantages of these algorithm are their simplicity and speed which
allows them to run on large datasets. SOM and K-means clustering circumvent
some of the shortcomings of hierarchical clustering by providing univocally de-
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fined clusters and cluster boundaries. However, they lack the intuitive and visual
appeal of hierarchical clustering, and the number of clusters must be chosen a
priori. Moreover, these algorithms yield only a single solution which might not
always be the solution with minimum variance. To overcome this limitation, con-
sensus based clustering methods have been proposed (Topchy et al., 2005). Con-
sensus clustering merges different cluster solutions to obtain a summarized result.
Different cluster solutions can be generated by using any of the above described
methods or a combination of them.

1.2.3 GaneSh: A model-based clustering algorithm

Several clustering strategies have been proposed to take the noisy nature of expres-
sion data as well as missing values into account such as model-based clustering.
Model-based clustering assumes that the data were generated by a model and tries
to recover the original model from the data. In the model used by (Qin, 2006), it
is assumed that the expression levels of genes in one cluster are random samples
drawn from a Gaussian distribution and expression levels of different experimental
conditions are independent.

In Chapter 2 we extended this model to allow dependencies between different
conditions in the same cluster. Our approach consists of clustering the conditions
within each gene cluster, assuming that the expression levels of the genes in one
gene cluster for the conditions in one condition cluster are drawn from one Gaus-
sian distribution. Hence our model is a model for coclustering or two-way cluster-
ing of genes and conditions. For large data sets, the model is supported on multiple
equivalent local maxima. The average of these local maxima can be represented
by a matrix of pairwise gene-gene clustering probabilities and we have introduced
a new method for extracting fuzzy, overlapping clusters from this matrix. This
method is able to extract information out of the data set that is not available from a
single, hard clustering. Thus to summarize, we developed a Gibbs sampler based
clustering algorithm with two main advantages namely it can take the missing val-
ues and the noisy nature of expression data into consideration and secondly, the
determines the number of clusters. We further showed that for large datasets, there
are multiple equally likely local maxima. We thus developed a consensus cluster-
ing method to obtain tight clusters.

1.3 Transcription regulatory networks

Eukaryotic transcription is a complex and tightly regulated process of generating
an RNA template from a gene. The locus on the genome where the process be-
gins is called Transcription Start Site (TSS). Transcription initiates only when the
RNA-polymerase, assisted by other proteins, bind to the 5’-upstream of the TSS.
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The binding of this transcription machinery is followed by the unwinding of DNA
double helix, initiation of RNA chain, elongation of RNA, and termination of tran-
scription by the release of RNA and RNA-polymerase.

Regulation of transcription controls when transcription occurs and how much
RNA is created. The cell exercises its regulatory role through a class of pro-
teins known as transcription factors (TFs) (Latchman, 1997). Transcription fac-
tors aid or inhibit RNA polymerase from recognizing DNA in various ways (Lee
and Young, 2000). Sigma factors in prokaryotes alter the specificity of RNA poly-
merase for a given promoter or set of promoters, making it more or less likely to
bind to them (Wosten, 1998). Activators enhance the interaction between RNA
polymerase and a particular promoter, encouraging the expression of the gene.
Activators do this by increasing the attraction of RNA polymerase for the pro-
moter, through interactions with subunits of the RNA polymerase or indirectly by
changing the structure of the DNA (Ptashne and Gann, 1997). Repressors bind
to non-coding sequences on the DNA strand that are close to or overlapping the
promoter region, impeding RNA polymerase’s progress along the strand, thus im-
peding the expression of the gene (Gaston and Jayaraman, 2003). Enhancers are
sites on the DNA helix that are bound to by activators in order to loop the DNA
bringing a specific promoter to the initiation complex.

To exert their regulatory roles, transcription factors bind to a specific segments
of the DNA, known as the transcription factor binding sites (TFBS). the location
of TFBS can be identified by searching the locations in the genome that bear good
resemblance to the TFs binding sequence. DNA binding sites are usually found
in the proximal sequences of the genes called as cis-regulatory regions. Most
transcription factors bind to the 5’-upstream sequences also called as promoter
region and many algorithms predict DNA binding sites of transcription factors in
this region. It has been shown in a number of cases that regulatory sequences exist
in 3’ downstream of the genes, such as the binding site of OCT4 was reported in
the 3’-UTR (UnTranslated Region) of FGF-4 gene, and even in distal sequences
(Lamb and Rizzino, 1998).

Apart from transcription factors, many proteins and signalling molecules carry
out their regulatory role by regulating active local concentration of transcription
factor at a given promoter and signalling molecules. Transcription factors may
be activated (or deactivated) through their signal sensing domain by a number
of mechanisms such as ligand binding, phosphorylation and interaction with co-
factors or other transcription factors. Not only is ligand binding able to influence
where a transcription factor is located within a cell, but this can also affect whether
the transcription factor is in an active state and capable of binding DNA or other co-
factors. Many transcription factors such as STAT proteins must be phosphorylated
before they can bind DNA (Weigel and Moore, 2007). Often for gene transcription
to occur, a number of transcription factors must bind together to DNA regulatory
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sequences. This collection of transcription factors in turn recruit intermediary pro-
teins such as cofactors that allow efficient recruitment of the preinitiation complex
and RNA polymerase. Thus, for a single transcription factor to initiate transcrip-
tion, these other proteins must also be present and the transcription factor must be
in a state to bind to them if necessary. Apart from these factors, it is the molec-
ular dynamics of protein-DNA interactions and genomic chromatin structure that
facilitates the recognition and discrimination of binding sites by their transcription
factors.

1.3.1 Module networks

The process of building GRNs from DNA microarray gene expression data, known
as network inference or reverse engineering, is one of the main topics of this the-
sis. This process is far from being trivial because DNA microarray data is not
informative about direct regulatory relations, the measurements are corrupted by
substantial amounts of measurement noise (van Someren et al., 2002), and the
combinatorial nature of the problem meaning that gene expression levels are reg-
ulated by the combined action of multiple transcription factors (Holstege et al.,
1998). Moreover, the number of measurements is relatively small (of the order
of tens or hundreds) compared to the number of measured objects (of the order
of hundreds or thousands). This makes learning tasks in molecular biology more
challenging.

There is growing interest in representing regulatory networks in the modular
way (Hartwell et al., 1999). The genes in a regulatory module share a similar
expression profile for either a subset or the complete set of conditions and also
have a number of other properties in common such as they are regulated by the
same set of regulators and/ or belong to same functional category (GO). Using a
modular representation, all genes in a module can be described using a same set
of parameters instead of using different parameters per gene. This is of great ad-
vantage as it reduces the network complexity. Apart from improving statistical
reliability of the model built, representing the data into modules is most impor-
tantly biologically meaningful as transcription regulatory network is known to be
highly modular (Cristino et al., 2009).

1.3.2 LeMoNe: Learning Module Networks

Biologists are not only interested in inferring the module composition but also in
reconstructing the regulatory program. A module network framework (Friedman,
2004) consists of modules of coregulated genes and their regulatory programs. A
regulatory program uses the expression level of a set of regulators to predict the
condition dependent mean expression of the genes in a module. The regulators
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Figure 1.5: Regulation programs represent context-specific and combinatorial regulation.
Shown is a scheme depicting three distinct modes of regulation for a group of genes.
(a) Context A. Genes in the module are not under transcriptional regulation and are
in their basal expression level. (b) Context B. An activator gene is upregulated and,
as a result, binds the upstream regions of the module genes, thereby inducing their
transcription. (c) Context C. A repressor gene is upregulated and, as a result, blocks
transcription of the genes in the module, thereby reducing their expression levels.
(d) A regulation tree or program can represent the different modes of regulation
described above. Each node in the tree consists of a regulatory gene (for example,
Activator) and a query on its qualitative value, in which an upward arrow (red) de-
notes the query is gene upregulate and a downward arrow (green) denotes the query
is gene downregulated. Right branches represent instances for which the answer to
the query in the node is true; left branches represent instances for which the answer
is false. The expression of the regulatory genes themselves is shown below their re-
spective node. Each leaf of the regulation tree is a regulation context (bordered by
black dotted lines) as defined by the queries leading to the leaf. The contexts parti-
tion the arrays into disjoint sets, where each context includes the arrays defined by
the queries of the inputs that define the context. In context A, the activator is not up-
regulated and the genes in the module are in their basal expression level (left leaf).
In contexts B and C, the activator is upregulated. In context C, the repressor is also
upregulated and the module genes are repressed (right leaf). In context B, the re-
pressor is not upregulated and the activator induces expression of the module genes
(center leaf). This regulation program specifies combinatorial interaction; for ex-
ample, in context B, the module genes are upregulated only when the activator is
upregulated but the repressor is not. (Figure from Segal et al. (2003))
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forming regulatory program are not only transcription factors but also all the fac-
tors which can potentially control the active state of transcription factors such as
co-factors, signalling molecules, kinases (previously described in detail). Segal
et al. (2003) used a deterministic optimization algorithm that searches simulta-
neously for a partition of genes into modules and a regulation program for each
module. We consider both as separate tasks. When searching for modules, often
many local optima exist with partially overlapping modules differing from each
other in a few genes. We use a Gibbs sampling approach for two-way clustering
of genes and conditions to generate an ensemble of partially overlapping partitions
of genes into modules and produce an ensemble averaged solution (Joshi et al.,
2008). This centroid solution consists of so-called tight clusters, subsets of genes
which consistently cluster together in almost all local optima (A method discussed
in detail in Chapter 2). We also use a probabilistic method for learning regula-
tory programs. These regulatory programs take the form of fuzzy decision trees
with regulator expression levels at the decision nodes and generalize the regres-
sion tree approach of Segal et al. (2003). By summing the strength with which
a regulator participates in each member of an ensemble of regulatory programs
for a certain module, we obtain a regulator score which gives a statistical confi-
dence measure for the assignment of that regulator. Together, the Gibbs sampling
cluster algorithm and probabilistic regulatory program learning provide a compu-
tationally efficient method to generate ensembles of module networks from which
a centroid-like summarization can be constructed.

In Chapter 3, we compared this ensemble method, LeMoNe to the original
module network framework (Segal et al., 2003) using the dataset used by Segal
et al. (2003). We first demonstrated the reliability of our probabilistic model by
showing that the model built using the training data indeed fits explains the test
data. The model inferred by (Segal et al., 2003) is observed to be equivalent to
single solution. We further show that tight clusters obtained from the ensemble
solution over multiple runs not only generate a quantitatively better model but are
also more functionally coherent. Tight clusters improve over single clustering so-
lution by selecting only a core of tightly expressed genes from one solution as
well as putting together genes which were together in most cluster solution though
not all. We apply an ensemble method to assign regulators to each module. Each
regulator is associated with a rank indicating how better it explains the expression
of module genes. Using ChIP-Chip data, we validate that indeed the higher the
regulator rank, more likely it is to be a true assignment. Finally, we show that this
scoring scheme can also be used to infer context-specific and combinatorial regu-
lation by identifying pairs of regulators which occur significantly often together in
the same regulation program.
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1.3.3 Information theoretic models

Though by now we have focused on implementing and improving module network
framework, there are other widely used approaches for reverse engineering tran-
scriptional regulatory networks. One of the simplest network architectures is the
correlation network (Holstege et al., 1998), which can be represented by an undi-
rected graph with edges that are weighted by correlation coefficients. Thereby,
two genes are predicted to interact if the correlation coefficient of their expression
levels is above some set threshold. The higher the threshold is set, the sparser is
the inferred GRN.

Besides correlation coefficients, also Euclidean distances and information the-
oretic measures, such as mutual information, are applied to detect gene regulatory
relations (Steuer et al., 2002). The network inference algorithms RELNET (REL-
evance NETworks) (Butte and Kohane, 2000), ARACNE (Algorithm for the Re-
verse engineering of Accurate Cellular NEtworks) (Basso et al., 2005) and CLR
(Context Likelihood of Relatedness) (Faith et al., 2007b) use mutual information
score as weight on the edges of the network. Using time series data mutual infor-
mation is proposed to be useful in predicting directed networks (Rao et al., 2007).

Simplicity and low computational costs are the major advantages of informa-
tion theoretic models. Because of their low data requirements, they are suitable to
infer even large-scale networks. Thus, they can be used to study global properties
of large-scale regulatory systems. In comparison to other formalism, a drawback
of such models is that they do not take into account the combinatorial nature of
transcription factors in regulation.

1.3.4 Comparing information theoretic and model-based meth-
ods

Different information theoretic models have been compared to each other in the
past (Faith et al., 2007b; Soranzo et al., 2007; Zampieri et al., 2008b). In Chapter
4, we compare module-based inference method LeMoNe to an information the-
oretic approach, CLR. The CLR (Context Likelihood of Relatedness) algorithm
(Faith et al., 2007b) considers all possible pairwise regulator-target interactions
and scores these interactions based on the mutual information of their expression
profiles as compared to an interaction specific background distribution. It has been
shown to outperform other direct methods (Faith et al., 2007b).

We compared both methods at increasing levels of detail using public expres-
sion compendia for Escherichia coli (Faith et al., 2007b) and Saccharomyces cere-
visiae (Gasch et al., 2000a), two organisms for which relatively large databases
of known transcriptional regulatory interactions exist (Salgado et al., 2006; Balaji
et al., 2006). We first use recall versus precision curves to give a comparison of
the global performance of both methods. We then show that due to the different
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assumptions underlying both methodologies, they infer topologically distinct net-
works with limited overlap, even at equal performance thresholds. To understand
these distinctions more completely, we examined in detail example subsystems
of the network which are well characterized, namely the chemotaxis and flagel-
lar system in E. coli and a respiratory module and a membrane lipid and fatty acid
metabolism module in S. cerevisiae. Biological validation of the inferred networks
cautions against over-interpreting recall and precision values computed using in-
complete reference networks.

1.3.5 ‘Bottom up’ models

The methods discussed so far are usually classified as ‘top down’ models where the
data from genome wide studies is used to study the characteristics of a system at a
global level. In such models, the data is usually classified into modules or motifs
to study the substructures present. A complementary approach to this method
is named ‘bottom up’ modeling where biological systems are built up from the
bottom by using detailed regulatory information about the system. Such modelling
leads to clues for further experiments to add finer details or missing components in
the model. They may also demonstrate the inconsistencies which provide a scope
for further in depth analysis. By now ‘bottom up’ approach has been applied to
only a limited number of biological sub-systems due to the bottle neck of available
in depth information for such modelling (Gennemark and Wedelin, 2009). Two
most widely used ‘bottom up’ modelling frameworks are Boolean networks and
differential equations.

1.3.5.1 Boolean networks

Boolean networks are discrete dynamical networks. The first Boolean networks
were proposed by Stuart A. Kauffman in 1969, as random models of genetic regu-
latory networks. Since then they have been intensively investigated for modelling
gene regulation (Thomas, 1973). They use binary variables Xi set to values 0 or
1 which define the state of a gene i represented by a network node as off or on
(inactive or active). Hence, before inferring a Boolean network, continuous gene
expression signals have to be transformed to binary data. The discretization can be
performed, for instance, by using k-means and support vector regression (Martin
et al., 2007). Boolean networks can be represented as a directed graph, where the
edges are represented by Boolean functions made up of simple Boolean operations,
e.g. AND, OR, NOT. The challenge of reverse engineering a Boolean network is
to find a Boolean function for each gene in the network such that the observed data
are explained by the model. Various algorithms exist for the inference of Boolean
networks, e.g. REVEAL (REVerse Engineering ALgorithm) (Liang et al., 1998).

Boolean networks are widely used because they are easy to interpret and as
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they are dynamic, they can be used to simulate gene regulatory events. Boolean
networks have a major limitation by definition as gene expression cannot be de-
scribed adequately by only two states. REVEAL was thus further extended to
allow for multiple discrete states as well as to let the current state depend not only
on the prior state but also on a window of previous states.

1.3.5.2 Differential equations

Differential equations describe gene expression changes as a function of the ex-
pression of other genes and environmental factors. Thus, they are adequate to
model the dynamic behaviour of GRNs in a more quantitative manner. Their flexi-
bility allows to describe even complex relations among components. A modelling
of the gene expression dynamics can be done using ordinary differential equations:

d(Xi(t))/dt = f(X(t), u) (1.1)

where X(t) = (X1(t)..Xn(t)) is the gene expression vector of the genes 1 to n
at time t, f is the function that describes the rate of change of the state variables
Xi which are function of the gene expression vector and the externally given per-
turbation signals u. Here, network inference means the identification of function f
from measured signals X, u and t.

In the recent years, there has been a significant increase in the number of re-
ported methods identifying both the structure and parameters of ODE system from
time series data. For such a system, there are multiple solutions without constraints
meaning the ODE system is not uniquely identifiable from time series data. Thus,
the identification of model structure and model parameters requires specifications
of the function f and constraints representing prior knowledge, simplifications or
approximations. For instance, the function f can be linear or non-linear. Though
regulatory processes are characterized by complex non-linear dynamics, many
GRN inference approaches based on differential equations consider linear mod-
els or are limited to very specific types of non-linear functions (de Jong, 2002).

The two approaches ‘bottom up’ and ‘top down’ inform and influence each
other and are likely to merge and deliver quantitative and biochemically inter-
pretable genome-wide models of circuit wiring (Guido et al., 2006).

1.3.6 Assessment and validation of inference algorithms

An assessment of predictions of a network inference algorithm is a challenging
task. One of the main source of validation are the interactions previously de-
scribed in the literature. Although for the model organisms like E. coli and S.
cerevisiae, there are databases available consisting known interactions from the
literature (Teixeira et al., 2006), for other organisms the available information is
sparse and scattered. Another problem arises due to the fact that only positive
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interactions are reported in the literature. As a set of non-interacting pairs is not
available, it hinders the assessment of false positives. There have been attempts to
circumvent this problem by defining a set of non-interacting pairs by assuming that
genes belonging to different cellular location or to different functional categories
do not interact. The second widely used validation stategy is to indirectly measure
the quality of the results using enrichment scores. GO annotation is the most com-
monly used scheme for functional enrichment with an underlying assumption that
interacting genes are more likely to be involved in the same cellular process com-
pared to the non interacting ones. Finally the most reliable proof of concept comes
from validating the predictions by performing wet lab experiments. The main ob-
stacle for this is the wet lab experiments are generally expensive with respect to
both cost and time for a global assessment. The high-throughput technology come
to rescue by being genomewide and efficient and thus is more and more used.

1.3.7 ChIP-on-chip

A key technology in the study of transcription factor binding is the ImmunoPre-
cipitation (IP) assay. In a typical IP experiment, a certain transcription factor is
extracted from a given biological sample, based on the prepared antibody. Such
extraction brings with it all other compounds that form a complex with the target
protein. Since transcription factors are expected to interact with the DNA, immobi-
lization of such TF-DNA complexes followed by extraction of these complexes us-
ing the IP protocol allows researchers to collect DNA where such complexes have
occurred. This procedure is known as Chromatin-ImmunoPrecipitation (ChIP).
The ChIP procedure produces DNA fragments that are bound by the transcrip-
tion factor of interest. These fragments can be further utilized for a number of
applications such as determination of TF binding motif, localization of TFBS,
measurement of TF activity. The trend of high-throughput genome-wide analy-
sis was initiated around late 2000, employing a technique known as Chromatin-
Immunoprecipitation on chip, or ChIP-on-chip (Ren et al., 2000), where ChIP
fragments are quantified by hybridizing them into a DNA microarray. Only a frac-
tion of each fraction is extracted in order to characterize larger pool of fragments.
Because of the availability of whole genome sequences, partial sequencing of a
fragment is, in principle, sufficient to uniquely locate the source of the fragment in
the genome. In yeast there have been efforts of systematic large-scale use of ChIP-
on-chip for characterization of transcription factor binding sites (Lee et al., 2002;
Harbison et al., 2004). A major technological advancement in this technique re-
cently was the introduction of sequencing-based Chromatin-Immunoprecipitation
(ChIP), spurred by the rapid development of the so-called next generation sequenc-
ing machines. One clear advantage of sequencing-based approach is that it is
less biased compared to hybridization-based, which introduce a heavy bias during
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the probe selection stage. Various variants have since been introduced, includ-
ing ChIP-SACO (Impey et al., 2004), ChIP-PET (Wei et al., 2006), ChIP-STAGE
(Bhinge et al., 2007), and the most recent ChIP-Seq (Johnson et al., 2007).

Figure 1.6: ChIP-on-chip pairs chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) with glass slide
microarrays (chip) to analyze how regulatory proteins interact with the genome of
living cells. (Figure from http://chem.agilent.com)

1.4 Posttranscriptional regulation
Though transcriptional regulation is studied in great details, it is becoming more
and more evident that the regulation downstream is equally important. Posttran-
scriptional regulation is the control of protein synthesis by genes after synthesis of
RNA has begun. As discussed in previous section, mRNA transcripts are formed
by the process of transcription in the nucleus with the help of transcription factors.
RNA found in the nucleus is structurally more complex than that found in the cy-
toplasm. More than 95% of the RNA synthesized by RNA polymerase II never
reaches the cytoplasm. The main reason for this is due to the removal of introns
which account for 80% of the total bases (Jackson et al., 2000). Some studies have
shown that even after processing, the levels of mRNA between the cytoplasm and
the nucleus differ greatly (Schwanekamp et al., 2006). This shows that mRNA
transcripts are regulated to a great extent once formed and before translated. The
stability and distribution of these transcripts is regulated by means of RNA binding
proteins (RBPs) which control the various steps and rates of the transcripts called
posttranscriptional regulation. This step in regulation includes events such as al-
ternative splicing, nuclear degradation (exosome), nuclear export, sequestration in
DCP2-bodies for storage or degradation, and ultimately translation. These pro-
teins achieve these events with the help of a RNA recognition motif (RRM) that
binds a specific sequence or secondary structure of the transcripts, typically at the
5’ and 3’ UTR of the transcript.
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Though the role of posttranscriptional regulators in developmental biology was
presumed (nanos in C. elegans and D. melanogaster (Subramaniam and Seydoux,
1999)), due to the technical difficulties it was easier to determine the transcription
factor cascades than regulation at the RNA level. This area of study has recently
gained more importance due to the increasing evidence that posttranscriptional
regulation plays a larger role than previously expected. Even though proteins with
DNA binding domains are more abundant than proteins with RNA binding do-
mains. It has been shown that during T-cell activation 55% of significant changes
at the steady-state level had no corresponding changes at the transcriptional level,
meaning they were a result of stability regulation alone (Cheadle et al., 2005).
RNA interference and microRNAs are both examples of posttranscriptional regu-
lation, which regulate the destruction of RNA and change the chromatin structure.

To study posttranscriptional regulation several techniques are used, such as
RIP-Chip (RNA immunoprecipitation on chip) (Keene et al., 2006). In RNA-
ChIP, RNA-protein interactions are fixed by reversible chemical cross-linking with
formaldehyde followed by immunoprecipitation with antibodies against the candi-
date protein(s). RNAs that are associated with the protein are detected by reverse
transcriptase-PCR (RT-PCR).

1.4.1 Posttranscriptional regulatory networks

In Chapter 5, we make an attempt to unravel various aspects of posttranscriptional
regulation by integrating data incrementally from different sources. Halbeisen and
Gerber (2009) generated a small transcriptional and posttranscriptional expres-
sion compendium under six stress conditions to conclude that the transcriptional
and translational profiles are correlated in severe stress conditions in contrast to
mild stress conditions where the response is observed mostly at posttranscriptional
level. We used this data to build regulatory networks at transcriptional and post-
transcriptional levels. The clusters obtained from posttranscriptional profiles are
functionally more coherent. The regulatory network obtained from posttranscrip-
tional profiles is equally informative about the regulation at transcriptional level as
transcriptional profiles moreover it also provides information about posttranscrip-
tional regulation thus we suggest that conditional sampling at posttranscriptional
level should be preferred than at transcriptional for future studies. We then in-
tegrated expression data with known RNA binding protein targets for functional
characterization of RNA binding proteins. We further build an integrated network
by adding known transcription factor target information. Finally we find 3 over-
represented network motifs in integrated networks including a ’feedback loop’
specific to posttranscriptional regulations.
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1.5 Integrative approaches

The third important step after transcriptional and posttranscriptional regulation in
gene regulation is post translational regulation where proteins are modified in order
to perform their assigned role. Two main regulatory interactions at this level with
genome wide data availability are protein-protein interactions and phosphorylation
interactions.

Protein-protein interaction networks Protein-protein interaction maps rep-
resent the largest and most diverse data sets available to date. The first maps
were generated using two-hybrid studies in which interactions of protein partners
are accessed in yeast using a transcriptional readout (Uetz et al., 2000; Ito et al.,
2001). Two-hybrid studies were later on used to study interactions in other organ-
isms. More recently, high-throughput studies using affinity purification followed
by identification of associated proteins using mass spectrometry have resulted in
large data sets of protein interactions. Two recent studies have described the purifi-
cation of most proteins present in a eukaryotic cell, and both identified about 500
protein complexes in yeast (Gavin et al., 2006; Krogan et al., 2006) . Considering
the coverage of the experiments, these studies suggest there are about 800 protein
complexes in yeast. Extrapolation to the human proteome based on gene num-
ber predicts an estimate of 3000 human protein complexes. Interactions studies
each have technical concerns associated with them (Goll and Uetz, 2006). Two-
hybrid studies may reveal interactions that do not normally occur in vivo. Affinity
purification, on the other hand, may yield protein contaminants and may not de-
tect interactions in which binding partners are present substoichiometrically in a
complex. Comparison between these datasets reveals only partial overlap even for
the most comprehensive studies. This is likely due to the incomplete coverage of
each study and diverse computational methods or stringencies applied to interpret
the raw data sets. Nonetheless, these interaction maps, when integrated together,
have revealed global topological and dynamic features of interactome networks
that relate to known biological properties.

Protein phosphorylation networks Studies of yeast and humans have sug-
gested that 30% of cellular proteins are phosphorylated in vivo (Ficarro et al.,
2002). This number can be an underestimation since comprehensive mapping stud-
ies have not been performed. Consistent with the importance of phosphorylation
as a regulatory mechanism, eukaryotes devote about 2% of their protein-coding
genes to protein kinases, ranging from 122 for yeast to 518 for humans.

Until recently, protein phosphorylation has generally been mapped on a lim-
ited scale. However, newly developed approaches in mass spectrometry have al-
lowed the identification of a large number of phosphorylated residues including
those regulated during cell stimuli and developmental responses (Ptacek and Sny-
der, 2006). In addition to the identification of phosphorylated residues, two new
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approaches have shed light on discovering substrates of protein kinases. The use
of modified kinases that accept only radiolabelled ATP analogs has revealed many
substrates for several yeast kinases including the cyclin-dependent kinases Pho85
and Cdc28. A second approach used a proteome microarray containing 4400 yeast
proteins to detect in vitro substrates for the majority of yeast protein kinases. This
study identified about 4200 phosphorylations affecting >1300 substrates (Ptacek
et al., 2005). These different studies have identified a large number of phosphory-
lation events, many of which were validated in vivo. Many of the phosphorylations
involved substrates that operate in a known pathway of the kinase; however, sev-
eral validated substrates function in different cellular processes from those known
for the kinase, thereby revealing new functions for the protein kinases.

Given the availability of genome-wide interaction maps at different regulatory
levels like transcriptional (transcription factors), post-transcriptional (RNA bind-
ing proteins) and post-translational (kinases), one of the most important and chal-
lenging tasks in biology is to solve the jigsaw puzzle of putting these components
together to understand functioning of complex living organisms.

1.5.1 Network motifs

To understand the functioning of a complex biological system, it is important to
characterize the building blocks of this cellular circuitry. Recent studies have an-
alyzed the structure of the transcriptional networks of Escherichia coli (Shen-Orr
et al., 2002) and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Lee et al., 2002; Milo et al., 2002).
These transcriptional networks are shown to be composed, to a large extent, of a
small set of network motifs. Network motifs are patterns or sub-graphs that re-
cur in the cellular network significantly more often than in randomized networks
(Shen-Orr et al., 2002; Milo et al., 2002). Each of these motifs is suggested to
perform a specific information-processing role in the network. The network of
protein-protein interactions (PPIs) in S. cerevisiae has also been studied intensively
and shown to consist of clusters of interacting proteins (Wuchty et al., 2003). Fur-
ther network motifs were also characterized in integrated networks such as protein-
protein interaction and transcription networks (Yeger-Lotem et al., 2004a), and the
former two combined with phosphorylational network (Ptacek et al., 2005), tak-
ing into account the fact that many biological processes involve combinations of
different types of interactions. Recently, it has been shown that by overlaying
functional data over static network structures additional types of network motifs
can be discovered (Chechik et al., 2008). The kind of motifs studied in Chechik
et al. (2008) are so-called activity motifs, short patterns of timed gene expression
regulation events occurring significantly more often than expected by chance in the
metabolic network of S. cerevisiae. In the same spirit, we define regulatory path
motifs as short, significantly enriched paths in integrated networks which connect
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transcription factors to genes which are differentially expressed after perturbation
of the transcription factor.

In Chapter 6, Using comprehensive microarray data sets for 157 transcription
factor deletion experiments (Hu et al., 2007) and 55 transcription factor overex-
pression experiments (Chua et al., 2006) in S. cerevisiae, together with large-scale
networks of transcriptional regulatory interactions (Harbison et al., 2004; Pachkov
et al., 2007), protein-protein interactions (Reguly et al., 2006) and phosphoryla-
tion interactions (Ptacek et al., 2005), we found eight regulatory path motifs, of
which five were enriched in both deletion and overexpression data. These eight
motifs explain 13% of all genes differentially expressed in deletion data and 24%
in overexpression data, a more than five- to ten-fold increase compared to using
direct transcriptional links only, confirming that perturbational microarray experi-
ments contain mostly indirect regulatory links. We further observed that regulatory
path motifs are organized into modules of genes connected to a transcription fac-
tor by the same path and the same intermediate nodes. Perturbed targets forming
such modules tend to be highly coexpressed and functionally coherent and we
have used this property for predicting periodic genes and associating novel func-
tions to genes. Finally, we have considered two condition-dependent data sets, one
containing deletion experiments for 27 transcription factors under DNA-damage
condition (Workman et al., 2006), and one cell cycle specific data set by selecting
only the cell cycle regulators from (Hu et al., 2007), and compared the relative
abundance of each path motif between those data sets.
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Analysis of a Gibbs sampler method

for model based clustering of gene
expression data.

A. Joshi, Y. Van de Peer, T. Michoel

2.1 Introduction

Since the seminal paper by Eisen et al. (1998), now almost a decade ago, clustering
forms the basis for extracting comprehensible information out of large-scale gene
expression data sets. Clusters of coexpressed genes tend to be enriched for specific
functional categories (Eisen et al., 1998), share cis-regulatory sequences in their
promoters (Tavazoie et al., 1999), or form the building blocks for reconstructing
transcription regulatory networks (Segal et al., 2003).

A variety of heuristic clustering methods have been used, such as hierarchical
clustering (Eisen et al., 1998), k-means (Tavazoie et al., 1999), or self-organizing
maps (Tamayo et al., 1999). Although these methods have had an enormous im-
pact, their statistical properties are generally not well understood and important
parameters such as the number of clusters are not determined automatically. There-
fore, there has been a shift in attention towards model based clustering approaches
in recent years (Yeung et al., 2001; Fraley and Raftery, 2002; Medvedovic and
Sivaganesan, 2002; Medvedovic et al., 2004; Qin, 2006; Dahl, 2006). A model
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based approach assumes that the data is generated by a mixture of probability dis-
tributions, one for each cluster, and takes explicitly into account the noisyness of
gene expression data. It allows for a statistical assessment of the resulting clusters
and gives a formal estimate for the expected number of clusters. To infer model
parameters and cluster assignments, standard statistical techniques such as Expec-
tation Maximization or Gibbs sampling are used (Liu, 2002).

We developed a novel model based clustering method which builds upon the
method recently introduced by Qin (2006). We address two key questions that
have remained largely unanswered for model based clustering methods in gen-
eral, namely convergence of the Gibbs sampler for very large data sets, and non-
heuristic reconstruction of gene clusters from the posterior probability distribution
of the statistical model.

In the model used by Qin (2006), it is assumed that the expression levels of
genes in one cluster are random samples drawn from a Gaussian distribution and
expression levels of different experimental conditions are independent. We have
extended this model to allow dependencies between different conditions in the
same cluster. Medvedovic et al. (2004) used a multivariate normal distribution
to take into account correlation among experimental conditions. Our approach
consists of clustering the conditions within each gene cluster, assuming that the
expression levels of the genes in one gene cluster for the conditions in one con-
dition cluster are drawn from one Gaussian distribution. Hence our model is a
model for coclustering or two-way clustering of genes and conditions. The same
statistical model was also used in our recent approach to reconstruct transcription
regulatory networks (Michoel et al., 2007). The coclustering is carried out by a
Gibbs sampler which iteratively updates the assignment of each gene, and within
each gene cluster the assignment of each experimental condition, using the full
conditional distributions of the model.

It is known that a Gibbs sampler may have poor mixing properties if the distri-
bution being approximated is multi-modal and it will then have a slow convergence
rate (Liu, 2002). Previous studies of Gibbs samplers for model based clustering
have not reported convergence difficulties (Medvedovic and Sivaganesan, 2002;
Medvedovic et al., 2004; Dahl, 2006). In those studies, only data sets with a
relatively small number of genes (upto a few 100) (Medvedovic and Sivaganesan,
2002; Medvedovic et al., 2004), or a small number of experimental conditions (less
than 10) (Dahl, 2006) were considered, and special sampling techniques such as
reverse annealing (Medvedovic et al., 2004) or merge-split proposals (Dahl, 2006)
were sufficient to generate a well mixing Gibbs sampler. We observe that for data
sets of increasing size the correlation between two Gibbs sampler runs as well as
the number of cluster solutions visited in one run after burn-in steadily decreases.
This means that for large-scale data sets, the posterior distribution is very strongly
peaked on multiple local modes. Since the peaks are so strong, we approximate
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the posterior distribution by averaging over multiple runs performed in parallel,
each converging quickly to a single mode. By computing the correlation between
different averages of the same number of runs we are able to show that the number
of distinct modes is relatively small and accurate approximations to the posterior
distribution can be obtained with as few as 10 modes for around 6000 genes.

To identify the final optimal clustering, the traditional approach is to select
out of all the clusterings visited by the Gibbs sampler the one which maximizes
the posterior distribution (maximum a posteriori (MAP) clustering). However, we
show that for large data sets the differences in likelihood between the different lo-
cal maxima are extremely small and statistically insignificant, such that the MAP
clustering is as good as taking any local maximum at random. A GO (Ashburner
et al., 2000) analysis of the different modes shows that also from the biological
point of view any difference between the local modes is insignificant. Taking into
account the full posterior distribution is more difficult since different clusterings
may have a different number of clusters and the labeling of clusters is not unique
(the label switching problem (Redner and Kang, 1984)). The common solution to
this problem is to consider pairwise probabilities for two genes being clustered to-
gether or not (Medvedovic and Sivaganesan, 2002; Medvedovic et al., 2004; Dahl,
2006). A major question that has not yet received a final answer is how to recon-
struct gene clusters from these pairwise probabilities. Medvedovic and Sivagane-
san (2002) and Medvedovic et al. (2004) use a heuristic hierarchical clustering on
the pairwise probability matrix to form a final clustering estimate. Dahl (2006) in-
troduces a least-squares method, which selects out of all clusterings visited by the
Gibbs sampler the one which minimizes a distance function to the pairwise prob-
ability matrix. In both approaches, the probability matrix is reduced to a single
hard clustering. This necessarily removes non-transitive relations between genes
(such as a low probability for a pair of genes to be clustered together even though
they both have relatively high probability to be clustered with the same third gene)
which may nevertheless be informative and biologically meaningful.

We propose that the pairwise probability matrix reflects a soft or fuzzy clus-
tering of the data, i.e., genes can belong to multiple clusters with a certain prob-
ability. To extract these fuzzy clusters from the pairwise probabilities we use a
method from pattern recognition theory (Inoue and Urahama, 1999). This method
iteratively computes the largest eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector of the
probability matrix, constructs a fuzzy cluster with the eigenvector, and updates the
probability matrix by removing from it the weight of the genes assigned to the last
cluster. By only keeping genes which belong to one fuzzy cluster with very high
probability we obtain tight clusters which show higher functional coherence com-
pared to standard clusters. Keeping also genes which belong with lower but still
significant probability to multiple fuzzy clusters, we can tentatively identify mul-
tifunctional genes or relations between genes showing only partial coexpression.
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We show that our results are in good agreement with previous fuzzy clustering
approaches to gene expression data (Gasch and Eisen, 2002). We believe that our
fuzzy clustering method to summarize the posterior distribution will be of gen-
eral interest for all model based clustering approaches and solves the problems
associated to heuristic clusterings of the pairwise probability matrix.

All our analyses are performed on three large-scale public compendia of gene
expression data for S. cerevisiae (Spellman et al., 1998b; Gasch et al., 2000b;
Hughes et al., 2000a).

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Convergence of the Gibbs sampler algorithm

We study convergence using the test functions fij which indicate if gene i and j

are clustered together or not (see eq. (2.5) in the Methods) and compute the cor-
relation measure ρ between different runs for this set of functions (see eq. (2.4) in
the Methods). In addition to the correlation measure, we also compute the entropy
measure Hfuzzy (see eq. (2.6) in the Methods). This parameter summarizes the
’shape’ of the posterior distribution: a value of 0 corresponds to hard clustering
which implies that the distribution is completely supported on a single solution,
the more positive Hfuzzy is, the more the distribution is supported on multiple so-
lutions.

In the analysis below we use subsets from the Gasch et al. (2000b) data set with
a varying number of genes and conditions and perform multiple Gibbs sampler
runs with a large number of iterations. One iteration involves a reassignment of all
genes and all conditions in all clusters, and hence involves N + M ×K sampling
steps in the Gibbs sampler, where N is the number of genes, M the number of
conditions, and K the number of clusters at that iteration (typically K ∼

√
N ).

First we consider a very small data set (100 genes, 10 conditions). We start
two Gibbs sampler runs in parallel and compute the correlation measure ρ at each
iteration, see Figure 2.1. In this case, ρ approaches its maximum value ρ = 1
in less than 5000 iterations and the Gibbs sampler generates a well mixing chain
which can easily explore the whole space. Non-zero values of the entropy mea-
sure Hfuzzy (0.105± 0.003) indicate that the posterior distribution is supported on
multiple clusterings of the genes.

Next we run the Gibbs sampler algorithm on a data set with 1000 genes and
all 173 conditions. Unlike in the previous situation we observe that the corre-
lation between two Gibbs sampler runs saturates well below 1 (see Figure 2.1).
Hence the Gibbs sampler does not converge to the posterior distribution in one
run. We can gain further understanding for the lack of convergence by looking in
more detail at a single Gibbs sampler run. It turns out that the correlation measure
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Figure 2.1: Trace plot of the correlation measure ρ between two different Gibbs sampler
runs as a function of the number of iterations, for a small data set (100 genes, 10
conditions, top curve) and a large data set (1000 genes, 173 conditions, bottom
curve). Both data sets are subsets of the Gasch et al. (2000b) data set.

between two successive iterations reaches 1 very rapidly and remains unchanged
afterwards. Since each iteration involves a large number of sampling steps (i.e., a
large number of possible configuration changes), this implies that the Gibbs sam-
pler very rapidly finds a local maximum of the posterior distribution from which it
can no longer escape. We conclude that the posterior distribution is supported on
multiple local maxima which overlap only partially, and with valleys in between
that cannot be crossed by the Gibbs sampler. These local maxima all have approx-
imately the same log-likelihood (see for instance the small variance in Figure 2.4
) and are therefore all equally meaningful. Each independent Gibbs sampler run
converges very quickly to one of the local maxima and an average of such mul-
tiple independent runs can provide an approximation to the posterior distribution.
The number of local maxima (Gibbs sampler runs) necessary for a good approxi-
mation can be estimated as follows. We perform 150 independent Gibbs sampler
runs and compute for each the pairwise gene-gene clustering probability matrix F

(see Methods). For each k = 1, . . . , 50, we take two non-overlapping sets of k

solutions and compute the average of their pairwise probability matrices F . Then,
we compute the correlation measure ρ between those two averages. This is re-
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peated several times, depending on the number of non-overlapping sets that can
be chosen from the pool of 150 solutions. The correlation measure between any
two Gibbs sampler runs ranges between 0.48 to 0.68 (see the variance between
one solution in Figure 2.2) meaning each local maximum is quite distinct from the
other. Though there are many local maxima, Figure 2.2 shows that as k increases,
the correlation quickly reaches close to perfect value 1. This implies that a good
approximation to the posterior distribution can be obtained in this case already
with 10 to 20 solutions.
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Figure 2.2: Correlation measure ρ between different averages of the same number of local
maxima for a data set of 1000 genes and 173 conditions (subset of the Gasch et al.
(2000b) data set). The mean value is plotted along with error bars to show that
correlation measure varies a lot between two Gibbs sampler runs but the ensemble
solution obtained by merging multiple solution is very consistent.

In Figure 2.3, we keep the same 1000 genes and select an increasing number
of conditions. As the data set increases, the entropy measure Hfuzzy decreases,
meaning the clusters become increasingly hard. Simultaneously, the correlation
measure ρ decreases from about 0.85 to 0.55. We conclude that the depth of the
valleys between different local maxima of the posterior distribution increases with
the size of the data set and it becomes increasingly more difficult for the Gibbs
sampler to escape from these maxima and visit the whole space in one run.
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Figure 2.3: Average Entropy measure Hfuzzy with error bars for data sets with 1000 genes
and varying number of conditions (subsets of the Gasch et al. (2000b) data set).

2.2.2 Analysis of whole genome data sets

If we run the Gibbs sampler algorithm on the three whole genome yeast data sets,
we are in the situation where the algorithm very rapidly gets stuck in a local max-
imum. In Figure 2.4 we plot the average log-likelihood score (see eq. (2.2) in
the Methods) for 10 different Gibbs sampler runs for the Spellman et al. (1998b)
data set. The rapid convergence of the log-likelihood shows that the Gibbs sam-
pler reaches the local maxima very quickly and the low variance shows that the
different local maxima are all equally likely. The average over 10 runs of the GO
mutual information score (see eq. (2.7) in the Methods) shows the same rapid con-
vergence and small variance, implying that the different maxima are biologically
equally meaningful according to this score. The correlation between different av-
erages of 10 Gibbs sampler runs reaches 0.85, a value we consider high enough for
a good approximation of the posterior distribution. The other two data sets show
precisely the same behavior.
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Figure 2.4: Trace plot of the average log-likelihood score and standard deviation for 10
Gibbs sampler runs for the Spellman et al. (1998b) data set.

2.2.3 Two-way clustering versus one-way clustering

Our coclustering algorithm extends the CRC algorithm of Qin (2006) by also clus-
tering the conditions for each cluster of genes (‘two-way clustering’), instead of
assuming they are always independent (‘one-way clustering’). We compare the
clustering of genes for the three yeast data sets using both methods, by computing
the average number of clusters inferred (K), the average log-likelihood score and
the average GO mutual information score for 10 independent runs of each algo-
rithm. The results are tabulated in Table 2.1 and 2.2. For all three data sets, both
the log-likelihood score and the GO mutual information score are higher (better)
for our method. The increase in GO mutual information score is especially sig-
nificant in case of the Hughes et al. (2000a) data set. This data set has very few
overexpressed or repressed values and if each condition is considered independent,
there are very few distinct profiles which results in the formation of very few clus-
ters (∼ 15 for 6052 genes). Also clustering the conditions gives more meaningful
results since differentially expressed conditions form separate clusters from one
large background cluster of non-differentially expressed conditions.
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Data set Avg. K Avg. log-likelihood score Avg. MI
Gasch et al. (2000b) 52.9(2.6) −6.101(0.014)× 105 1.771(0.031)
Hughes et al. (2000a) 14.9(0.5) 2.530(0.002)× 106 0.588(0.044)
Spellman et al. (1998b) 49.7(2.2) −7.183(0.037)× 104 1.491(0.032)

Table 2.1: One-way clustering, averages with standard deviations in braces for 10 different
Gibbs sampler runs.

Data set Avg. K Avg. log-likelihood score Avg. MI
Gasch et al. (2000b) 84.5(2.5) −5.586(0.012)× 105 1.912(0.033)
Hughes et al. (2000a) 85.5(2.7) 2.798(0.004)× 106 1.511(0.045)
Spellman et al. (1998b) 65.4(4.2) −5.112(0.011)× 104 1.612(0.032)

Table 2.2: Two-way clustering, averages with standard deviations in braces for 10 different
Gibbs sampler runs.

For simulated data sets, clusters are defined as sets of genes sharing the same
regulators in the synthetic regulatory network, and the true number of clusters is
known. Here we consider a gene network whose topology is subsampled from
an E. coli transcriptional network (Van den Bulcke et al., 2006) with 1000 genes,
of which 105 transcription factors, and 286 clusters. For two-way clustering, as
we increase the number of conditions in the simulated data set, more clusters are
formed and the number of clusters saturates close to the true number (see Figure
2.7). For one-way clustering, addition of conditions does not affect the inferred
number of clusters which is an order of magnitude smaller than the true number
(see Figure 2.7). For two-way clustering, due to the clustering of conditions, the
number of model parameters is reduced, and greater statistical accuracy can be
achieved, even when the number of genes in a cluster becomes small.

The correlation measure ρ between true clusters and inferred clusters also
shows a higher value for two-way clustering over one-way (figure 2.6).

Unlike for simulated data sets, the inferred number of clusters does not depend
much upon the number of conditions for real biological data sets (figure 2.5), i.e.,
even if more conditions are added, the algorithm does not generate more clusters.
This is because in simulated data, every addition of a condition adds new infor-
mation, but for real data sets that might not be the case. In order to get the true
clusters from the expression data, we do not only need more conditions but also
that each new condition contributes information different from the information al-
ready available from the previous conditions. This might be a reason why the
algorithm clusters 6052 genes in only ∼ 80 clusters (see Table 2.2).
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Figure 2.5: Average number of clusters generated along with error bars for data sets with
1000 genes and varying number of conditions (subsets of the Gasch et al data set).
This shows that unlike simulated datasets, eventhough more experiments are added,
the algorithm does not generate more number of clusters.

2.2.4 Fuzzy clusters

Our algorithm returns a summary of the posterior distribution in the form of a
gene-gene matrix whose entries are the probabilities that a pair of genes is clus-
tered together. To convert these pairwise probabilities back to clusters we use a
graph spectral method as explained in the Methods. The method produces fuzzy
overlapping clusters where each gene i belongs to each fuzzy cluster k with a
probability pik, such that

∑
k pik = 1. The size of a fuzzy cluster k is defined

as
∑

i pik. The algorithm iteratively produces new fuzzy clusters until all the in-
formation in the pairwise matrix is converted into clusters (1st stopping criterium,
see Methods), or until the mathematical conditions underlying the algorithm cease
to hold (2nd stopping criterium, see Methods). We applied the algorithm to pair-
wise probability matrices for each of the three data sets, obtained by averaging
over 10 different Gibbs sampler runs. For the Gasch et al. (2000b) and Hughes
et al. (2000a) data sets, full fuzzy clustering is achieved with 500 fuzzy clusters
(all 6052 genes have total assignment probability

∑
k pik > 0.98). For the Spell-

man et al. (1998b) data set the second stopping criterium is met after producing
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Figure 2.6: Correlation measure between true clustering and that generated by one-way
and two-way clustering for a network of 1000 genes from simulated data

321 fuzzy clusters.
In general, we observe that the algorithm first produces one very large fuzzy

cluster corresponding to an average expression profile that almost all genes can
relate to. This cluster is of no interest for further analysis. Then it produces a
number of fuzzy clusters of varying size which show interesting coexpression pro-
files and are useful for further analysis. For the three data sets considered here, this
number is around 100, consistent with the average number of clusters in different
Gibbs sampler runs (see Table 2.2). The remaining fuzzy clusters are typically
very small and consist mostly of noise. Like the very first cluster, they are of no
interest for further analysis.

Since every gene belongs to every cluster, we use a probability cutoff to remove
from each cluster the genes which belong to it with a very small probability. The
smaller the cutoff, the more genes belong to a cluster, which results into more
fuzzy clusters and vice versa. Table 2.3 shows the total number of genes assigned
to at least one fuzzy cluster with different cutoff values and in brackets the number
of genes assigned to at least two fuzzy clusters.

The goal of merging different Gibbs sampler solutions and forming fuzzy clus-
ters is to extract additional information out of a data set that is not captured by a
single hard clustering solution. This can be achieved in two ways. First, by ob-
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Figure 2.7: Number of gene clusters for a simulated data set with 1000 genes and a varying
number of conditions, for two-way clustering (top data points (×)) and one-way
clustering (bottom data points (+))

Data set 0.1 0.3 0.5
Gasch et al. (2000b) 6045 (4356) 4062 (344) 1781 (0)
Hughes et al. (2000a) 6052 (4554) 3959 (34) 2254 (0)
Spellman et al. (1998b) 6052 (5187) 3158 (139) 1255 (0)

Table 2.3: Number of genes clustered and number of genes belonging to multiple clusters
(in braces) with different membership probability cutoff values.

taining tight clusters of few but highly coexpressed genes with a high probability
cutoff. Second, by characterizing genes which belong to multiple clusters with a
significant probability.

For all three data sets, at a probability cutoff of 0.5, we get a subset of genes
which belong to only one cluster with high probability. Table 2.3 shows that each
data set retains at least 20% of its genes. These are sets of strongly coexpressed
genes which cluster together in almost every hard cluster solution. Ribosomal
genes show such a strong coexpression pattern in all the three data sets where most
genes belong to this cluster with a probability close to 1 (see Figure 2.8). At least
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75% of all the genes in cluster 2 ((Gasch et al., 2000b) data), cluster 3 ((Hughes
et al., 2000a) data) and cluster 2 ((Spellman et al., 1998b) data) are located in
ribosome.

Figure 2.8: Ribosomal genes form a tight cluster in the Hughes et al. (2000a) data set.

Local but very strong coexpression patterns can also be detected by our method.
Cluster 15 of the Gasch et al. (2000b) dataset consists of only 4 genes clustered to-
gether with probability 1 (see Figure 2.9). These four genes, GAL1, GAL2, GAL7,
and GAL10, are enzymes in the galactose catabolic pathway and respond to dif-
ferent carbon sources during steady state. They are strongly upregulated when
galactose is used as a carbon source (2nd experiment cluster in Figure 2.9) and
strongly downregulated with any other sugar as a carbon source (1st experiment
cluster in Figure 2.9). In every hard cluster solution, these 4 genes are clustered
together along with other genes. By merging these hard cluster solutions to form
fuzzy clusters, we get a tight but more meaningful cluster with only 4 genes.

Figure 2.9: Four genes GAL1, GAL2, GAL7 and GAL10 form a tight cluster showing con-
ditional coexpression in the Gasch et al. (2000b) data set.

Table 2.3 shows that many genes belong to two or more clusters with a signifi-
cant probability. For the Gasch et al. (2000b) data set, we find similar observations
as in Gasch and Eisen (2002). Cluster 27 contains genes localized in endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) and induced under dithiothreitol (DTT) stress like FKB2, JEM1,
ERD2, ERP1, ERP2, RET2, RET3, SEC13, SEC21, SEC24 and others. Cluster
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34 contains genes repressed under nitrogen stress and stationary state. 20 percent
of the genes in cluster 27 also belong to cluster 34 with a significant member-
ship. These include genes encoding for ER vesicle coat proteins like RET2, RET3,
SEC13 and others which are induced under DTT stress as well as repressed under
nitrogen stress and stationary state. Also RIO1, an essential serine kinase, belongs
to two clusters with a significant probability. It clusters with genes involved in
ribosomal biogenesis and assembly (Gasch et al. (2000b) data cluster 3) as well as
with genes functioning as generators of precursor metabolites and energy (Gasch
et al. (2000b) data cluster 7). We find similar observations for the Hughes et al.
(2000a) and (Spellman et al., 1998b) datasets. Genes CLN1, CLN2 and other
DNA synthesis genes like CLB6 which are known to be regulated by SBF during
S1 phase (Koch et al., 1996) belong to cluster 19 (Spellman et al. (1998b) data).
They also belong with significant probability to cluster 4 (Spellman et al. (1998b)
data). More than one third of the genes in cluster 4 are predicted to be cell cycle
regulated genes.

2.3 Conclusion

We have developed an algorithm to simultaneously cluster genes and conditions
and sample such coclusterings from a Bayesian probabilistic model. For large data
sets, the model is supported on multiple equivalent local maxima. The average
of these local maxima can be represented by a matrix of pairwise gene-gene clus-
tering probabilities and we have introduced a new method for extracting fuzzy,
overlapping clusters from this matrix. This method is able to extract information
out of the data set that is not available from a single, hard clustering.

2.4 Methods

2.4.1 Mathematical model

For an expression matrix with N genes and M conditions, we define a coclustering
as a partition of the genes into K gene clusters Gk, together with for each gene
cluster, a partition of the set of conditions into Lk condition clusters Ek,l. We
assume that all data points in a cocluster {(i,m) : i ∈ Gk,m ∈ Ek,l} are random
samples from the same normal distribution. This model generalizes the model
used by Qin (2006), where the partition of conditions is always fixed at the trivial
partition into singleton sets.

Given a set of means and precisions (µkl, τkl), a coclustering C defines a prob-
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ability density on data matrices D = (xim) by

p
(
D | C, (µkl, τkl)

)
=

K∏
k=1

Lk∏
l=1

∏
i∈Gk

∏
m∈Ek,l

p(xim | µkl, τkl).

We use a uniform prior on the set of coclusterings with normal-gamma conjugate
priors for the parameters µkl and τkl. Using Bayes’ rule we find the probability
of a coclustering C with parameters (µkl, τkl) given the data D. Then we take the
marginal probability over the parameters (µkl, τkl) to obtain the final probability
of a coclustering C given the data D, upto a normalization constant:

p(C | D) ∝
K∏

k=1

Lk∏
l=1

∫∫
p(µ, τ)

∏
i∈Gk

∏
m∈Ek,l

p(xim | µ, τ) dµdτ, (2.1)

where p(µ, τ) = p(µ | τ)p(τ) with

p(µ | τ) =
(λ0τ

2π

)1/2
e−

λ0τ
2 (µ−µ0)

2
, p(τ) =

βα0
0

Γ(α0)
τα0−1e−β0τ ,

α0, β0, λ0 > 0 and −∞ < µ0 < ∞ being the parameters of the normal-gamma
prior distribution. We use the values α0 = β0 = λ0 = 0.1 and µ0 = 0.0, resulting
in a non-informative prior. We have compared the normal-gamma prior with other
non-informative, conjugate priors, but found no difference in results (described in
detail in next section). The double integral in eq. (2.1) can be solved exactly in
terms of the sufficient statistics T

(n)
kl =

∑
i∈Gk,m∈Ekl

xn
im (n = 0, 1, 2) for each

cocluster. The log-likelihood score decomposes as a sum of cocluster scores:

S(C) = log p(C | D) =
K∑

k=1

Lk∑
l=1

Skl, (2.2)

with

Skl = − 1
2T

(0)
kl log(2π) + 1

2 log
( λ0

λ0 + T
(0)
kl

)
− log Γ(α0)

+ log Γ(α0 + 1
2T

(0)
kl ) + α0 log β0 − (α0 + 1

2T
(0)
kl ) log β1

and

β1 = β0 +
1
2

[
T

(2)
kl −

(T (1)
kl )2

T
(0)
kl

]
+

λ0

(
T

(1)
kl − µ0T

(0)
kl

)2

2(λ0 + T
(0)
kl )T (0)

kl

.

2.5 Prior comparison
To check whether the choice of priors affect the clustering, we used three different
conjugate priors for a normal distribution namely Normal-Gamma (used for the
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further analysis), Athreya’s Extended Gamma and Dickey’s Gamma-Normal. The
conjugate prior functions were obtained from a compendium of priors ( http://
www.stat.columbia.edu/∼cook/movabletype/mlm/CONJINTRnew\
%2BTEX.pdf). Starting from initial random clusters, the Gibbs sampler proce-
dure uses score difference as a measure to decide whether to add a gene/condition
to a cluster. Log-likelihood score using these three different priors turns out to be,

Skl(Normal−Gamma) = − 1
2T

(0)
kl log(2π)+ 1

2 log
( λ0

λ0 + T
(0)
kl

)
− log Γ(α0)

+ log Γ(α0 + 1
2T

(0)
kl ) + α0 log β0 − (α0 + 1

2T
(0)
kl ) log β1

where, α0 = 0.1 ,β0 = 0.1 , λ0 = 0.1 and µ0 = 0.0

Skl(Atreya′sExtendedGamma) = − 1
2T

(0)
kl log(2π)

+ 1
2 log

( λ0

λ0 + T
(0)
kl

)
+ 1

2 (α0 + 1) log(
γ0

β0
)− 1

2 (α0 − 1
2T

(0)
kl + 1) log(

γ0

β1
)

+ log(besselk
α0−

1
2T

(0)
kl +1

(2
√

(γ0 ∗ β1))− log(besselkα0+1(2
√

(γ0 ∗ β0))

where, α0 = 0.5 ,β0 = 0.1 , γ0 = 0.1 , λ0 = 0.1 and µ0 = 0.0

Skl(Dickey′sGamma−Normal) = − 1
2T

(0)
kl log(2π) + 1

2 log
( λ0

λ0 + T
(0)
kl

)
− log Γ(α0) + log Γ(α0 + 1

2T
(0)
kl ) + α0 log β0 − (α0 + 1

2T
(0)
kl ) log β1

where, α0 = 0.1 , β0 = 0.1 , λ0 = 0.1 and µ0 = 0.0
Figure 2.10 shows that log-likelihood score difference obtained with Normal-

Gamma prior and Atreya’s extended gamma prior is almost identical. The ex-
pression for the score with Dickey’s Gamma-Normal prior is the same as Normal-
Gamma. The log-likelihood score calculated with any of the three priors gives the
same clustering results. Thus clustering is not affected by the choice of priors.

2.5.1 Gibbs sampler algorithm

We use a Gibbs sampler to sample coclusterings from the posterior distribution
(2.1). The algorithm iteratively updates the assignment of genes to gene clusters,
and for each gene cluster, the assignment of conditions to condition clusters as
follows:

1. Initialization: randomly assign N genes to a random K0 number of gene
clusters, and for each cluster, randomly assign M conditions to a random
Lk,0 number of condition clusters.
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Loglikelihood score difference with Atreya’s Extended Gamma prior

Figure 2.10: Log-likelihood score difference using two different priors: Athreya’s Extended
Gamma prior and Normal-Gamma prior. As the two score differences are almost
identical, using any one of the priors will not change the clustering result.

2. For N cycles, remove a random gene i from its current cluster. For each gene
cluster k, calculate the log-likelihood score S(Ci→k), where Ci→k denotes
the coclustering obtained from C by assigning gene i to cluster k, keeping all
other assignments of genes and conditions equal, as well as the probability
S(Ci→0) for the gene to be alone in its own cluster. Assign gene i to one
of the possible K + 1 gene clusters, where K is the current number of gene
clusters, according to the probabilities Qk ∝ eS(Ci→k), normalized such that∑

k Qk = 1.

3. For each gene cluster k, for M cycles, remove a random condition m from
its current cluster. For each condition cluster l, calculate the log-likelihood
score S(Ck,m→l). Assign condition m to one of the possible Lk + 1 clus-
ters, where Lk is the current number of condition clusters for gene cluster
k, according to the probabilities Ql ∝ eS(Ck,m→l), normalized such that∑

l Ql = 1.

4. Iterate step 2 and 3 until convergence. One iteration is defined as executing
step 2 and 3 consecutively once, and hence consists of N +K×M sampling
steps (with K the number of gene clusters after Step 1 of that iteration).
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This coclustering algorithm simulates a Markov chain which satisfies detailed
balance with respect to the posterior distribution (2.1), i.e., after a sufficient num-
ber of iterations, the probability to visit a particular coclustering C is given exactly
by p(C | D). The expectation value of any real function f with respect to the
posterior distribution can be approximated by averaging over the iterations of a
sufficiently long Gibbs sampler run:

E(f) =
∑
C

f(C)p(C | D) ≈ 1
T

T0+T∑
t=T0+1

f(Ct) (2.3)

where Ct is the coclustering visited at iteration t and T0 is a possible burn-in period.
We say that the Gibbs sampler has converged if two runs starting from different
random initializations return the same averages (2.3) for a suitable set of test func-
tions f . More precisely, if {fn} is a set of test functions, define an = E1(fn) the
average of fn in the first Gibbs sampler run, and bn = E2(fn) the average of fn

in the second Gibbs sampler run. We define a correlation measure ρ (0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1)
between two runs as

ρ =
|
∑

n anbn|√
(
∑

n a2
n)(

∑
n b2

n)
. (2.4)

ρ is a measure of similarity between two Gibbs sampler runs. The higher the value
of ρ, more similar two cluster solutions. Full convergence is reached if ρ = 1.

2.5.2 Fuzzy clustering

To keep track of the gene clusters, independent of the (varying) number of clusters
or their labeling, we consider functions

fij(C) =

{
1 if gene i and j belong to the same gene cluster in C
0 otherwise

(2.5)

In general, the posterior distribution (2.1) is not concentrated on a single coclus-
tering and the matrix F = (E(fij)) of expectation values (see eq. (2.3)) consists
of probabilities between 0 and 1. To quantify this fuzzyness, we use an entropy
measure (Shannon, 1948)

Hfuzzy =
1

N2 ln 2

∑
ij

h(Fij), (2.6)

where N is the dimension of the square matrix F and

h(q) = −q ln(q)− (1− q) ln(1− q) for 0 ≤ q ≤ 1.

For a hard clustering (Fij = 0 or 1 for all i, j), Hfuzzy = 0, and for a maximally
fuzzy clustering (Fij = 0.5 for all i, j), Hfuzzy = 1. In reality, the matrix F is very
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sparse (most gene pairs will never be clustered together), so Hfuzzy remains small
even for real fuzzy clusterings.

We assume that a fuzzy gene-gene matrix F is produced by a fuzzy cluster-
ing of the genes, i.e., we assume that each gene i has a probability pik to be-
long to each cluster k, such that

∑
k pik = 1. To extract these probabilities from

F we use a graph spectral method (Inoue and Urahama, 1999), originally devel-
oped for pattern recognition and image analysis, modified here to enforce the nor-
malization conditions on pik. A fuzzy cluster is represented by a column vector
w = (w1, . . . , wN )T , with wi the weight of gene i in this cluster, normalized
such that ‖w‖2 = wT w =

∑
i w2

i = 1. The cohesiveness of the cluster with
respect to the gene-gene matrix F is defined as wT Fw =

∑
ij wiFijwj . By the

Rayleigh-Ritz theorem,

max
w 6=0

wT Fw

wT w
= vT

1 Fv1 = λ1,

where λ1 is the largest eigenvalue of F and v1 the corresponding (normalized)
eigenvector. Hence the maximally cohesive cluster in F is given by the eigenvector
of the largest eigenvalue. By the Perron-Frobenius theorem, this eigenvector is
unique and all its entries are nonnegative. We can then define the membership
probabilities to cluster 1 by pi1 = v1,i

maxj(v1,j)
. Hence the gene with the highest

weight in v1 is considered the prototypical gene for this cluster, and it will not
belong to any other cluster. The probability pi1 measures to what extent other
genes are coexpressed with this prototypical gene. To find the next most cohesive
cluster, we remove from F the information already contained in the first cluster by
setting

F
(2)
ij =

√
1− pi1Fij

√
1− pj1,

and compute the largest eigenvalue and corresponding (normalized) eigenvector v2

for this matrix. The prototypical gene for this cluster may already have some prob-
ability assigned to the previous cluster, so we define the membership probabilities
to the second cluster by

pi2 = min
( v2,i

maxj(v2,j)
(1− pimax1), 1− pi1

)
.

Here imax = arg maxj(v2,j) is the prototypical gene for the second cluster, and
we take the ‘min’ to ensure that

∑
k pik will never exceed 1.

This procedure of reducing F and computing the largest eigenvalue and corre-
sponding eigenvector to define the next cluster membership probabilities is iterated
until one of the following stopping criteria is met:

1. All entries in the reduced matrix F (k) reach 0, i.e., for all genes,
∑

k′<k pik′ =
1, and we have completely determined all fuzzy clusters and their member-
ship probabilities.
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2. The largest eigenvalue of the reduced matrix F (k) has rank > 1. In this case
the eigenvector is no longer unique and need no longer have nonnegative en-
tries, so we cannot make new cluster membership probabilities out of it. This
may happen if the (weighted) graph defined by connecting gene pairs with
non-zero entries in F (k) is no longer strongly connected (Perron-Frobenius
theorem).

To compute one or more of the largest eigenvalues and eigenvectors for large
sparse matrices such as F and its reductions F (k) we use efficient sparse matrix
routines, such as for instance implemented in the Matlab R© function eigs.

2.5.3 Data sets

We use three large compendia of gene expression data for budding yeast:

1. Gasch et al. (2000b) data set: expression in 173 stress related conditions.

2. Hughes et al. (2000a) data set: compendium of expression profiles corre-
sponding to 300 diverse mutations and chemical treatments.

3. Spellman et al. (1998b) data set: 77 conditions for alpha factor arrest, elu-
triation, and arrest of a cdc15 temperature-sensitive mutant.

We select the genes present in all three data sets (6052 genes) and, to be as unbiased
as possible, no further postprocessing is done.

2.5.4 Simulated data

To generate simulated data, we used SynTReN (Van den Bulcke et al., 2006), a
network generator that creates synthetic transcriptional regulatory networks and
produces simulated gene expression data that approximates experimental data.
Network topologies are generated by selecting subnetworks from previously de-
scribed regulatory networks. Interaction kinetics are modeled by equations based
on Michaelis-Menten and Hill kinetics. We used a gene network with 1000 genes
of which 105 act as regulators. The topology of the network was subsampled from
an E. coli transcriptional net- work by cluster addition, resulting in a network with
2361 edges. All parameters of SynTReN were set to default values, except number
of correlated inputs, which was set to 50%. SynTReN generated expression values
ranging from 0 (no expression) to 1 (maximal expression) which we normalized to
log 2 ratio values by picking one of the experiments as the control.

2.5.5 Functional coherence

To estimate the overall biological relevance of the clusters we use a method which
calculates the mutual information between clusters and GO attributes (Gibbons
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and Roth, 2002). For each GOslim attribute, we create a cluster-attribute contin-
gency table where rows are clusters and columns are attribute status (‘Yes’ if the
gene possesses the attribute, ‘No’ if it is not known whether the gene possesses the
attribute). The total mutual information is defined as the sum of mutual informa-
tions between clusters and individual GO attributes:

MI =
∑
A

H(C) + H(A)−H(C, A) (2.7)

where C is a clustering of the genes, A is a GO attribute and H is Shannon’s
entropy, H = −

∑
i pi log(pi), and the pi are probabilities obtained from the con-

tingency tables.
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3
Module networks revisited:

computational assessment of model
predictions

A. Joshi,R. De Smet, K. Marchal, Y. Van de Peer, T. Michoel

3.1 Introduction

One of the central goals of the top-down approach to systems biology is to infer
predictive mathematical network models from high-throughput data. Much of the
driving force for the development of network inference methods has come from
the availability of various types of large-scale data sets for particular model organ-
isms like S. cerevisiae and E. coli. In contrast, data generation for other organ-
isms has been much slower and mainly focused on gene expression data. These
gene expression data sets for typically more complex organisms pose their own
challenges, such as a higher number of genes, limited number of experimental
conditions, and supposedly a more complex underlying transcriptional network.
Therefore, improvement and refinement of methods for network inference from
gene expression data continues to be of great interest. Several reviews on a variety
of methods have been written (Friedman, 2004; Gardner and Faith, 2005; Bansal
et al., 2007; Bussemaker et al., 2007), and development of new methods remains
an active area of research (Basso et al., 2005; Faith et al., 2007b; Bonneau et al.,
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2006; Alter and Golub, 2005). Here we revisit the module network method of Se-
gal et al. (2003) to infer regulatory modules and their condition-specific regulators
from gene expression data and show that better and more refined module networks
can be obtained by using advanced statistical and computational methods. These
improvements concern the use of Monte Carlo (Liu, 2004) and ensemble strategies
(Carvalho and Lawrence, 2007; Webb-Robertson et al., 2008).

Following Hartwell et al. (1999) a ’module’ is to be viewed as a discrete entity
composed of many types of molecules and whose function is separable from that
of other modules. Understanding the general principles that determine the struc-
ture and function of modules and the parts they are composed of can be considered
one of the main problems of contemporary systems biology (Hartwell et al., 1999).
The module network method of Segal et al. (2003) addresses this problem using
gene expression data as its input. It has yielded novel biological insights in a
number of complex eukaryotic systems (Segal et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2006b; Se-
gal et al., 2007; Zhu et al., 2007a; Li et al., 2007; Novershtern et al., 2008) and
has been the source of inspiration for numerous computational approaches to net-
work inference as evidenced by its high number of citations. A module network
is a probabilistic graphical model (Friedman, 2004) which consists of modules of
coregulated genes and their regulatory programs. A regulatory program uses the
expression level of a set of regulators to predict the condition dependent mean
expression of the genes in a module. Segal et al. (2003) used a deterministic
optimization algorithm that searches simultaneously for a partition of genes into
modules and a regulation program for each module. We consider both as separate
tasks. When searching for modules, often many local optima exist with partially
overlapping modules differing from each other in a few genes. We use a Gibbs
sampling approach for two-way clustering of genes and conditions to generate an
ensemble of partially overlapping partitions of genes into modules and produce an
ensemble averaged solution (Joshi et al., 2008). This centroid solution consists
of so-called tight clusters, subsets of genes which consistently cluster together in
almost all local optima. We also use a probabilistic method for learning regula-
tory programs. These regulatory programs take the form of fuzzy decision trees
with regulator expression levels at the decision nodes and generalize the regres-
sion tree approach of Segal et al. (2003). By summing the strength with which
a regulator participates in each member of an ensemble of regulatory programs
for a certain module, we obtain a regulator score which gives a statistical confi-
dence measure for the assignment of that regulator. Together, the Gibbs sampling
cluster algorithm and probabilistic regulatory program learning provide a compu-
tationally efficient method to generate ensembles of module networks from which
a centroid-like summarization can be constructed.

We have applied this ensemble method to the very same data set as Segal et al.
(2003) and performed several comparison tasks. First, we considered the proba-
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bilistic models and evaluated them on training as well as test data. We show that
the model inferred by Segal et al. (2003) is equivalent to a single instance of the
ensemble of models inferred by our algorithm. The tight clusters obtained from
the ensemble solution generate a quantitatively better model than each of the single
instances, including the model of Segal et al. (2003). Second, we compared the
clustering of genes. Tight clusters are in general more functionally coherent and
improve the original modules in two ways. They can remove spurious profiles and
fetch only the core of tightly coexpressed genes from a single module, or they can
merge separate but related modules into one cluster. Third, we used the regulator
score to analyze the network of modules and their associated regulators from Se-
gal et al. (2003). We show that this network contains both high- and low-scoring
regulators and that several high-scoring regulators are missed by the solution of
Segal et al. (2003). In general, regulator assignments which can be validated by
external sources such as ChIP data or literature are highly ranked. In combination
with the tight clusters, the probabilistic method assigns more regulators supported
by literature and the clusters to which they are assigned contain a higher ratio of
known targets compared to the module network of Segal et al. (2003). Fourth, we
show that the regulator scoring scheme can also be used to infer context-specific
and combinatorial regulation by identifying pairs of regulators which occur signif-
icantly often together in the same regulation program.

Finally we have applied the ensemble method to a bHLH module network that
was recently inferred for mouse brain (Li et al., 2007). Li et al. (2007) used their
module network to make several hypotheses about modes of combinatorial regu-
lation among different brain tissues. We show that only few of these hypotheses
are statistically supported by the ensemble method. This example illustrates the
usefulness of an approach which can generate internal significance measures, in
particular if no other data sources are available to validate hypotheses generated
by a single local optimum.

Together all these results convincingly show that the ensemble method for
learning module networks significantly improves the direct optimization method
of Segal et al. (2003). Unlike a single optimum, ensemble averaging allows the
assessment and prioritization of the statistically most reliable modules and their
condition-specific regulators. Such high-confidence modules can be used directly
for generating experimentally verifiable hypotheses or can be integrated with other,
perhaps smaller-scale, data sources to create a more comprehensive view of the un-
derlying networks.
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3.2 Results and discussion

3.2.1 Data and procedure

We obtained all data from the supplemental website of Segal et al. (2003), in-
cluding expression data, gene modules and regulatory programs. Using the Gibbs
sampler we generated 12 different partitions of genes into modules which were
combined into one set of tight clusters. The number of clusters is determined au-
tomatically by the Gibbs sampler and ranges from 65 to 78 in the different runs,
compared to the predefined value of 50 of Segal et al. (2003). 1892 of the 2355
genes in the data set could be assigned with high confidence to 69 tight clusters. To
generate regulator assignment scores, we learned 10 probabilistic regulation pro-
grams per module with 100 regulator and split value pairs sampled per regulation
program node. More details about these procedures are given in the Methods. This
resulted in four different module network models:

1. SCSR: Segal clusters with Segal regulation programs, corresponding exactly
to the results of Segal et al. (2003).

2. SCPR: Segal clusters with probabilistic regulation programs.

3. GCPR: Gibbs sampler clusters (single run) with probabilistic regulation pro-
grams.

4. TCPR: Tight clusters (multiple Gibbs sampler runs combined) with proba-
bilistic regulation programs.

3.2.2 Model evaluation

A module network infers a probabilistic model which explains relations between
expression levels of a set of genes. More precisely, there is a probability distribu-
tion p(x1, . . . , xN ) which computes the probability (density) to observe a partic-
ular combination of expression levels xi for a set of N genes. This probabilistic
model predicts the response in expression of genes in a module upon perturbations
of its regulators, such as knock-out or overexpression, and thus yields biologi-
cally verifiable hypotheses. For a module network, the distribution p(x1, . . . , xN )
is a product of N factors (see Methods), so we consider the normalized quantity
L = 1

N log p(x1, . . . , xN ) which can be compared between models with poten-
tially different numbers of genes. Higher values of L mean better explanation of
the data by the model, i.e. more accurate prediction of the outcome of new exper-
iments.

First we performed evaluations on each of the conditions in the original data
set. Figure 3.1 (a) shows that the histogram of L-values for SCPR fits well within a
non-parametric curve fit of the histogram for GCPR. This implies that the clusters
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Figure 3.1: Model evaluation experiments. (a) Histogram of L = 1
N

log p(x1, . . . , xN ) for
SCPR (blue) and non-parametric fit of the histogram for GCPR (black curve). (b)
Histogram of L for SCSR (red) overlayed on histogram of L for SCPR (blue), with
non-parametric fits (black curves). (c) Histogram of L for SCPR (blue) overlayed
on histogram of L for TCPR (magenta), with non-parametric fits (black curves).
(d) Histogram and non-parametric fit (left black curve) of L for GCPR learned on
training data and evaluated on test data (green) and non-parametric fit of the same
models evaluated on training data (right black curve). All histograms and curves
are normalized to have area equal to 1.
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found by Segal et al. (2003) are equivalent to one local optimum identified by
the Gibbs sampler procedure. Figure 3.1 (b) shows the histogram of L-values for
SCSR (red) overlayed on the histogram for SCPR (blue), both with non-parametric
curve fits. The mean L-values obtained by SCPR are higher than SCSR by a one-
tailed t-test (α = 0.01) proving that probabilistic regulation programs give a better
explanation of the data. In Figure 3.1 (c) we compared SCPR to TCPR. TCPR has
a higher mean L than SCPR with a one-tailed t-test (α = 0.01). This shows that
tight clusters are selecting a subset of genes which are the most informative and
therefore generate a better model.

Next we tested how well these models explain unseen data by performing a
cross-validation experiment. We removed 10% of the conditions at random from
the complete data (the test set) and ran the Gibbs sampler once on the remaining
90% (the training set). The resulting model was then evaluated on the test set. This
procedure was repeated 10 times and all test set evaluation values were collected in
one histogram and compared to the training set values (Figure 3.1 (d)). The curve
of the test set is slightly shifted to the left with respect to the training set curve,
as one would expect, but both curves have the same mean with a one-tailed t-test
(α = 0.01). This shows that the probabilistic models indeed generalize to unseen
data.

3.2.3 Gene clustering improvement

We have shown in the previous section that SCPR is equivalent to GCPR but TCPR
gives a better model over SCPR. We also observe that tight clusters (TC) are overall
more functionally coherent than the clusters obtained in Segal et al. (2003) (SC).
Figure 3.2 shows the fraction of genes in a cluster belonging to a MIPS functional
category which is significantly overrepresented (p < 0.001) in SC and TC. Several
examples illustrate the general trend seen in this figure. In TC-40, 4/7 genes are
involved in amino acid transport compared to SC-27 with 8/53 genes. In TC-27,
7/9 genes belong to purine nucleotide anabolism compared to SC-11 with 6/53
genes.

Segal cluster 1 (SC-1) contains 55 genes, out of these 32 (58%) are validated
targets of Hap4, a global regulator of respiratory genes, according to the YEAS-
TRACT database (Teixeira et al., 2006). This cluster has maximum overlap with
tight cluster 7 (TC-7) with 30 genes out of which 25 (83%) are known Hap4 targets.
The five remaining genes are Qcr6, Cox5a and Fum1, all located in mitochondrion
and involved in respiration, and two unknown genes YGL188C and YGR182C.
With 24/30 respiratory genes (80%), TC-7 even improves on COGRIM (Chen
et al., 2007) which combines multiple data sources. Using expression data alone
(the same data set as Segal et al. (2003)), Chen et al. (2007) obtain a cluster with
32/51 (62%) genes belonging to MIPS respiration category. Using both ChIP and
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Figure 3.2: Histogram of the highest fraction of genes in one module in a MIPS functional
category for TC (red) and SC (blue), sorted by ratio difference.

expression data, they obtain a cluster with 23/34 (68%) respiratory genes, signif-
icantly lower than TC-7. Figure 3.3 shows TC-7 with known Hap4 targets and
respiratory genes marked in blue and orange respectively.

TC-27 contains nine genes which form a subset of SC-11 containing 53 genes
(Figure 3.4 (a)). Six genes (67%) in this cluster are known Bas1 targets compared
to only 18% Bas1 targets in SC-11. TC-28 and TC-37 contain 70% and 100%
known targets of Msn4. These clusters have a large overlap with SC-3 and SC-
41 respectively, which have 55% and 93% known targets of Msn4. TC-1 consists
of 51 genes, out of which 28 (55%) are known to be Swi4 targets. This mod-
ule merges genes from SC-10, 29 and 30. They have 4/37 (11%), 19/41 (46%)
and 8/30 (27%) Swi4 targets respectively. TC-11 contains genes of SC-8 and
SC-9 whose highest ranked regulator is Gat1 (see Section 3.2.4) (Figure 3.4 (b)).
YEASTRACT data confirms 17% of these targets, while for SC-8 and 9 overall
15% targets are confirmed by YEASTRACT. TC-35 is overrepresented for genes
involved in RNA export from nucleus (p-value 10−8). It overlaps with SC-19, 31
and 36 (p-values ∼ 10−3). TC-31 contains genes mainly involved in ribosomal
biogenesis (p-value 10−13) and combines relevant genes from SC-13, 14 and 15
(p-values ∼ 10−4).

We conclude that tight clusters improve clustering results obtained by Segal
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Hap4 targets in

Yeastract database

Respiratory 

genes

Figure 3.3: TC-7 with Hap4 assigned as a top regulator. Genes known to be regulated
by Hap4 in YEASTRACT are marked in blue and those involved in respiration are
marked in orange.

(a)

SC-11

TC-27

(b)

SC-8

SC-9

TC-11

Figure 3.4: (a) TC-27 fetches the core of tightly coexpressed genes from SC-11; 67% genes
in TC-27 are known to be Bas1 targets. (b) SC-8 and SC-9 which have similar
expression are merged into TC-11. SC-8, SC-9 and TC-11 all are enriched for Gat1
targets.

et al. (2003) in two ways. They can fetch only the core of tightly coexpressed
genes from a SC (Figure 3.4 (a)), or they can merge clusters which were separate
in SC (Figure 3.4 (b)).
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3.2.4 Regulator assignment prioritization

The ensemble approach generates multiple equally plausible regulatory programs
for a single module in a probabilistic fashion. The regulator assignment score
which takes into account how often a regulator is assigned to a module, with what
score, and at which level in the regulation tree, can therefore be used to prioritize
regulators (highest regulator score gets topmost rank).

First we consider only the difference between probabilistic regulator assign-
ment and the original method by comparing SCSR with SCPR, hence keeping
the gene modules the same for both methods. Figure 3.5 shows regulator-module
links in SCSR (cfr. Figure 5 in Segal et al. (2003)). The edges colored red are
the ones supported by literature (data from Segal et al. (2003)). To each edge we
add the rank with which it is assigned in SCPR. Regulator-module links supported
by literature have often a higher rank. SCSR assigns Hap4, a global regulator of
respiratory genes, to SC-1. This cluster contains 58% known Hap4 targets and
Hap4 has second highest rank in SCPR. SCSR also assigns Hap4 to SC-10 which
contains genes involved in amino acid metabolism. SC-10 has only 2/37 (5%)
known Hap4 targets according to YEASTRACT and this assignment is ranked
very low (rank 73) in SCPR. Several high-ranking SCPR assignments which were
missed by SCSR could also be validated using Harbison et al. (2004) data (p-value
< 0.005). We assign Gal80, a transcriptional regulator involved in the repression
of Gal genes in the absence of glucose, with second rank to SC-6. This is a cluster
of four Gal genes, Gal1, Gal2, Gal7 and Gal10. Met32, a zinc-finger DNA-binding
protein assigned with third rank to SC-8, and Gis1, a histone demethylase assigned
to SC-3 with 5th rank, are supported by YEASTRACT (respectively 5/29 and 6/31
known targets).

Next we compared TCPR with SCSR to analyse the combined improvement
made by ensemble averaging at the level of gene clustering as well as at the level
of regulator assignment. For TCPR, we selected the top six regulators for each
cluster. This rank cutoff was determined as follows. We computed the significance
for the overlap between each tight cluster and each transcription factor target set
using the YEASTRACT database.
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Figure 3.5: Module network inferred by Segal et al. (2003) with edge-ranks computed by
the ensemble method described in the current paper. Red edges mean the module is
overrepresented in known targets of the connected regulator.
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A reference module network was formed by keeping all transcription factor -
tight cluster edges below a certain p-value cutoff. By comparison with this refer-
ence network we found that a rank cutoff of six gives the best overall F -measure
score at different p-value cutoffs (figure 3.6). A similar analysis for SCSR shows
that the F -measure for TCPR is consistently higher. To compare TCPR and SCSR
in more detail, we identified for each regulator the cluster with the highest fraction
of known targets in YEASTRACT. Likewise we find the best cluster for each reg-
ulator in SCSR. Figure 3.7 shows that TCPR assigns more regulators supported by
YEASTRACT and also that the clusters contain a higher ratio of known targets.
There are six regulators assigned by both methods, four of which Hap1, Gat1, Tos8
and Xbp1 all are assigned to clusters more enriched in their known targets in the
TCPR solution.
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Figure 3.7: Histogram of the highest fraction of known targets of transcription factors in a
module using TCPR (red) and SCSR (blue) according to the YEASTRACT database.
The rank with which a regulator is assigned to a module in TCPR is indicated in
brackets.
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3.2.5 Context-specific and combinatorial regulation

Segal et al. (2003) used a decision tree approach to model regulatory programs
because it can represent, at least in principle, context-specific and combinatorial
regulation. In the ensemble language, context-specificity means a regulator gets
a high overall score by being assigned consistently to a lower, non-root level in
the set of decision trees for a certain module. In SCPR, 59 regulator assignments
divided over 39 (out of 50) modules have a significant score contribution (value
> 100) from a non-root level (see the Methods for the decomposition of the score
function over different tree levels). Combinatorial regulation means two (or more)
regulators are consistently assigned together at different levels in all decision trees.
Although this form of combinatorial regulation may correspond to genuine bi-
ological combinatorial regulation, we take a strictly data driven definition here:
combinatorial regulation in the decision tree sense means the expression levels of
both regulators are needed together to explain the expression level of the mod-
ule (‘AND’ regulation). Alternatively, two (or more) high-scoring regulators may
achieve their high rank from the same decision tree level (usually the root level). In
this case both regulators explain the module equally well alone (‘OR’ regulation).
In SCPR, there are a total of 100 regulator assignments with significant score con-
tribution from the root level (OR regulation), which can be combined with the 59
assignments at level 1 for potential AND combinatorial regulation.

Only few of the significant AND combinatorial regulation pairs are present
in the single-optimum solution of SCSR (see edge ranks in Figure 3.5). SC-47
has Gcn20 as the highest ranked regulator at level 0 and Cnb1 at level 1, and both
assignments are supported by literature. SC-36 has two validated regulators Gcn20
and Not3 ranked first and third respectively in SCPR, but the score of Not3 is low
and not deemed significant. SC-4 is an example of OR regulation wrongly assigned
in SCSR. In SCSR, Ypl230w is assigned at level 0 and Gac1 at level 1, but in SCPR
both are assigned at level 0 with first and third rank respectively and no high-
scoring regulator is found at level 1. Some of the AND combinatorial regulation
pairs in SCPR that were missed in SCSR can be validated by YEASTRACT. SC-
40 has Tos8 assigned at level 0 (overall rank 1) and Yap1 at level 1 (overall rank
2). Tos8 has 3/15 known targets in this module while Yap1 has all known targets
(15/15). SC-26 has Gac1 at root level (overall rank 1) and Mal13 at level 1 (overall
rank 2). Mal13 has two known targets (out of six known) in SC-26.

Due to the high number of possible regulator combinations, identifying statis-
tically significant regulation of AND-type is an even more complex problem than
simple regulator assignment. These examples show that also for this problem, the
ensemble approach is well suited.
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3.2.6 Module network in mouse brain

Recently, Li et al. (2007) reconstructed a bHLH transcription factor regulatory net-
work in mouse brain by a direct application of the method of Segal et al. (2003).
They selected a small data set of 198 genes and 22 conditions, built a module net-
work using 22 bHLH transcription factors as candidate regulators and assigned 15
different regulators to 28 modules (denoted again by SC), out of which 12 (43%)
have at least two genes in the same GO category. Based on the co-occurrence of
regulators in the regulation programs of individual modules, Li et al. (2007) make
hypotheses about different modes of coregulation among brain tissues which are
currently not confirmed by other data sources. We applied the ensemble method
on this data set and got 17 tight clusters (denoted by TC), out of which 11 (65%)
have at least two genes in the same GO category.

Only 11/28 SC have a high-scoring regulator with a significant score contri-
bution from a non-root level, compared to 39/50 for yeast. Li et al. (2007) use
the co-occurrence of Neurod6 and Hey2 in the SR regulation programs of SC-10,
15 and 27 to predict a cross-repression between Neurod6 and Hey2 with different
modes of coregulation in different brain tissues. In the probabilistic regulation pro-
grams (PR), Hey2 is the highest ranked regulator for SC-10, consistently assigned
to the root level. However, at level 1, there are three equally good regulators Hes5
(overall rank 4), Neurod6 (overall rank 5) and Npas4 (overall rank 2). For SC-15,
Neurod6 is the highest ranked regulator, consistently assigned to the root level,
but the assignment of Hey2 at level 1 has a very low score (overall rank 4). For
SC-27, we find consistent assignments of Hey2 at root level with overall rank 1
and Neurod6 at level 1 with overall rank 2. Thus the cross-repression mechanism
predicted by Li et al. (2007) is supported only in the case of SC-27 and not SC-10
and 15. This example underscores the usefulness of an ensemble method to assess
confidence levels of predicted interactions, especially in cases with limited amount
of expression data and no other validation sources available.

3.3 Conclusions

We have reexamined the module network method of Segal et al. (2003) and com-
pared an ensemble-based strategy to the standard direct optimization-based strat-
egy. Ensemble averaging selects a subset of most informative genes and builds
a quantitatively better model for them. It finds functionally more coherent tight
gene clusters and is able to determine the statistically most significant regulator
assignments. The difficult problem of identifying multiple regulators which ex-
plain together, but not separately, the expression of a module can be addressed in
a reliable way. The ensemble method is thus able to deliver the promise to in-
fer context-specific and combinatorial regulation through the probabilistic module
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network model.

3.4 Methods

3.4.1 Bayesian two-way clustering

We associate to each gene i a continuous valued random variable Xi measuring
the gene’s expression level. For a data matrix D = (xim) with expression values
for N genes in M conditions, the module network model of Segal et al. (2003)
gives rise to a probabilistic model for two-way clusters, where a two-way cluster
k is defined as a subset of genes Ak ⊂ {1, . . . , N} with a partition Ek of the set
{1, . . . ,M} into condition clusters. The Bayesian posterior probability for a set of
coclusters (Ak, Ek), denoted C, is given by

Ppost(C) ∝
∏
k

∏
E∈Ek

∫∫
dµdτ p(µ, τ)

∏
i∈Ak

∏
m∈E

p(xi,m | µ, τ),

where p(x | µ, τ) is a normal distribution with mean µ and precision τ and
p(µ, τ) is a normal-gamma distribution (see Segal et al. (2005) or Joshi et al.
(2008) for more details). We use the Gibbs sampler strategy developed in (Joshi
et al., 2008) to sample multiple high-scoring coclusterings from this posterior dis-
tribution. From these multiple solutions we extract tight gene clusters using the
procedure outlined in Joshi et al. (2008). It consists of a graph spectral method
extracting densely connected regions from the graph on the set of genes with edge-
weights pij , the frequency that gene i and j belong to the same cocluster in each
of the sampled solutions.

3.4.2 Probabilistic regulatory programs

For each set of conditions E in the condition partition Ek for a given module k

we have an associated normal distribution with parameters (µE , τE) which can
be estimated from the posterior distribution. Hence such a condition set can be
interpreted as a discrete expression state for the module. A regulatory program
‘predicts’ the expression state of any condition in terms of the expression levels of
a small set Rk of regulators, i.e., there is a conditional distribution

p
(
xi | {xr, r ∈ Rk}

)
= p(xi | µE , τE).

The selection of an expression state is done by constructing a decision tree with
the states E ∈ Ek at the leaves. To each internal node t, we associate a regulator
rt and split value zt. In Segal et al. (2003), the decision at the node is based on
the test xrt

≥ zt or xrt
< zt. Here we extend this model to allow fuzzy decision

trees. More precisely, we sort the expression states E ∈ Ek by their mean µE , and
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link this ordered set hierarchically. Then we can associate to each internal node a
binary variable yt = ±1, where yt = −1 means ‘decrease expression state’ (go
‘left’ in decision tree) and yt = +1 means ‘increase expression state’ (go ‘right’
in decision tree). Again we also associate a regulator rt and split value zt to node
t, and a conditional probability

p(yt | xrt
, zt, βt) =

1
1 + e−βtyt(xrt−zt)

. (3.1)

Given expression values xr for all r ∈ Rk, we traverse the decision tree in a
probabilistic fashion, taking the decision yt = ±1 at each node t by tossing a
biased coin with bias eq. (3.1). The original model with hard decision trees is
recovered if βt = ±∞ for each node.

The conditional distribution or regulatory program now becomes a normal
mixture distribution

p
(
xi | {xr, r ∈ Rk}

)
=

∑
E∈Ek

αE

(
{xr, r ∈ Rk}

)
p(xi | µE , τE) (3.2)

where

αE

(
{xr, r ∈ Rk}

)
=

∏
t

p(yt | xrt , zt, βt)

with the values yt determined by the unique path through the decision tree that
ends at leaf E.

For a cocluster (Ak, Ek) inferred from a data set D = (xim) by the method
summarized in the previous section, we can derive a posterior probability function
for each regulator at each node t as follows. First note that each condition m be-
longs to exactly one set E in Ak and hence determines a unique path through the
decision tree, or in other words a set of values yt,m at each node t. Furthermore,
each node t has an associated condition set Et consisting of the union of all condi-
tion sets E which can be reached from node t. Hence we can define at each node
a posterior probability by

Ppost[(r, z)] ∝ max
β

( ∏
m∈Et

p(yt,m | xr,m, z, β)
)
, (3.3)

where for computational simplicity we maximize over β instead of marginalizing
over a prior distribution. By allowing only a discrete set of split values, eq. (3.3)
becomes a discrete distribution from which it is easy to sample. Typically, we
consider as possible split values z the expression values xr,m for m ∈ Et, but
simpler schemes such as only allowing one or two split values can be used to
reduce computation time for large data sets.

The posterior probability eq. (3.3) measures how well the expression values
of a regulator ‘predict’ the partition into two sets of Et induced by the condition
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partition Ek. We define the average prediction score of (r, z) at node t by the
normalizing it with respect to the number of conditions. This normalization is
essential to compare the scores of regulator assignment in different tree levels.

pt(r, z) =
( ∏

m∈Et

p(yt,m | xr,m, z, βmax)
)1/|Et|

, (3.4)

where βmax is the maximizer in eq. (3.3).

3.4.3 Regulator assignment score

To assess the significance Zt(r) for assigning a regulator r to a node t in a certain
regulation program, we use the average prediction scores (eq. (3.4)) and define:

Zt(r) = wt

∑
z

pt(r, z). (3.5)

A typical choice for the weight factor wt is wt = |Et|
M , expressing that we have

more confidence in assignments to nodes supported on more conditions. The sum∑
z runs over the discrete set of split values for regulator r at node t. The overall

significance Z(r) for assigning a regulator r to a module is defined by summing
eq. (3.5) over all nodes of all regulation programs for that module:

Z(r) =
∑
T∈T

∑
t∈T

Zt(r).

3.4.4 Model evaluation

For an experiment with expression levels (x1, . . . , xN ), we can evaluate the prob-
ability distribution

p(x1, . . . , xN ) =
N∏

i=1

p
(
xi | {xr, r ∈ Rk(i)}

)
,

with k(i) the module to which gene i belongs and Rk the regulator set of module
k, using the conditional distributions (3.2). We only consider genes for which the
model makes actual predictions, i.e., genes belonging to clusters with a regula-
tion tree. For the cross-validation experiment, we removed 10% of the conditions
randomly from the total of 173 conditions. We learned module networks on the
remaining 90% data and repeated this procedure 10 times.

3.4.5 Data sets

Yeast expression data for 2355 differentially expressed genes in 173 stress condi-
tions, gene clusters, their regulators, split values and regression trees were down-
loaded from the supplemental website of Segal et al. (2003). MIPS functional
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categories were downloaded from ftp://ftpmips.gsf.de/catalogue/annotation data.
For TC and SC we calculated the p-value whether the overlap between a given
cluster and a given functional category is statistically significant. We used data on
genome-wide binding and phylogenetically conserved motifs for 102 transcription
factors from Harbison et al. (2004). For a given transcription factor, only genes that
were bound with high confidence (significance level α = 0.005) and showed mo-
tif conservation in at least one other Saccharomyces species (besides S. cerevisiae)
were considered true targets. We also downloaded all known regulator target in-
teractions from the YEASTRACT database http://www.yeastract.com.
We calculated the p-value whether the overlap between a given cluster and a given
transcription factor target set is statistically significant. The functional overrep-
resentation of clusters was calculated using hypergeometric test which calculates
probability of finding the observed or more number of genes in a given cluster
with a given function. This p-value was further corrected with a multiple testing
correction called False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction. These calculations were
done using Matlab functions hygepdf and fdr respectively.

Mouse expression data by Su et al. (2004) was downloaded from http:
//wombat.gnf.org and the data selection and normalization was done as de-
scribed in Li et al. (2007).
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Comparative analysis of module-based

versus direct methods for
reverse-engineering transcriptional

regulatory networks
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4.1 Introduction
Due to the success of microarray technology, the available data on the transcrip-
tional regulatory networks of different organisms has grown exponentially. In or-
der to explore these data to the maximum, a myriad of methods to reverse-engineer
or reconstruct transcriptional regulatory networks from microarray data have been
developed in the past few years. In general, the scientific community has mainly
focused on the overall performance of newly developed methods in reconstructing
the known network of certain model organisms as compared to a reference net-
work, measuring algorithmic performance with standard measures such as recall
and precision. Less attention has been paid to what extent conceptually different
approaches differ in the networks they infer. Nonetheless, in order to get a better
understanding of the systems studied it is also important to understand which spe-
cific problems can be tackled using a certain method, irrespective of the overall
performance of the different methods.
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Broadly speaking we can distinguish between two classes of methods for reverse-
engineering transcriptional regulatory networks from gene expression data which
differ vastly in how they approach the network inference problem. Direct methods
infer individual regulator-target interactions using a pairwise correlation measure
between the expression profiles of a transcription factor and its putative targets
(Basso et al., 2005; Faith et al., 2007b). Module-based methods assume a modular
structure of the transcriptional regulatory network (Segal et al., 2003; Ihmels et al.,
2002; Bonneau et al., 2006), with genes subject to the same regulatory input being
organized in coexpression modules.

While different direct methods have been compared to each other in the past
(Faith et al., 2007b; Soranzo et al., 2007; Zampieri et al., 2008b), no systematic
comparison between direct and module-based methods has been undertaken so far.
In this study we perform such a comparison using a representative method from
each class. The CLR (Context Likelihood of Relatedness) algorithm (Faith et al.,
2007b) considers all possible pairwise regulator-target interactions and scores these
interactions based on the mutual information of their expression profiles as com-
pared to an interaction specific background distribution. It has been shown to out-
perform other direct methods (Faith et al., 2007b). The LeMoNe (Learning Mod-
ule Networks) algorithm (Joshi et al., 2009) uses probabilistic, ensemble-based
optimization techniques (Joshi et al., 2008, 2009) to infer high-quality module
networks (Segal et al., 2003), where genes are first partitioned into coexpression
modules and regulators are assigned to modules based on how well they explain
the condition-dependent expression behavior of the module. It has been shown to
outperform the original module network algorithm (Joshi et al., 2009).

We have compared both methods at increasing levels of detail using public ex-
pression compendia for Escherichia coli (Faith et al., 2007b) and Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (Gasch et al., 2000a), two organisms for which relatively large databases
of known transcriptional regulatory interactions exist (Salgado et al., 2006; Balaji
et al., 2006). We first use recall versus precision curves to give a comparison of
the global performance of both methods. We then show that due to the different
assumptions underlying both methodologies, they infer topologically distinct net-
works with limited overlap, even at equal performance thresholds. To understand
these distinctions more completely, we examined in detail example subsystems
of the network which are well characterized, namely the chemotaxis and flagel-
lar system in E. coli and a respiratory module and a membrane lipid and fatty acid
metabolism module in S. cerevisiae. Biological validation of the inferred networks
cautions against over-interpreting recall and precision values computed using in-
complete reference networks.
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4.2 Results and Discussion

4.2.1 Global comparison using recall and precision

The output of LeMoNe and CLR consists of a list of respectively ranked regulator-
module and ranked regulator-target interactions, scored according to their statisti-
cal significance. As a first, global, comparison, we can therefore compute recall
and precision with respect to the given reference networks at different score cut-
offs. For CLR we can directly compare the inferred network with the true network;
for LeMoNe we draw an edge between each regulator assigned to a module and all
genes in the module, thereby ignoring at this stage the extra information present in
the module structure. We computed recall and precision as in Faith et al. (2007b):
if an edge is predicted between two genes present but unconnected in the refer-
ence network it is counted as a false positive. Figure 4.1 shows the recall versus
precision curves for both algorithms and both organisms.
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Figure 4.1: Recall versus precision curves for LeMoNe (red) and CLR (blue) for E. coli (a)
and S. cerevisiae (b). Note the difference in scale between both organisms.

Both algorithms successfully prioritize true positive interactions, especially in
E. coli: all curves go from a high precision, low recall region to a low precision,
high recall region. For CLR the curves show a smooth course while for LeMoNe
they are more staircase-like. CLR scores individual interactions and as a result, in
the recall-precision curve interactions will be added one by one, but interactions
corresponding to a certain regulator will be dispersed continuously throughout the
recall-precision curve. LeMoNe on the other hand assigns a regulator to a module
as a whole and all targets belonging to the same module are added at the same
time in the recall-precision curve. For a stringent threshold and subsequently a
low number of interactions inferred, the CLR network will cover few interactions
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for many regulators while the LeMoNe network will retrieve many interactions for
few regulators.

At similar levels of precision, the recall in S. cerevisiae is nearly an order of
magnitude smaller than in E. coli, in line with previous studies (Zampieri et al.,
2008a). This is likely due to the higher complexity of transcriptional regulation
in S. cerevisiae with a higher degree of combinatorial regulation and posttran-
scriptional control, and consequently a lower degree of correlation in expression
between transcription factors and their targets.

A simple ‘area under the curve’ measurement would suggest that CLR per-
forms slightly better in the prokaryote E. coli and LeMoNe in the eukaryote S.
cerevisiae. However, as we will show below, both algorithms infer complemen-
tary information in both organisms.

4.2.2 Topological distinctions between inferred networks

As explained in the previous section, due to how interactions are scored, direct and
module-based methods will infer different kinds of networks at stringent precision
thresholds. For E. coli, we compared the LeMoNe and CLR networks at a 30%
precision threshold where both networks have nearly equal recall and precision
(see Figure 4.1). The LeMoNe network consists of 53 regulators assigned to 62
modules for a total of 1079 predicted interactions; 594 of these interactions are
between genes in RegulonDB, with a precision of 29%. The corresponding CLR
network contains 1422 predicted interactions for 242 regulators; 597 of these in-
teractions are between genes in RegulonDB, with a precision of 30%. 51 out of 53
LeMoNe regulators are also present in the CLR network, but only 277 interactions
are predicted in both networks. For S. cerevisiae, there is no ‘natural’ point on the
recall versus precision curve to compare both networks. We therefore compared
CLR and LeMoNe at the first 1070 predicted interactions. This number is chosen
to give comparably sized networks as in E. coli and ensure that the ranked list of
LeMoNe interactions is not cut off in the middle of one module. The cutoff of
the first 1070 interactions corresponds to precision values of respectively 16% and
10% for LeMoNe and CLR (cfr. Figure 4.1). The LeMoNe network consists of 34
regulators assigned to 39 modules containing 867 genes, while the CLR network
contains 214 regulators; 28 regulators are present in both networks, yet only 75
interactions are common.

The networks inferred by LeMoNe and CLR are topologically very distinct.
This distinction can be quantified by their in- and out-degree distributions (Figure
4.2). The in-degree is the number of regulators assigned to a certain target gene
and the in-degree distribution counts for each value k the number of targets with
in-degree k. Likewise, the out-degree is the number of targets assigned to a certain
regulator and the out-degree distribution counts for each value k the number of
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regulators with out-degree k. CLR infers for each regulator only the most signifi-
cant targets. As a result, the out-degree distribution is skewed to the left, with the
majority of regulators having only few targets. The in-degree distribution on the
other hand has a long tail of genes assigned to many different regulators. LeMoNe
infers for each module the most significant regulators, resulting in opposite charac-
teristics of the degree distributions. The in-degree distribution has no tail since for
most modules at most 2 significant regulators are identified. The out-degree distri-
bution on the other hand has a long tail since each regulator assignment involves a
whole module of genes. For these reasons, we say that CLR is ‘regulator-centric’
and LeMoNe is ‘target-centric’.
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Figure 4.2: (a) E. coli in-degree distribution for LeMoNe (red) and CLR (blue) at 30% preci-
sion threshold. (b) E. coli out-degree distribution for LeMoNe (red) and CLR (blue)
at 30% precision threshold. (c) S. cerevisiae in-degree distribution for LeMoNe
(red) and CLR (blue) at first 1070 predictions. (d) S. cerevisiae out-degree distribu-
tion for LeMoNe (red) and CLR (blue) at first 1070 predictions.
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4.2.3 Regulator specific comparison

We make a further comparison of the two methods, focusing on how they differ in
the type of regulators they assign. We compared again the 30% precision networks
for E. coli and the networks of first 1070 interactions for S. cerevisiae.

For both methods, a large fraction of the regulators for which known targets
are inferred are autoregulators. For E. coli, LeMoNe and CLR have respectively
19 and 32 regulators with at least one true positive; 15/19 (79%) and 27/32 (84%)
are known autoregulators, while the fraction of autoregulators in the total reference
network is 95/150 (63%). For S. cerevisiae, LeMoNe and CLR have respectively
6 and 10 regulators with at least one true positive; 5/6 (83%) and 5/10 (50%) are
known autoregulators, while the fraction of autoregulators in the total reference
network is 79/171 (46%). The abundance of autoregulators is not surprising since
autoregulation is a simple mechanism by which the expression profile of a regula-
tor and its targets can be correlated.

In LeMoNe, we get as additional information whether a predicted regulator
is positively or negatively correlated with its target module and RegulonDB, the
reference network for E. coli, contains the activation or repression sign for many
interactions. However, although theoretically possible, we could not detect biolog-
ically relevant patterns of anticorrelation, in line with previous studies (Herrgård
et al., 2003). Even though the assumption of anticorrelation seems intuitively plau-
sible in case of repressors, it is a too simplistic representation of reality. Indeed
LeMoNe and CLR both find many targets of mainly autorepressors (e.g. LexA,
PurR, LldR and GalS), but they all were positively instead of negatively correlated
with their targets. This can be explained by the fact that the activity of such autore-
pressors is dependent upon the presence of corepressing signals. In the absence of
the corepressing signal the repressor is active, limiting its own production as well
as that of its target genes. In presence of the corepressing signal the repressors
are inactive, which enables the production of both inactive repressor gene and its
targets (Mangan et al., 2006; Michel, 2005; Meng and Nygaard, 1990).

In E. coli, regulators for which the module-based and direct methods differ in
performance are in line with the topological distinctions. CLR is better at infer-
ring interactions for regulators that are known to regulate just one or a few operons
(e.g. BetI, CsgD, DnaA, MarA, Yhhg, see Figure 4.3). These operons are found
with a relatively high rank in the CLR network since their regulators often belong
themselves to the operons and are thus by definition tightly coexpressed with their
targets. The clustering method employed by LeMoNe appears to be too coarse
grained to identify these operons individually, since they are mostly part of larger
clusters. LeMoNe on the other hand is superior at inferring interactions for reg-
ulators that are known to regulate larger regulons, such as Fis, LexA, PurR, and
RpoS, for which the level of coexpression is not as high as the one observed within
a single operon (see Figure 4.3). In S. cerevisiae, there is no operonic structure and
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Figure 4.3: For each regulator in E. coli with known interactions inferred: (a) the number
of interactions in the reference network (green) and the number of true positives
in LeMoNe (red) and CLR (blue); (b) the number of interactions inferred (green)
and the number of true positives (red) in LeMoNe, and the number of interactions
inferred (yellow) and the number of true positives (blue) in CLR. LeMoNe and CLR
networks are both at 30% precision threshold. Regulators are sorted by the differ-
ence TPLeMoNe − TPCLR. The total number of true positives is 171 for LeMoNe and
180 for CLR. For clarity, the x-axis in (a) is truncated, the true number of targets
for Fis and Fnr is respectively 111 and 173. The number of interactions inferred
only counts targets that belong to the reference network.

hence the ‘operon regulators’ accurately identified by CLR are absent. Figure 4.4
show however that the regulators for which LeMoNe and CLR infer known tar-
gets are still very distinct, but there appears to be no general biological reason
underlying these differences.
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Figure 4.4: For each regulator in S. cerevisiae with known interactions inferred: (a) the
number of interactions in the reference network (green) and the number of true
positives in LeMoNe (red) and CLR (blue); (b) the number of interactions inferred
(green) and the number of true positives (red) in LeMoNe, and the number of inter-
actions inferred (yellow) and the number of true positives (blue) in CLR. LeMoNe
and CLR networks are both cut off at the first 1070 predictions. Regulators are
sorted by the difference TPLeMoNe − TPCLR. The total number of true positives is
40 for LeMoNe and 31 for CLR. For clarity, the x-axis in (a) is truncated, the true
number of targets for GCN4 is 120. The number of interactions inferred only counts
targets that belong to the reference network.

4.2.4 Biological validation of inferred networks

Due to the lack of a negative gold standard, we have denoted in the previous anal-
ysis an edge as being false positive if both regulator and target are present but not
connected in the reference network (the positive gold standard). Since the cover-
age of these reference networks is still very incomplete, it is likely that the number
of false positives is overestimated. Moreover, about half of the regulators in E.
coli and S. cerevisiae are not present in the reference network and their predicted
interactions are thus never evaluated.

In Faith et al. (2007b), it was already shown that new predictions made by
CLR in E. coli could be validated experimentally. Here we have performed an
in-depth biological validation of the 30% precision module network inferred by
LeMoNe. To biologically validate the obtained regulator-module assignments, we
calculated for all modules functional enrichment scores (Keseler et al., 2005) and
enrichment in targets of previously annotated regulators (Salgado et al., 2006). Ta-
ble 4.2.4 shows that in nearly all cases the module is enriched in known targets of
the predicted regulator (column 4) or at least involved in the same biological func-
tion (column 6). In several cases the predicted regulator is the one which has the
best target enrichment p-value. Nearly half of the regulators are putative regulators
without any currently known targets, and these assignments cannot be validated.
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Regulator Module ID Score Target enrich. Autoreg. Pathway Local Function

gatR 2 73 1912.98 ∗∗ ∗ ∗∗ carbon utilization > carbon compounds
gadE 48 1844.50 ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ adaptations > pH
gutM 38 1807.24 ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ carbon utilization > carbon compounds
ymfN 58 1749.11 ∗

ymfN 33 1711.17 ∗

fliA 12 1510.48 ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ motility, chemotaxis, energytaxis; flagella; biosynthesis of flagellum
rcsB 62 1261.72 ∗ ∗ biosynthesis of colanic acid (M antigen)
fecI 57 1200.77 ∗ ∗ adaptations > Fe aquisition
gatR 2 42 1176.55 ∗∗ ∗ ∗∗ carbon utilization > carbon compounds
yahA 82 1171.92
rcsA 87 1151.97 ∗∗ ∗ ∗ biosynthesis of colanic acid (M antigen)
lexA 20 996.62 ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ SOS response; DNA repair; protection > radiation
lldR 65 976.84 ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ energy metabolism; aerobic respiration
fliA 45 956.70 ∗∗ ∗ ∗ motility, chemotaxis, energytaxis
fliA 18 903.46 ∗ ∗ ∗ biosynthesis of flagellum; motility, chemotaxis, energytaxis; flagella
nac 85 827.17 ∗ ∗ nitrogen metabolism
yiaG 15 816.55
ydaK 23 815.75 ∗∗

ydaK 154 805.22
fnr 23 798.27 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ energy metabolism; anaerobic respiration; membrane
lrp 5 777.80 ∗ ∗ biosynthesis of building blocks > amino acids
araC 46 760.44 ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ carbon utilization > carbon compounds
appY 50 748.75
yfiE 67 736.50
osmE 15 734.87
lexA 78 726.67 ∗∗ ∗ ∗ SOS response
purR 144 708.63 ∗ ∗

uidR 81 708.36 ∗

araC 21 678.10 ∗ ∗ ∗ carbon utilization > carbon compounds
yfeG 29 663.94
b1450 53 662.16
flhC 18 650.64 ∗∗ ∗ biosynthesis of flagellum; motility, chemotaxis, energytaxis; flagella
ogrK 83 645.35
fliA 17 637.28 ∗

rpoS 14 637.13 ∗∗ ∗ ∗ adaptations > osmotic pressure
pdhR 55 633.52 ∗ ∗ energy metabolism; anaerobic respiration
tdcA 31 619.06 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ threonine catabolism; carbon utilization > amino acids
yebK 106 617.44
araC 56 608.17 ∗∗ ∗ ∗ carbon utilization > carbon compounds
csgD 26 599.30 ∗

hycA 66 596.27
tdcR 11 593.75 ∗ carbon utilization > amino acids
fliA 24 593.05 ∗ ∗ ∗ flagella; motility, chemotaxis, energytaxis; biosynthesis of flagellum
chbR 24 590.31 ∗

hycA 29 563.45 ∗

galS 76 561.25 ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ carbon utilization > carbon compounds
nlp 77 559.41
yfeC 119 549.33
b1506 36 548.33
lrp 10 528.90 ∗ ∗ ∗ biosynthesis of building blocks > amino acids
cspB 37 527.86
cusR 68 515.56 ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ extrachromosomal > transposon related
b1284 51 514.78
nanR 9 508.87
yohL 90 496.21
lrp 126 493.60 ∗ ∗ biosynthesis of building blocks > amino acids
yjjQ 179 491.02
yehV 63 483.29
ogrK 27 481.75
slyA 3 474.43
ydcN 16 467.66
cpxR 9 465.39 ∗ ∗ ∗ adaptations > other (mechanical, nutritional, oxidative stress)
yehV 34 451.77
fruR 63 449.25
araC 64 441.57 ∗ ∗ ∗ carbon utilization > carbon compounds
fis 19 436.12 ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ information transfer > RNA related > tRNA
fadR 16 435.98 ∗

purR 10 431.78 ∗∗ ∗ ∗ biosynthesis of building blocks > nucleotides
cadC 37 429.32 ∗

fecI 54 429.28 ∗

rstA 102 428.94
tdcR 61 428.84
flhC 24 426.88 ∗∗ ∗ ∗ flagella; motility, chemotaxis, energytaxis; biosynthesis of flagellum

However, many of the correctly predicted regulators involve neighbor regulators
(Hershberg et al., 2005) (Table 4.2.4, column 7), i.e. regulators colocalized with
their targets on the genome. It has been suggested that many of the putative reg-
ulators in E. coli constitute such neighbor regulators (Price et al., 2008). Hence
this feature of gene neighborhood can be used to attach additional significance to
the high-scoring predictions for uncharacterized regulators. One of the advantages
of a module-based approach is the fact that if a certain module contains several
known targets of the assigned regulators, the rest of the unknown targets in this
module can be considered high confidence predictions for that regulator.

Module network predictions in S. cerevisiae have been experimentally vali-
dated in Segal et al. (2003) and functionally analyzed in Segal et al. (2003); Joshi
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et al. (2009). For further validation we compared the CLR and LeMoNe networks
to the YEASTRACT database (Teixeira et al., 2006). This database contains most
of the interactions in the reference network we use here (Balaji et al., 2006). In
addition it also contains targets inferred by transcription factor deletion microar-
ray experiments. The number of true positives for the LeMoNe network cut off at
the first 1070 predictions increases from 40 (precision 16%) in the reference net-
work to 55 (precision 24%) with respect to YEASTRACT. For the CLR network
cut off at the first 1070 predictions, the number of true positives increases from
31 (precision 10%) in the reference network to 48 (precision 12%) with respect to
YEASTRACT.

Biological validation of inferred networks is tedious and does not provide an
easy alternative to the automatic estimation of true and false positives using an es-
tablished reference network. The results of this section do show however that many
‘false positives’ with respect to an incomplete network are actually true positives
when additional information is taken into account and that recall versus precision
plots such as in Figure 4.1 have to be interpreted with caution.

4.2.5 The chemotaxis and flagellar system in Escherichia coli

Our analysis has shown that at equal levels of recall and precision, LeMoNe pre-
dicts interactions for fewer regulators but with higher coverage per regulator while
CLR predicts fewer interactions per regulator but for more regulators. It is instruc-
tive to analyse in detail the implications of these differences for subsystems of the
transcriptional regulatory network which are particularly well perturbed in the data
set. For E. coli, we have taken a closer look at the chemotaxis and flagellar sys-
tem which forms a complex and tightly regulated system. It consists of the class
1 master operon flhDC, 8 class 2 operons activated by the complex FlhDC, and at
least 6 class 3 operons activated by the sigma factor FliA (Figure 4.5 (a)). The fliA
operon belongs to class 2, positively regulates its own production and can activate
other class 2 operons as well (Berg, 2003).

Four modules (12, 18, 24 and 45) in the module network are enriched in flag-
ellar functions. Together they contain 60 genes of which 55 are known flagellar
genes. The separation of flagellar genes in different modules is strongly supported
by the LeMoNe clustering (Figure 4.5 (b)), suggesting the presence of condition-
specific regulation in the flagellar gene network, and corresponds to the difference
in regulatory input between different classes of flagellar genes (Figure 4.5). In the
30% precision LeMoNe network, FliA is assigned to all four modules and FlhC
is correctly assigned to the class 2 modules 18 and 24 only. FlhD is not assigned
with a score high enough to make the threshold.

At the 30% precision cutoff, LeMoNe and CLR agree for the majority of pre-
dicted interactions for FliA and FlhC. In addition, CLR infers several correct tar-
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(a)

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3

flhDC flgAMN fliC
flgBCDEFGHIJKL motABcheAW
flhBAE tar tap cheRBYZ
fliAZY aer
fliDST trg
fliE tsr
fliFGHIJK
fliLMNOPQR

(b)

Figure 4.5: (a) Operons encoding the proteins of the chemotaxis and flagellar system in E.
coli. The underlined genes belong to operons activated by FlhDC but have addi-
tional promoters activated by FliA. They are expressed partially as class 2 genes
and fully as class 3 genes. Table and data after [22]. Genes belonging to module
12 are indicated in red, to module 18 in green, to module 24 in blue and to module
45 in magenta. (b) Pairwise clustering frequencies in the LeMoNe clustering en-
semble [8,9] for the flagella genes. Each row/column corresponds to a gene in one
of the flagella modules and the heat map value at position (i, j) is the frequency
with which gene i and j cluster together. The blocks along the diagonal correspond
to respectively module 12, 18, 24 and 45. In module 24, it can be seen that the
coclustering frequencies of flhD with the other members is rather low, indicating a
weaker degree of coexpression.

gets for FlhD. The coexpression of FlhD with its predicted targets is significantly
lower than for FliA or FlhC. This is evidenced for instance from the LeMoNe clus-
tering (Figure 4.5 (b)) or CLR mutual information values (data not shown). How-
ever, due to the regulator-centric viewpoint and the ‘local’ background correction
method of CLR, these relatively weakly coexpressed targets still get a significant
mutual information z-score and are thus part of the predicted network. In the
target-centric LeMoNe network, the potential assignment of FlhD to the flagella
modules is compared to the much better scoring assignments of FliA and/or FlhC
and therefore not deemed significant enough. Hence the regulator-centric CLR
approach has the advantage to identify significant targets for all three flagellar reg-
ulators, but does not distinguish well between regulation by FlhDC and FliA due
to the large overlap in predicted targets. The target-centric LeMoNe approach on
the other hand has the advantage to infer detailed condition-specific regulatory in-
formation through the division in distinct modules of the flagellar genes, but only
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infers targets for FliA and FlhC.

4.2.6 The respiratory module and membrane lipid and fatty
acid metabolism module in Saccharomyces cerevisiae

Despite the overall low performance on S. cerevisiae, LeMoNe and CLR both
achieve good results on particular subsystems. The advantage of a target-centric
approach is well exhibited by the respiratory system. This system is well per-
turbed in the data set and clusters of respiratory genes are found repeatedly in it
using various approaches (Segal et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2007; Joshi et al., 2009).
LeMoNe module 7 contains 30 genes of which 23 are known respiratory genes.
Hap4, a global regulator of respiratory genes, is the most significant regulator for
this module and indeed 25 of its genes are known Hap4 targets. The pairwise cor-
relation between Hap4 and its targets varies, and since CLR scores all interactions
individually, they are dispersed throughout the ranked list of interactions. As a
result, there are only 12 predicted Hap4 targets (7 TP) in the first 1070 CLR inter-
actions (see also Figure 4.4). Clearly, the preliminary step of clustering genes into
target modules was necessary here to infer the complete Hap4 regulated module.

Another interesting example is given by LeMoNe module 11, a module of
47 genes involved in membrane lipid and fatty acid metabolism. The four highest-
ranked regulators by LeMoNe for this module (Gat1, Met28, Met32 and Dal80) all
have known targets in it. However, due to how regulators are scored in LeMoNe,
there are rarely more than two significant regulators per module (see Figure 4.2 (a)
and (c)), and only the assignments of Gat1 (3 TP) and Met28 (4 TP) are present in
the network of the first 1070 LeMoNe interactions. CLR on the other hand finds
the most significant targets for each regulator individually and thus identifies cor-
rect targets from module 11 for the other regulators as well: Met28 (1 TP), Met32
(6 TP) and Dal80 (6 TP). For Gat1, CLR does not find true positives, however it
finds 5 TP in module 11 for a fifth regulator Gln3. Hence for this module, the most
complete information is retrieved by combining the output of LeMoNe and CLR.
The genes and predicted regulators of module 11 are mostly involved in 2 path-
ways, the methionine pathway (regulated by Met28 and Met32) and the nitrogen
catabolite repression (NCR) system (regulated by Gat1, Dal80 and Gln3). Module
11 is overexpressed in nitrogen depletion and amino acid starvation conditions.
For NCR-sensitive genes it is known that they are not activated when rich nitrogen
sources are available, but get expressed when only poor sources are left. A link
between the methionine pathway and nitrogen depletion, as predicted by LeMoNe
through the clustering and by CLR through the assignment of common targets to
these regulators, is not evident but appears to be confirmed by an ongoing study
(Mendes-Fereira et al., 2008).
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4.2.7 Conclusion

In recent years, a wide variety of methods to reverse-engineer transcriptional regu-
latory networks from microarray data have been developed. Whereas the develop-
ment of a new method mostly coincides with a comparison in overall performance
to all existing methods, so far no in-depth study on how conceptual differences re-
late to differences in the inferred networks have been made. Here we distinguished
between two main approaches for reverse-engineering transcriptional regulatory
networks: the module-based approach and the direct approach. We compared a
representative algorithm of each approach (module based LeMoNe versus direct
CLR) at several levels of detail for two different organisms, the prokaryote E. coli
and the eukaryote S. cerevisiae. We have found that CLR is ‘regulator-centric’,
making few but highly significant predictions for a large number of regulators.
LeMoNe on the other hand is ‘target-centric’, identifying few but highly significant
regulators for a large number of genes grouped in coexpression modules. Through
a regulator specific comparison and analysis of specific biological subsystems, we
have shown that at stringent significance cutoffs, the conceptual differences in
statistically scoring potential regulatory interactions lead to topologically distinct
inferred networks containing different kinds of regulators and biological infor-
mation. Our results show that the choice of algorithm should be made primarily
based on whether the biological question under study falls within the target-centric
or regulator-centric viewpoint, and not on global metrics which cannot be trans-
ferred between organisms. Ideally, several network inference strategies should be
combined for the best overall performance. It is an important challenge for future
research to develop sound statistical methods for optimally combining the output
of multiple, existing reverse-engineering algorithms.

4.3 Methods

The E. coli microarray data compendium (Faith et al., 2007b) contains expres-
sion profiles for 4345 genes under 189 different stress conditions and genetic per-
turbations. We selected a subset of 1882 differentially expressed genes (stan-
dard deviation larger than 0.5) and used a list of 316 known or putative tran-
scription factors (Salgado et al., 2006; Keseler et al., 2005) to reconstruct reg-
ulatory networks. LeMoNe (Joshi et al., 2009) (software available at http://
bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/software/details/LeMoNe) iden-
tified 108 ensemble-averaged modules from 12 independent Gibbs sampler runs,
containing 1761 genes in total. It inferred a ranked list of regulator-module edges
from an ensemble of 10 regulatory programs per module with 100 regulator sam-
ples per regulatory program node (see Joshi et al. (2009) for more details on the
meaning of these parameters). We applied CLR (Faith et al., 2007b) (software
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available at http://gardnerlab.bu.edu/clr.html) on the data for the
2084 selected genes (the union of the 1882 differentially expressed genes and 316
candidate regulators) and kept all mutual information z-scores between the 316
transcription factors and 1882 target genes. As a reference network we used Regu-
lonDB version 5.7 (Salgado et al., 2006), a database of 4840 known transcriptional
interactions in E. coli between 167 transcription factors and 1693 genes. Recall
values are computed with respect to RegulonDB restricted to the subset of 2084
genes. This subnetwork contains 3110 edges between 150 transcription factors and
1053 genes. We used EcoCyc (Keseler et al., 2005) to compute functional enrich-
ment of modules. Target and functional enrichment in Table 4.2.4 were computed
using a cumulative hypergeometric distribution, Bonferroni corrected for multiple
testing, with confidence level 95%.

The S. cerevisiae microarray data compendium (Gasch et al., 2000a) contains
expression profiles for 6153 genes in 173 different stress conditions. We used the
same subset of 2355 differentially expressed genes, including a list of 321 poten-
tial regulators, as used in previous studies of this data set (Segal et al., 2003; Joshi
et al., 2009). LeMoNe was run with the same settings as for E. coli and inferred
55 ensemble-averaged modules containing 1075 genes. As reference network we
used a network recently compiled from the results of genetic, biochemical and
ChIP-chip experiments (Balaji et al., 2006). It contains 11785 interactions be-
tween 154 transcription factors and 4047 genes. After restriction to the subset
of 2355 differentially expressed genes, it contains 4513 interactions between 133
transcription factors and 1628 genes. The YEASTRACT (Teixeira et al., 2006)
database contains 30979 transcriptional interactions in S. cerevisiae between 171
transcription factors and 5727 genes. After restriction to the subset of 2355 differ-
entially expressed genes, it contains 12021 interactions between 137 transcription
factors and 2182 genes.

The functional overrepresentation of clusters was calculated using hypergeo-
metric test which calculates probability of finding the observed or more number of
genes in a given cluster with a given function. This p-value was further corrected
with a multiple testing correction called False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction.
These calculations were done using Matlab functions hygepdf and fdr respectively.
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Network motifs, modules and

hierarchical organization of the
posttranscriptional regulatory network

in yeast
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5.1 Introduction
Gene expression is regulated at diverse levels in a cell during its life stages and
in response to its environmental changes. Firstly DNA is transcribed to mRNA
controlled by transcription factors. Due to the advent of microarray technology,
genome-wide expression levels across many conditions are becoming available
in diverse species. A complementary effort is made to develop better algorithms
to build transcriptional regulatory networks using this data (Faith et al., 2007a).
In addition to expression data, there have been attempts to unravel transcriptional
regulatory networks by integrating different genome-wide datasets such as protein-
DNA interactions, protein-protein interactions or phylogenetic similarity (Sun et al.,
2007). Thus the steps and regulatory programs that govern gene expression at tran-
scriptional level are reasonably well known, much less is known about the organi-
zation of the later steps in the gene expression program. Posttranscriptional reg-
ulation consists mainly of two steps, transcript turnover and translational control.
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Recently, technological innovations have made it feasible to use microarray-based
methods to measure translational profiles. Translational profiling is achieved by
measuring the the number of ribosome-associated transcripts at a genome-wide
level.

As transcription is mediated through DNA-binding proteins called transcrip-
tion factors, posttranscriptional regulation is governed by RNA-binding proteins.
As soon as mRNA is formed, it is dynamically associated with RNA binding pro-
teins (rbps) which define the cellular localization, lifetime and translation rate of
specific RNA transcripts (Lunde et al., 2007). Hundreds of RBPs are encoded
in the eukaryotic genome, but because few have been studied in detail and few of
their mRNA targets are known, the nature and extent of an RBP-mediated posttran-
scriptional program remains to be explored. Since the number of RBPs encoded in
eukaryotic genomes approaches that of transcription factors, Gerber et al. (2004)
suggest that the regulatory program that controls the posttranscriptional fate of
mRNAs, their localization, translation, and survival may prove to be nearly as di-
verse and complex as the regulation of transcription itself. Large-scale studies
to characterize targets of RNA binding proteins provides another rich source to
unravel posttranscriptional regulatory code (Hogan et al., 2008).

In this paper we demonstrate that though many methods are developed to infer
regulatory network at transcriptional level, they can be effectively used to unravel
different aspects of regulation at posttranscriptional level. We make an attempt
to unravel various aspects of posttranscriptional regulation by integrating data in-
crementally from different sources. Using expression data under diverse stress
conditions, we build regulatory networks at transcriptional and posttranscriptional
levels. The clusters obtained from posttranscriptional profiles are functionally
more coherent. The regulatory network obtained from posttranscriptional profiles
is equally informative about the regulation at transcriptional level as transcriptional
profiles moreover it also provides information about posttranscriptional regulation
thus we suggest that conditional sampling at posttranscriptional level should be
preferred in future. By building regulatory networks using expression data, an
important observation is made that unlike transcription factors, a significant frac-
tion of RNA binding proteins is regulated at posttranscriptional level. We then
integrated expression data with known RNA binding protein targets for functional
characterization of RNA binding proteins. We further build an integrated network
by adding known transcription factor target information. We show that posttran-
scriptional regulation is similar to the transcriptional regulation in many global
properties such as scale free nature or hierarchical organization of the network.
Finally we find 3 overrepresented network motifs in integrated networks including
a ’feedback loop’ specific to posttranscriptional regulation.
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5.2 Results and Discussion

5.2.1 Posttranscriptional profiles are more functionally coher-
ent than transcriptional profiles

Halbeisen and Gerber (2009) generated a small transcriptional(T) and posttran-
scriptional(PT) expression compendium under six stress conditions and concluded
that the transcriptional and translational profiles are correlated in severe stress con-
ditions in contrast to mild stress conditions where the response is observed mostly
at posttranscriptional level. We clustered them to obtain T (transcriptional) and PT
(posttranscriptional) clusters. We also clustered transcription profiles from a large
stress compendium from Gasch et al. (2000a) henceforth called GaschT clusters.
We used a Gibbs sampler based clustering method to generate 10 cluster solutions.
Tight clusters were extracted for each dataset by merging the independent runs
(Joshi et al., 2008). Table 5.1 shows the number of genes clustered and the num-
ber of tight clusters obtained for each dataset. 88 (84%) T clusters and 89 (47%)
GaschT clusters were functionally enriched with respect to MIPS functional cat-
egories (p-value ≤ 0.001). Though both transcriptional datasets generate similar
number of functionally enriched clusters, GaschT clusters are more functionally
coherent than T clusters. A higher fraction, 87% of PT clusters (109 clusters)
were functionally enriched, moreover they are more functionally coherent (lower
p-values) than T clusters. Figure 5.1-a shows barplots of functionally overrep-
resented T clusters, PT clusters and gaschT clusters where each bar represents a
normalized fraction (number of clusters normalized with respect to the total num-
ber of clusters) of functionally overrepresented clusters with a p-value less than
indicated on x-axis. Functional enrichment of clusters is traditionally used for
function prediction of uncharacterized genes. Thus better functional enrichment
makes the prediction of unknown genes more reliable. Functional improvement
in GaschT clusters stresses the need of better stress compendium meaning larger
compendium measuring response under diverse conditions for this purpose. The
fact that functional enrichment in PT clusters is observed in diverse functional cate-
gories supports the all pervasive role of posttranscriptional regulation in regulatory
network. Gerber et al. (2004) propose that RBPs may play important roles in the
subcellular localization and efficient assembly of protein complexes and functional
systems by ensuring that the location in the cell at which mRNAs are translated
is not left to chance. Figure 5.1-b supports this hypothesis suggesting posttran-
scriptional regulation indeed plays a key role in regulating protein complexes but
there is only a small improvement observed with respect to cellular localization
data (Figure 5.1-c). This might also be due to incomplete localization information
available. Posttranscriptional clusters are better enriched for RNA binding protein
(rbp) as well as transcription factor targets (Figure 5.1-d,-e and -f). Thus we con-
clude that posttranscriptional profiles are more biologically informative in every
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- Tclust PTclust GaschTclust
genes 1693 2159 2067
clusters 104 125 187

Table 5.1: Statistics for three clusters

respect than transcriptional profiles obtained under the same experimental setup.
More diverse the condition sampling, more functionally coherent are clusters.

5.2.2 Relative Adjacency Score

PT clusters emerge due to convolution of regulatory signals at two distinct steps
- transcriptional and posttranscriptional. To characterize to what extent these sig-
nals can be decoupled, we define a metric, Relative Adjacency Score (RAS) as
the ratio of transcriptional expression coherence to posttranscriptional expression
coherence. A RAS of value 1 indicates that the genes in a given PT cluster are
coexpressed at transcriptional level as well. The lower the RAS score, the less the
transcriptional coherence of that PT cluster. Based on the RAS values (explained
in Methods) PT clusters can be partitioned into three classes with distinct regula-
tory patterns. Figure 5.2 shows the RAS scale and an example of a cluster in each
class.

Transcriptional co-regulation (RAS ∼ 1): The first class consists of transcrip-
tionally co-regulated clusters. We classify 19 clusters in this class. These clusters
are functionally overrepresented in basic metabolic processes such as catabolism
and anabolism of sugars, metabolism of vitamins and energy reserves. They are
enriched in genes located in extra-cellular space and vacuole. PT cluster 78 con-
tains 4 genes, same genes as in T cluster 75 involved in galactose pathway GAL1,
GAL2, GAL7 and GAL10. This cluster is overrepresented for GAL4 targets but is
not overrepresented for any posttranscriptional regulator thus is likely to be regu-
lated only at a transcriptional level.

Combinatorial regulation and posttranscriptional fine tuning (RAS∼ 0.5): The
second class consists of dual control or combinatorial regulation. More that half of
PT clusters belong to this class showing that most genes in the regulatory network
are controlled at multiple regulatory levels. We mapped PT clusters in this class
to their corresponding T clusters with significant overlap in gene content (pvalue
≤ 0.001). PT clusters are functionally more coherent than their corresponding T
clusters suggesting that the posttranscriptional step acts in fine tuning the tran-
scriptional signal by filtering the noise and making coexpression of the relevant
genes tighter. PT cluster 146 and T cluster 56 are both involved in sugar transport.
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Figure 5.1: P values for MIPS functional categories (a), protein complexes (b), cellular
localization (c), RNA binding protein targets (d), transcription factor targets (e and
f) over-representation in T clusters (light blue), PT clusters (dark blue) and GaschT
(magenta) clusters respectively.

Four genes in PT cluster 146 are weakly coexpressed in T data compared to PT
data (Figure 5.2). VTS1, a rbp has significant targets in PT cluster 146 (p-value
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Figure 5.2: PT clusters are classified in 3 classes using a Relative Adjacency Score (RAS)
value. The figure shows an example of PT cluster belonging to each type. Each box
represents the expression coherence of a given cluster in transcriptional profiles on
lower diagonal and in posttranscriptional profiles on upper diagonal. The bar plot
on the right hand is the number of clusters on a RAS scale.

1.63e-7). PT cluster 41 is better enriched (4.19e-12) with genes involved in sulfate
assimilation than its corresponding T cluster 33 (2.56e-7).
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Translational co-regulation (RAS ∼ 0): The third class consists of clusters
which are co-regulated mainly at posttranscriptional level (RAS ∼ 0). There are
25 clusters classified in this class. The clusters mainly belong to functional cate-
gories of protein synthesis, translational elongation, RNA binding, ATP binding.
they are preferentially localized in endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and mitochondria.
PT cluster 24 is overrepresented in translational elongation. Figure 5.2 shows that
the genes are not coexpressed in transcriptional step. This cluster also shows over-
representation for targets of RNA binding protein SCP160. Protein complexes:
SAGA complex , 20S proteasome and nucleosomal complex are found to be pref-
erentially posttranscriptionally co-regulated. PT cluster 39 overrepresented for
SAGA complex genes (pvalue 6.9e-6) and PT 42 containing nucleosomal protein
complex elements (pvalue 7.32e-11).

5.2.3 Building posttranscriptional regulatory networks

To obtain regulatory network from transcriptional data, we use LeMoNe (Joshi
et al., 2009), an ensemble cluster network framework. Candidate regulators which
in this case are known transcription factors and RNA binding proteins are assigned
to each cluster based on how well they explain the condition-dependent expres-
sion behavior of the cluster. We build three ensemble regulatory networks namely
Tclust-Treg, PTclust-Treg and PTclust-PTreg. Tclust-Treg is a regulatory program
built using transcriptional profiles while PTclust-PTreg is a regulatory program
built using posttranscriptional profiles. LeMoNe framework separates the regula-
tor assignment step from clustering step making it suitable to build PTclust-Treg
regulatory program where transcriptional profile of regulators were assigned to
posttranscriptional profile of target clusters. We selected top ten regulator assign-
ments for each cluster for the three networks.

To assess the validity of these predictions, we used genomewide ChIP-on-Chip
data for transcription factor target prediction (Harbison et al., 2004) and experi-
mentally determined RNA binding protein targets (Hogan et al., 2008). Table 6.1
lists the f-measure calculated for each network using experimentally known in-
teractions. The f-measure obtained by using posttranscriptional clusters is higher
than using transcriptional clusters. This can be explained by the fact that post-
transcriptional clusters are more functionally coherent (discussed in the previous
section). For example, MET32 is correctly assigned as a regulator to PT cluster 41
and T cluster 33, both enriched for the MET32 targets. There are 2 known targets
of MET32 in T cluster 33 while 4 known targets in PT cluster 41. Though this is
the most common reason for higher fraction of true predictions in PT data, a set
of true positives come from the fact that transcriptional profiles of transcription
factors match the posttranscriptional profiles rather than transcriptional profiles of
the targets. PT cluster 98 contains 4 genes PHO11, PHO12, SPL2 and VTC3.
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- Tclust-Treg PTclust-Treg PTclust-PTreg
Transcriptional 0.0084 0.0110 0.0099
posttranscriptional 0.0084 0.0167 0.0252

Table 5.2: f-measure for transcription factor-target pairs and RNA binding protein-target
pairs validated in three regulatory programs

ARO80 is assigned to this cluster with rank 2. These four genes are also a part of
T cluster 54 but ARO80 is not assigned as a regulator to this cluster. RNA binding
regulatory protein YLL032C regulated PT cluster 98 but more experiments need
to be done to fully understand regulation of PT cluster 98 genes.

The posttranscriptional regulatory network built using PT profiles at both clus-
tering and regulator assignment step turns out to be the most reliable based on
the experimentally validated information. Similar to the transcriptional network,
PT clusters show an increase in f-measure due to functionally coherent clusters
but in contrast to transcriptional regulators, we observe further improvement in f-
measure when posttranscriptional profiles of regulators are assigned as candidate
regulators instead of transcriptional profiles. This suggests that RNA binding pro-
teins are themselves posttranscriptionally regulated. We also validated this obser-
vation in known RNA binding protein targets. RNA binding proteins are in general
significantly more often regulated at posttranscriptional level in comparison with
randomly selected a set of targets (pvalue - 6.9790e-12). In contrast transcription
factors are not significantly more often regulated at posttranscriptional level. In
arabidopsis root, only 25% transcription factors were observed to undergo post-
transcriptional regulation (Lee et al., 2006a). Moreover, in the reference network,
only 6% of transcription factors are autoregulated but 41% of RNA binding pro-
teins are autoregulated. PAB1 is assigned as a regulator to three ribosomal PT
clusters with a top rank to clusters 2 and 5 and rank 4 to cluster 60. Only the post-
transcriptional profile of PAB1 matches with its targets and not transcriptional one
so PAB1 is also posttranscriptionally regulated along with its targets.

5.2.4 Functional annotation of RNA-binding proteins

Assigning regulators based only on expression profile to targets is of a limited use
in eukaryotic systems. At similar levels of precision, the recall in S. cerevisiae is
nearly an order of magnitude smaller than E. coli (Michoel et al., 2009). Small
f-measure values in table 6.1 illustrates the same observation. Known RNA bind-
ing protein-target relations can be integrated with expression information to get
more reliable regulatory network. Such data integration strategy has been tradi-
tionally used to predict yet unknown targets of a transcription factor (Lemmens
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et al., 2006). Similarly, new RNA binding proteins targets can also be predicted
using guilt by association. Moreover, the association of RNA binding proteins to
modules can be used for functional characterization of RBPs as the function of
most RNA binding proteins is not yet well characterized. Table 6.3 enlists PT
clusters overrepresented for RNA binding protein targets, their corresponding cel-
lular location and functional category. BFR1 is assigned to PT cluster 110 with
rank 6 supported by (Hogan et al., 2008). This cluster contains aminoacyl-tRNA-
synthetases and is overrepresented for known targets of two RNA binding proteins
BFR1 and SCP160. BFR1 and SCP160 are known to have functional and physical
interactions (Lang et al., 2001). VTS1, a protein of unknown function, is assigned
to PT cluster 146 as a regulator with rank 4 confirmed by (Hogan et al., 2008). This
cluster is involved in sugar transport and cellular import and is overrepresented for
genes present in plasma membrane. This suggests VTS1 might be important for
sugar transport in plasma membrane.

5.2.5 Overrepresented regulatory motifs

We looked for three and four node overrepresented motifs in posttranscriptional
network constructed using the known RNA binding protein targets (Hogan et al.,
2008) and in integrated network constructed adding known transcription factor
targets (Harbison et al., 2004). We found two overrepresented motifs in posttran-
scriptional network. A very well studied feed forward loop motif in transcriptional
network is also overrepresented at posttranscriptional level. This shows that the
regulatory system makes use of feed forward arrangement at different regulatory
levels. Feed forward loops at posttranscriptional level are also arranged in higher
order structures where a same pair of regulators regulate a bunch of coexpressed
genes in a feed forward arrangement such as PAB1 and CBC2 regulate ribosomal
proteins in PT cluster 31 forming a feed forward loop.

The second overrepresented motif is a ’feedback loop’ where 2 RNA binding
proteins regulate each other and a set of common targets. Though this motif not
overrepresented in transcriptional networks, it is overrepresented in C. elegans as
composite feedback loops of miRNAs and transcription factors (Martinez et al.,
2008). The RBPs involved in feedback loops provide a high information flow
as they have a higher in and out degree compared to the ones not involved such
feed back arrangement. The common targets in a feedback loop arrangement are
coexpressed such as SCP160 and BFR1 regulate each other and regulate PT cluster
7 genes involved in rRNA processing and RNA binding.

Only one mixed overrepresented motif structure is present in the integrated
network: mixed bifan loop. This observation is in accordance with previous obser-
vation that many coexpressed clusters are dually regulated. An example is RGM1
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Figure 5.3: Over-represented motifs found in posttranscriptional network alone and in com-
bination with transcriptional network.

and PUB1 together regulate multiple COS genes. We integrated known transcrip-
tion factor target interactions, known RNA binding protein interactions and ex-
pression clusters to extract combinatorial information. 31 clusters are found to be
combinatorially regulated at transcriptional and posttranscriptional level. The ta-
ble below represents 11 highly significant combinatorially regulated clusters where
each regulator is assigned to the cluster with p-value < 1e-5. PT clusters 2, 5, 16
and 31 are all overrepresented for ribosomal proteins. They are all regulated by two
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PT cluster transcriptional regulators RNA binding regulators
2 RAP1,FHL1 PAB1
5 GAT3,GCR2,RAP1,FHL1 PAB1
9 SFL1 ACO1
16 RAP1,FHL1 PAB1
19 STB6 SIK1
21 GCN4 HRB1
24 THO2 SCP160,BFR1
31 RAP1,FHL1 PAB1,CBC2
42 HIR2 PAB1,NSR1,PUF2
83 RGM1 SIK1
98 ARO80 YLL032C

Table 5.4: Combinatorial regulation only at transcriptional and posttranscriptional level
with a very stringent cutoff 1e-5

transcription factors FHL1 and RAP1 and a RNA binding protein, PAB1. FHL1
is known to be involved in the expression of ribosomal protein genes (Inoki and
Guan, 2006). PAB1 interacts with CRM1, a major karyopherin, involved in export
of proteins, RNAs, and ribosomal subunits from the nucleus and is required for
efficient mRNA export to cytoplasm (Brune et al., 2005). PT cluster 9, containing
meiotic genes, is regulated at transcriptional level by SFL1 and at posttranscrip-
tional level by ACO1.

There are many other clusters which do not satisfy the stringent p-value cutoff
but are still biologically relevant. PT cluster 23 is coregulated by a combination
of a transcription factor PIP2 and RNA binding protein HEK2. HEK2 is assigned
with rank 2 to this cluster, while BFR1 is assigned with rank 1 and it belongs to
the cluster itself. Genes in this cluster are all upregulated under calco-fluor white
(CFW), a cell-wall perturbing agent stress condition. This cluster is not overrep-
resented for any MIPS functional category. It mostly contains DNA binding and
RNA binding proteins.

5.3 Conclusions

It is becoming more and more evident that posttranscriptional regulation plays a
substantial role in gene regulatory networks. Nevertheless it remains quite un-
explored domain. Unlike miRNAs, rbps contain significant fraction of essential
genes, supporting that this step in regulatory program contributes to more than just
fine tuning the previous step in regulatory cascade i.e. transcriptional regulation.
We have made an attempt to unravel various aspects of posttranscriptional regula-
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tion using data integration. To begin with we demonstrate that posttranscriptional
expression profiles indeed provide more functionally coherent information than
transcriptional profiles. By building a regulatory network using expression data,
we show that RNA binding proteins are themselves regulated at posttranscriptional
level. We then integrate expression data with known RNA binding protein targets
for functional characterization of RNA binding proteins. We further build an in-
tegrated network by adding known transcription factor target information. Finally
we find three overrepresented network motifs in integrated networks including a
’feedback loop’ specific to posttranscriptional regulations.

5.4 Methods

5.4.1 Expression data clustering

Expression profiles of transcriptional (T) and posttranscriptional (PT) data were
obtained from Halbeisen and Gerber (2009). The data contains expression pro-
files under six different stress conditions, a total of 26 arrays. We also used a
bigger stress compendium in yeast from Gasch et al. (2000a) with 173 conditions
(GaschT). The expression profiles were clustered without any further normaliza-
tion. For each dataset, we generated 20 local optimal cluster solutions, from which
tight co-expressed clusters were created (Joshi et al., 2008). Table 1 shows the
number of genes clustered and the number of clusters obtained in each case.

5.4.2 Regulator assignment

The regulator list was generated collecting known transcription factors and RNA
binding proteins in S. cerevisiae. The regulators were assigned using LeMoNe (
software available at http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/software/details/LeMoNe).
LeMoNe predicted a ranked list of weighted regulators for each cluster, based on
an ensemble of 10 regulatory program trees with maximum one level per cluster
built using significant experiment sets found from 5 different experiment parti-
tions and significant regulators sampled from 100 candidate regulator-split value
pairs for each split between significant experiment clusters. Three regulatory pro-
grams were generated, Tclust-Treg where transcriptional profiles of the regulators
(Treg) were assigned to transcriptional clusters (Tclust). Similarly PTclust-Treg
and PTclust-PTreg regulatory programs were generated by assigning transcrip-
tional (Treg) and posttranscriptional (PTreg) profiles of regulators to post transcip-
tional clusters.
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5.4.3 Relative Adjacency Score

We define a measure Relative Adjacency Score (RAS) for each PT cluster to asses
its expression coherence at transcriptional level. Specifically, RAS is ratio of sum
of adjacency scores in T data and sum of adjacency scores in PT data for a given PT
cluster. If this value is close to zero, then the genes in the clusters are coexpressed
at posttranscriptional level but not at transcriptional level and if it is close to 1 then
the cluster is also transcriptionally co-regulated.

Adjacency score fij is the probability of observing genes i and j clustered
together in multiple cluster solutions.

For PT cluster k,

RASk =

∑
ij∈k fij(T )∑

ij∈k fij(PT )
(5.1)

We define transcriptionally co-regulated clusters to be the ones with RAS≥ 0.6
and obtain 19 clusters and translationally co-regulated clusters with RAS≤ 0.1 for
both gaschT and T clusters and obtain 25 clusters.

5.4.4 Large scale experimental validation datasets

Functional data: Functional categories from MIPS (ftp://ftpmips.gsf.
de/yeast/catalogues/funcat/) were used for assessing functional co-
herence. Literature curated protein complexes and cellular localization informa-
tion was also obtained from MIPS. Overrepresentation of clusters with respect to
functional categories, cellular localization and protein complexes was tested using
hypergeometric test.

Transcriptional network: The ChIP-chip network from Harbison et al. (2004)
was used to build transcriptional network with a pvalue cutoff of 0.005.

Post-transcriptional network: RNA binding protein targets for 40 proteins were
obtained from Hogan et al. (2008).

5.4.5 Network motifs

Overrepresented network structures in posttranscriptional and transcriptional net-
work were calculated using FANMOD algorithm (Wernicke and Rasche, 2006).
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Characterizing regulatory path motifs

in integrated networks using
perturbational data

A. Joshi, T. Van Parys, Y. Van de Peer, T. Michoel

6.1 Introduction

When a cell is perturbed by external stimuli, it responds by adjusting the amount at
which different types of proteins are needed. Transcriptional regulatory networks
form the core of this cellular response system. However, the static wiring of these
networks does not reveal which parts of the network are active under certain con-
ditions and how perturbations are propagated through the network. For this reason
there has been much interest in integrating the static network topology with gene
expression data which reflect the dynamical or functional state of the network. In a
pioneering paper, large changes were identified in the subnetworks of the transcrip-
tional regulatory network of S. cerevisiae active under five different conditions
(Luscombe et al., 2004). In reality, the transcriptional regulatory network can-
not be considered in isolation, but it is integrated with other networks such as the
protein-protein interaction network (Yeger-Lotem and Margalit, 2003). In Yeang
et al. (2004), a framework was therefore developed which integrates networks of
protein-DNA and protein-protein interactions with knockout expression data. In
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this framework, a probabilistic model is used to link a causative gene to the set
of effect genes which are differentially expressed upon knockout of the causative
gene, by means of paths consisting of protein-DNA or protein-protein interactions.
This approach was used to map DNA-damage response pathways (Workman et al.,
2006) and jointly model regulatory and metabolic networks (Yeang and Vingron,
2006). More recently, an alternative method was introduced which also attempts to
explain knockout pairs using protein-DNA and protein-protein interactions, using
an integer programming formulation (Ourfali et al., 2007). The methods of Yeang
et al. (2004) and Ourfali et al. (2007) have in common that they are computation-
ally expensive and try to explain as many knockout pairs as possible in a particular
set of experiments, but do not search for general mechanisms or path structures
which are common between different (classes of) knocked-out genes.

In this paper we present an alternative strategy for elucidating response-to-
perturbation mechanisms in integrated networks which is based on the notion of a
path-like network motif. Standard network motifs are small subgraphs which occur
significantly more often in a network than expected by chance, and which charac-
terize its static properties (Milo et al., 2002; Shen-Orr et al., 2002). Recently, it
has been shown that by overlaying functional data over static network structures
additional types of network motifs can be discovered (Chechik et al., 2008). The
kind of motifs studied in Chechik et al. (2008) are so-called activity motifs, short
patterns of timed gene expression regulation events occurring significantly more
often than expected by chance in the metabolic network of S. cerevisiae. In the
same spirit, we define regulatory path motifs as short, significantly enriched paths
in integrated networks which connect transcription factors to genes which are dif-
ferentially expressed after perturbation of the transcription factor.

Using comprehensive microarray data sets for 157 transcription factor deletion
experiments (Hu et al., 2007) and 55 transcription factor overexpression experi-
ments (Chua et al., 2006) in S. cerevisiae, together with large-scale networks of
transcriptional regulatory interactions (Harbison et al., 2004; Pachkov et al., 2007),
protein-protein interactions (Reguly et al., 2006) and phosphorylation interactions
(Ptacek et al., 2005), we found eight regulatory path motifs, of which five were en-
riched in both deletion and overexpression data. These eight motifs explain 13%
of all genes differentially expressed in deletion data and 24% in overexpression
data, a more than five- to ten-fold increase compared to using direct transcriptional
links only, confirming that perturbational microarray experiments contain mostly
indirect regulatory links. We further observed that regulatory path motifs are orga-
nized into modules of genes connected to a transcription factor by the same path
and the same intermediate nodes. Perturbed targets forming such modules tend to
be highly coexpressed and functionally coherent and we have used this property
for predicting periodic genes and associating novel functions to genes. Finally, we
have considered two condition-dependent data sets, one containing deletion exper-
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iments for 27 transcription factors under DNA-damage condition (Workman et al.,
2006), and one cell cycle specific data set by selecting only the cell cycle regula-
tors from Hu et al. (2007), and compared the relative abundance of each path motif
between those data sets.

6.2 Results and Discussion

6.2.1 Direct transcriptional links in perturbational data

Perturbational expression data can be viewed as a network where each transcrip-
tion factor is connected to the genes that are differentially expressed after deletion
or overexpression of the transcription factor. In Balaji et al. (2008), the topolog-
ical properties of the deletion and overexpression network were compared with a
transcriptional network of genome wide ChIP-chip interactions (TRI(C)), assum-
ing that the deletion and overexpression network also consist of direct interactions.
We added a fourth transcriptional network to the comparison predicted using cis-
regulatory elements (TRI(M)). These four networks contain targets for 23 common
transcription factors, but they do not share even a single transcription factor-target
pair, although the overlap between each pair of networks is statistically significant
(Figure 6.1). There is much higher overlap between TRI(C) and TRI(M) compared
to all other pairwise combinations. On the other hand, the overexpression and dele-
tion networks share only about 2% of their interactions with TRI(C) and TRI(M).
This indicates that the deletion and overexpression networks do not contain a large
fraction of direct targets.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.1: The overlap between four data sets of transcription factor-target pairs (a) and
transcription factors under study (b) showing that there is not a single common
transcription factor-target pair inferred by all methods despite 23 common tran-
scription factors.
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- TRI(M) TRI(C) deletion data overexpression data
TRI(M) - 18 12 10
TRI(C) 59 - 4 7
deletion data 27 23 - 12
overexpression data 12 8 22 -

Table 6.1: transcription factors having significant overlapping targets between each pair of
datasets. Upper diagonal compares only 23 tf common to all datasets while lower
compares all tfs present

We further calculated the overlap between each of these networks for each
transcription factor individually (Table 1). Consistent with the global analysis, 18
transcription factors of 23 have significant overlap between TRI(C) and TRI(M).
There is a relatively small overlap of 12 transcription factors between the deletion
and overexpression network, but it is known that the deletion and overexpression
phenotypes are quite different for most genes (Sopko et al., 2006). Only seven
transcription factors (INO2, GCN4, SWI4, SKN7, HAP4, YAP1 and SOK2) in
the overexpression network, and four (SIP4, PUT3, RFX1, MSN2) in the dele-
tion network, share significant targets with TRI(C), without any overlap between
these two sets. The seven overexpression transcription factors mainly act in re-
sponse to certain conditions, for instance INO2 is activated in response to inocitol
depletion and YAP1 is activated in H2O2 stress. It has been argued that overex-
pressing a transcription factor mimics the condition of transcription factor activa-
tion in response to a stimulus (Chua et al., 2006). We also observed that five of
these seven transcription factors (INO2, GCN4, SWI4, HAP4 and YAP1) show
significant pairwise coexpression with their targets. This suggests that the overex-
pression method is better suited for direct target prediction of transcription factors
which are activated in response to a particular signal. Similar results are obtained
by comparing the overexpression and deletion networks to TRI(M).

6.2.2 Regulatory path motifs

When a transcription factor is deleted or overexpressed, the perturbed genes can
be put into two classes. Primary targets are transcriptionally regulated by the tran-
scription factor under study, either directly or through a regulatory cascade, while
secondary targets are differentially expressed in response to the altered physiol-
ogy of the cell, involving more than just transcriptional regulatory interactions.
In the previous section we showed that the primary, direct targets actually form a
minority in the total perturbed set. To examine the indirect modes of regulatory
signal transfer, we considered an integrated network consisting of transcriptional
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interactions (TRI), protein-protein interactions (PPI) and phosphorylation interac-
tions (PhI). We searched in this network for regulatory path motifs, paths in the
integrated network of length up to three occurring significantly more often than
expected by chance between a transcription factor and its targets in the overex-
pression and deletion network.

(a)
Real perturbational data

(b)
Randomized perturbational data

(c)
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Figure 6.2: The figure shows a hypothetical example of integrated network of transcrip-
tional links (red) with nodes 1,4,10,12 and 20 being transcription factors and
protein-protein interactions (blue) with a hub protein (node 11). Observed per-
turbed genes (magenta) when a transcription factor is deleted or overexpressed
(node 1, red ) is shown on left(a) and a randomized perturbed data with the same
integrated network is shown on right (b). With respect to the background distribu-
tion of 10,000 such random samples TRI-TRI regulatory path (c) is overrepresented
as the observed value(red dot) lies at far right tail of the fitted normal distribution
(green curve) while PPI-PPI-TRI regulatory path (d) is not overrepresented as the
observed value lies well within the random distribution.
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To assess the statistical significance of a regulatory path, we randomly per-
muted perturbational data (deletion and overexpression data) while keeping the
degree distribution the same. During the randomization procedure, integrated net-
work consisting of TRI, PPI and PhI interactions was kept intact. This random-
ization guarantees that the network structure (all mixed in- and out-degree distri-
butions) of the integrated network is not disturbed while randomizing. Figure 6.2
shows a hypothetical example of integrated network with transcriptional (red) and
protein-protein interaction (blue) links. There are five observed perturbed genes
(magenta) when a transcription factor is deleted or overexpressed (node 1, red ).
One instance of randomization is shown in figure 6.2(b) where the same number
of perturbed genes (five in this case) are randomly assigned (magenta) while keep-
ing the integrated network exactly identical. This procedure is repeated to obtain
10,000 random samples. Figure 6.2(c) shows the histogram of number of TRI-TRI
paths in the randomized networks with a normal curve fitted to it. The fact that
the observed number of TRI-TRI regulatory paths (red dot) lie at the far right of
distribution makes it a significantly enriched path. Similarly PPI-PPI-TRI path is
not observed to be enriched (figure 6.2(d)).

Out of all 39 possible paths, eight were significantly enriched (Figure 6.3).
Five regulatory path motifs were overrepresented in both the deletion and over-
expression network, namely TRI, TRI-TRI, PPI-TRI, PPI-TRI-TRI and PPI-PhI-
TRI. One regulatory path motif, TRI-PPI, was overrepresented only in the deletion
network, while two, TRI-PhI-TRI and TRI-PPI-TRI, were overrepresented only in
the overexpression network (Table 1). To check the robustness of these results, we
created integrated networks obtained from different sources and using different p-
value cutoffs (see Methods for details). We also confirmed that the regulatory path
motifs were not enriched because of the presence of previously well characterized
overrepresented network motifs in the static network Milo et al. (2002); Shen-Orr
et al. (2002); Yeger-Lotem et al. (2004b). For instance, a feed-forward loop is
formed by a combination of a TRI and a TRI-TRI path. We checked the enrich-
ment of all indirect paths by removing indirect paths when also a direct path (TRI)
is present, and the results still hold true.

The enriched regulatory path motifs represent both the primary and secondary
classes of perturbed targets. For instance TRI and TRI-TRI represent the direct and
indirect regulatory targets, while TRI-PPI represents secondary effects. The PPI-
TRI path contains transcription factors which require other transcription factors for
their activity. For example, MET4 lacks DNA binding activity and requires either
CBF1 or one of the two homologous proteins MET31 and MET32 for promoter
association (Su et al., 2008). PPI-TRI-TRI extends the signal of the PPI-TRI path
through another transcriptional link. We have found no simple explanation for the
enrichment of the PPI-PhI-TRI path, except that it is overrepresented due to paths
mainly involved in cell cycle (further discussed below). In Yeang et al. (2004), all
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Figure 6.3: List of eight enriched regulatory path motifs in deletion and overexpression
data, showing five paths common to both. Path motifs are at the center while at the
sides an example in each data set with the associated p-value is shown. TRI are
in red, PPI in blue and PhI in green. The dotted black lines represent coexpres-
sion links while pink and orange links represent deletion and overexpression links
respectively.
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the paths in a TRI and PPI network were found to explain differentially expressed
genes, with the assumption that all paths should end by a TRI link. Overrepre-
sentation of the TRI-PPI path shows that this assumption is not universally true.
The TRI-PPI path is only enriched in the deletion network. It has been used pre-
viously for predicting novel transcription regulatory targets (Beyer et al., 2006).
Since this path is overrepresented using both TRI(C) and TRI(M), we speculate
that the targets of this path are not predominantly missing transcriptional links but
rather the secondary response targets because of the disruption of protein complex
stoichiometry.

TRI

TRI−TRI

PPI−TRI

PPI−PhI−TRI

PPI−TRI−TRI

TRI−PhI−TRI

TRI−PPI−TRI

TRI

TRI−TRI

TRI−PPI

PPI−TRI

PPI−PhI−TRI

PPI−TRI−TRI

Figure 6.4: The relative fraction of each regulatory path motif in overexpression data (left)
and deletion data (right). These show that the direct targets form a small fraction
of the total number of targets.

Figure 6.4 shows the proportion of targets found by each regulatory path motif
in the deletion and overexpression networks. It is evident that most perturbed genes
are affected through indirect paths. In total, the eight enriched motifs explain 13%
of all genes differentially expressed in the deletion data and 24% in overexpression
data, a more than five- to ten-fold increase compared to the targets explained by
direct TRI links only (see Figure 6.4). This leads to the conclusion that only about
10-20% of the perturbed genes are direct targets of the overexpressed or deleted
transcription factor, a number that is in line with previous estimates. In Tang et al.
(2006) it was shown that most of the genes differentially expressed in a LEU3
mutant are not direct targets (about 20%). In Workman et al. (2006), only 11%
of deletion-buffering events (genes that are normally differentially expressed in a
certain condition but become unresponsive after deleting a transcription factor) for
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30 transcription factors were found to coincide with a direct ChIP-chip binding
interaction. In human, only about 30-40% of all differentially expressed genes for
NF-kB and STAT1 appear to be direct targets (Zhu et al., 2007b).

6.2.3 Path specificity of transcription factors

The overrepresentation of regulatory path motifs is an agglomerative effect of pref-
erence towards specific paths by all transcription factors together. We also checked
the overrepresentation of each regulatory path motif for individual transcription
factors. In general most perturbed targets of a transcription factor are found back
with only a single path (Tables 2 and 3). The specificity of a transcription factor
to a particular regulatory path is useful to characterize the mode of action of that
transcription factor. For the perturbed targets of HST1 in deletion data, only the
path PPI-TRI is overrepresented, where HST1 interacts with SUM1 which regu-
lates CDA1, YFR032C, YGL138C, LOH1, BNA1 and DAL80. SUM1 and HST1
together are known to repress middle sporulation-specific gene expression during
mitosis (Sutton et al., 2001). When GAL4 is deleted, it does not perturb any of its
direct targets, but the regulatory path PPI-TRI-TRI is overrepresented in its per-
turbed targets. For instance, GAL4 interacting with GAL3 regulates FHL1 which
regulates the ribosomal genes RPL41B, RPL27B, RPS21B and RPL31B.

Other transcription factors have multiple regulatory paths overrepresented (Ta-
bles 2 and 3). MET4 is a Leucine-zipper transcriptional activator, responsible for
the regulation of the sulfur amino acid pathway. When MET4 is overexpressed,
75% of the perturbed genes can be explained by the TRI, PPI-TRI and PPI-TRI-
TRI motifs. MET4 regulates its target genes by working together with differ-
ent combinations of the auxiliary factors CBF1, MET28, MET31 and MET32
(Blaiseau and Thomas, 1998) (Figure 6.3 shows MET4 interacting with CBF1 reg-
ulates direct targets SPL2 and COX17 and also indirect targets HTA2 and HTB1
through another transcription factor HIR2).

6.2.4 Aggregation of regulatory path motifs into functional mod-
ules

Like static network motifs (Kashtan et al., 2004; Shen-Orr et al., 2002; Dobrin
et al., 2004), regulatory path motifs aggregate into modular structures where the
differentially expressed targets of a transcription factor explained by the same path
through the same intermediate nodes form a module. These regulatory modules
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path transcription factor p value
TRI-TRI SWI4 1.3× 10−4

TRI-TRI RSF2 9.13× 10−5

TRI-TRI RFX1 3.1× 10−3

TRI-TRI SFP1 4.8× 10−3

TRI-TRI SOK2 4.9× 10−3

TRI-TRI MCM1 9.45× 10−4

TRI-TRI RAP1 8.59× 10−6

PPI-TRI PHO2 3.68× 10−10

PPI-TRI SWI4 2.8× 10−3

PPI-TRI GAL80 1.14× 10−4

PPI-TRI GCR2 3.16× 10−6

PPI-TRI HST1 3.73× 10−7

PPI-TRI DIG1 1.35× 10−6

PPI-TRI GCR1 2.5× 10−5

TRI-PPI BAS1 1.6× 10−3

TRI-PPI RFX1 2.22× 10−7

TRI-PPI SFP1 3.26× 10−4

TRI-PPI RAP1 0
TRI-PPI GCR1 2.94× 10−8

PPI-PhI-TRI SWI4 1.4× 10−3

PPI-PhI-TRI SKO1 2.1× 10−3

PPI-PhI-TRI DIG1 3.8× 10−4

PPI-TRI-TRI SWI4 3.83× 10−4

PPI-TRI-TRI GAL4 6.44× 10−4

Table 6.2: Path specificities of transcription factors in deletion data.
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path transcription factor p value
TRI-TRI MBP1 1.17× 10−4

TRI-TRI SOK2 4.3× 10−3

TRI-TRI ROX1 1.75× 10−4

PPI-TRI MBP1 3.2× 10−3

PPI-TRI SWI4 1.43× 10−4

PPI-PhI-TRI SWI4 1.9× 10−3

PPI-TRI-TRI MBP1 4.86× 10−4

PPI-TRI-TRI INO2 2.6× 10−2

PPI-TRI-TRI MET4 1.91× 10−6

PPI-PhI-TRI MBP1 3.42× 10−4

PPI-PhI-TRI ROX1 1.61× 10−5

TRI-PPI-TRI STE12 3.8× 10−3

TRI-PPI-TRI ABF1 6.5× 10−4

TRI-PPI-TRI YOX1 1.4× 10−3

TRI-PPI-TRI MOT3 1.0× 10−3

Table 6.3: Path specificities of transcription factors in overexpression data.

can be useful in two ways when integrated with additional data. Firstly, by inte-
grating them with coexpression and functional data, modules validate the biolog-
ical relevance of the regulatory path motifs themselves. Secondly, modules can
provide better insight into the additional integrated data.

6.2.4.1 Coexpression and functional data

Many path modules are highly coexpressed and overrepresented in a particular
functional category. We illustrate this with a few examples. The targets of PHO2
in the deletion network can be explained by a PPI-TRI path, where PHO2 interact-
ing with BAS1 regulates HIS4, CEM1, HIS5, MTD1, SHM2, ADE17 and ADE4.
All the genes in this module are mutually coexpressed and the module is overrep-
resented in the functional category purine nucleotide anabolism (p-value 9.3e-11).
Another example is ROX1, a heme-dependent repressor of hypoxic genes. Its tar-
gets can be explained by a TRI-PhI-TRI path, where some of the intermediate
genes are also differentially expressed in the overexpression network. A path lead-
ing to 4 PAU genes is especially interesting. PAU genes are known to be induced
by anaerobiosis (Rachidi et al., 2000). These paths predict the association of two
intermediate players PCL1 and RGM1 in hypoxic stress, which is not yet stud-
ied. The regulatory path TRI-PPI is unique to the deletion network. An example
of a corresponding module is given by GCR1, a transcriptional activator of genes
involved in glycolysis, regulating VMA1, subunit A of the eight-subunit V1 pe-
ripheral membrane domain of the vacuolar H+-ATPase, which interacts with other
proteins in this complex namely VMA2, VMA4, VMA6 and VMA11, all differ-
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entially expressed upon deletion of GCR1. The coexpression link between GCR1
and VMA1 supports the transcriptional link, while all other VMAs except are nei-
ther coexpressed nor known to be transcriptionally regulated by GCR1 in TRI(C)
nor TRI(M). In fact, in TRI they are known to be regulated by a completely dif-
ferent set of transcription factors than VMA1. This suggests that the regulation of
these genes by deletion of GCR1 is performed through indirect paths in response
to the disruption of protein complex stoichiometry.

Regulatory path modules can be used also for associating multiple functions
to a transcription factor. SWI4 is a DNA binding component of the SBF complex
which regulates late G1-specific transcription. If we calculate functional enrich-
ment for all targets in the overexpression network, we get deoxyribonucleotide
metabolism, polysaccharide metabolism, and sugar and carboxylate metabolism
categories overrepresented. But by arranging them into modules we get the over-
representation of DNA synthesis and replication, G1/S transition, mitotic cell cycle
and meiosis functional categories, which explain the function of SWI4 in greater
detail.

6.2.4.2 Prediction of periodic genes

There have been four experimental efforts made to find periodically regulated
genes in S. cerevisiae (Cho et al., 1998; Spellman et al., 1998a; Pramila et al.,
2006; Rowicka et al., 2007). Each one predicts a different set of genes to be peri-
odic and assigning correct phases to periodic genes is even more difficult. There
is a consensus over periodicity of only 221 genes by all experiments (Figure 6.5).
In Caretta-Cartozo et al. (2007) it was shown that the information contained in
the time series is not enough to establish a clear division between periodic and
nonperiodic genes. As some of the regulatory path modules are also enriched in
periodic genes, they can be used for predicting periodic genes and sometimes even
the phase associated with them. Figure 6.6 shows targets of the cell cycle regula-
tor SWI4 in the deletion network reached through a PPI-PhI-TRI path (right) and
in the overexpression network through a PPI-TRI-TRI path (left). We first ana-
lyzed the intermediate regulators. As transcription factors are expressed generally
at low levels, it is difficult to discover periodic patterns in their expression profile.
Thus FZF1 and YAP1 are not predicted to be periodic in any of the four sets men-
tioned above, although they are predicted to be periodic in de Lichtenberg et al.
(2005). The FZF1 targets, GLR1 (M/G1), TPO4 (G2/M) and YPL014W (M/G1),
are all periodically expressed according to Spellman et al. (1998a). The phase for
TPO4 was assigned G2/M in Spellman et al. (1998a) while in Cho et al. (1998)
it was assigned M/G1, which matches with the rest of the genes in the module.
The YAP5 targets, YBL111C (G1), YFL064C (G1), YHL049C (G1), YJL225C
(M/G1) and YML133C (G1), are also all periodic and almost all peaking in ex-
pression at G1 phase. In the deletion network, a coexpressed module of six genes
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Figure 6.5: Venn diagram of the overlap of periodic genes predicted by 4 sets of exper-
iments. The figure shows that there is a small overlap of only 221 genes by all
methods.

COS1, COS3, TPO4, YJL225C, YFL064C and YLR194C is regulated by SWI5.
COS1 and COS3 are predicted to be periodic only in Rowicka et al. (2007), while
periodicity of the other genes is supported by at least two data sets. Thus regula-
tory path motifs can be used as an independent source of information for periodic-
ity prediction. This evidence can be of more importance for lowly expressed genes
like transcription factors.

6.2.4.3 Clues from phenotypic data

There is a vast amount of phenotypic data available in yeast but the cause of the
observed phenotype is mostly unknown. We checked whether genes connected by
a regulatory path show the same phenotype, since then the path itself can be an
explanation of the observed phenotype. In the overexpression network, there is a
TRI-PhI-TRI path where INO2 transcriptionally regulates MCK1 which phospho-
rylates CIN5 which transcriptionally regulates MCD1, and both INO2 and MCD1
show an irregularly budded/unbudded phenotype. MCD1 is an essential subunit of
the cohesin complex required for sister chromatin cohesion in mitosis and meiosis,
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.6: Two path modules overrepresented in periodic genes for the PPI-TRI-TRI path
in overexpression data (a) and the PPI-PhI-TRI path in deletion data (b). TRI are
in red, PPI in blue and PhI in green. The dotted gray lines represent coexpression
links while yellow lines represent deletion or overexpression links.

thus important for budding phenotype. INO2 is a basic HLH transcription activa-
tor binding to inocitol responsive elements and is not yet characterized for a role in
budding. But regulation of MCD1 through an indirect path explains the phenotype
observed. CIN5, a bZIP transcription factor shows normal growth, probably be-
cause of the presence of a close homologue (33% identity) YDR259C. They both
are constitutively expressed in nucleus and provide resistance to DNA-alkylating
agents (Furuchi et al., 2001). Another example in the deletion network is with
a PPI-TRI path. HAP2 interacting with HAP4 transcriptionally regulates ATP15.
All these genes show a deletion phenotype of ‘exhibit growth defect on a non-
fermentable (respiratory) carbon source’. HAP2 and HAP4 are known to be tran-
scriptional activators and global regulators of respiratory gene expression.

6.2.5 Conditional regulatory networks

In Luscombe et al. (2004), it was shown that large changes occur in the network
architecture underlying exogenous and endogenous processes. More precisely,
it was observed that environmental responses prefer fast signal propagation with
short regulatory cascades, while cell cycle and sporulation direct temporal pro-
gression through multiple stages with highly interconnected transcription factors
(Luscombe et al., 2004). To see the effect of these differences on the relative
abundance of each path motif, we considered two condition dependent deletion
networks, one cell cycle specific and the other under DNA-damage condition (see
Methods for details). In agreement with Luscombe et al. (2004), in the DNA-
damage network, more that 75% of the paths are of path length one or two, while
the cell cycle network contains a large fraction of indirect paths with more than
50% formed by paths of length three (Figure 6.7).

Unlike in the DNA-damage network, about a third of the paths in the cell cycle
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Figure 6.7: The relative fraction of each regulatory path motif in deletion data under DNA-
damage stress (left) and cell cycle (right). These show differences in network struc-
ture under different conditions.

network contain a phosphorylation link. This is not surprising since many pro-
teins important for cell cycle progress undergo changes in their phosphorylation
state during the cell cyle (Hutchison and GLover, 1995). However, the regulatory
mechanism of the PPI-PhI-TRI can be explained by literature mining only in a
few cases. For instance, SWI4 interacts with CLB2 which phosphorylates FKH2.
The transcriptional targets of FKH2, DSE1, PGM2 and YIL169C are perturbed in
SWI4 deletion data. SWI4 binds to CDC28-CLB2 complex, which is potentially
important for the regulatory activity of both proteins (Siegmund and Nasmyth,
1996). CDC28-CLB2 complex is capable of phosphorylating C-terminal of FKH2.
This phosphorylation facilitates the recruitment of the rate-limiting transcriptional
coactivator NDD1 to CLB2 and other promoters (Pic-Taylor et al., 2004). Thus
the probable mechanism can be as follows. In the absence of SWI4, FKH2 is un-
able to form a complex with NDD1 to carry out its regulatory role. For many other
PPI-PhI-TRI paths, there is no straightforward explanation. This is due to the fact
that these paths are often a part of a more complex regulatory network.

6.2.6 Pathicular, a Cytoscape plug-in for detecting path motifs

The current analysis can be extended to other data sets, like finding enriched paths
in genetic interaction networks or analyzing paths in different species. We de-
veloped a Cytoscape (Shannon et al., 2003) plug-in ‘Pathicular’ to identify path
motifs in integrated networks and to arrange them in a modular structure. After
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Figure 6.8: Screenshot of Pathicular running in Cytoscape with an example of a TRI-TRI
path motif in deletion data. The integrated network is represented in the background
and three representative path modules are highlighted in the foreground.

the integrated network and the source network (deletion or overexpression in this
case) are loaded into Cytoscape, Pathicular can be used to find all the paths of a
given type in the source network using the integrated network. A p-value is pro-
vided to check the overrepresentation of the path of interest. Figure 6.8 shows
a screenshot of Pathicular with a TRI-TRI path motif, overrepresented with a p-
value of 0.004. The entire network is shown on the background, highlighting three
modules.

6.3 Conclusions
Genome wide expression analysis of transcription factor mutants has tradition-
ally been used to predict novel transcription factor targets. However, as shown
in this paper, these data sets contain only a small fraction (about 10-20%) of di-
rect targets. In order to understand the indirect response mechanisms following
the deletion or overexpression of a transcription factor, we introduced the concept
of regulatory path motifs, short paths in an integrated network of transcriptional,
protein-protein and phosphorylation interactions which occur significantly more
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often than expected by chance between transcription factors and their perturbed
targets in large-scale deletion and overexpression libraries. Regulatory path mo-
tifs extend the well-known notion of static network motifs and are conceptually
related to the recently introduced activity motifs. We found eight enriched paths,
of which five were overrepresented in both deletion and overexpression data (TRI,
TRI-TRI, PPI-TRI, PPI-TRI-TRI and PPI-PhI-TRI). The TRI-PPI path is over-
represented only in deletion data, while the TRI-PhI-TRI and TRI-PPI-TRI paths
are overrepresented only in overexpression data. These eight motifs explain about
13% of all genes differentially expressed in the deletion data and 24% in overex-
pression data, a more than five- to ten-fold increase compared to direct transcrip-
tional links. Like static network motifs, regulatory path motifs are organized in
a modular structure where a module consists of perturbed genes reached from a
transcription factor by the same type of path with the same intermediate nodes.
These modules contain strongly coexpressed and functionally coherent genes and
can be used for diverse purposes like predicting periodically expressed genes or
analyzing phenotypic data.

An important property of regulatory networks is their condition-dependent na-
ture. Although currently only a limited number of transcription factor mutant ex-
pression experiments are available under different conditions, we have shown that
the relative abundance of the eight path motifs in a DNA-damage and cell cycle
specific network agrees well with previously observed qualitative differences be-
tween exogenous and endogenous processes. Thus regulatory path motifs can be
used to characterize the condition-dependency of the response mechanisms across
multiple integrated networks.

As the amount of interaction data covering cellular networks at multiple lev-
els of regulation continues to increase, questions regarding the cross-talk between
these networks and which parts of the networks are activated upon different kinds
of perturbations will quickly gain importance. In this paper we have shown that
searching for small, statistically overrepresented patterns integrating functional
and interaction data is a simple, yet effective way to address these problems. The
software developed for this study is made available as a Cytoscape plug-in and can
be readily applied to other kinds of functional and network data.

6.4 Methods

6.4.1 Data preparation

Deletion data was obtained from Hu et al. (2007). We selected unfiltered interac-
tions with a cutoff of p-value ≤ 0.001 (same as used by the authors). Overexpres-
sion data was obtained from Chua et al. (2006) and the same cutoff of 0.001 was
used. To find regulatory paths, we used protein-protein interactions (PPI) from
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Reguly et al. (2006), phosphorylation interactions (PhI) from Ptacek et al. (2005)
and transcriptional regulatory interactions from Harbison et al. (2004) (TRI(C))
(with a cutoff of 0.005) and Pachkov et al. (2007) (TRI(M)).

6.4.2 Regulatory path motif calculation

The randomization procedure applied to find overrepresented paths is as follows.
For each randomization step, we randomized deletion and overexpression net-
works by keeping the degree distribution of the networks same and found the
number of paths of each type keeping the integrated network identical where
the integrated network consists of TRI, PPI and PhI links. So the randomiza-
tion procedure calculates how many paths of a type are observed in a given inte-
grated network if the perturbational data (deletion or overexpression) is random-
ized. This randomization procedure is identical to one described in Ideker et al.
(2002) where it was used for a different purpose namely finding subnetworks.
We calculated frequency occurrence of each path for 10000 such randomization
steps, fitted a normal distribution to this data and checked if real paths lie at the
right tail of this distribution. For the robustness analysis we checked whether
the paths were significantly overrepresented in all combinations of two PPI net-
works, two PhI networks and four TRI networks. the two PPIs were obtained from
SGD (http://www.yeastgenome.org/) and Reguly et al. (2006) and PhI
data sets from SGD (http://www.yeastgenome.org/) and Ptacek et al.
(2005). For transcription regulatory interactions, a ChIP-chip data set Harbison
et al. (2004) with three different cutoffs 0.05, 0.005, and 0.001 on p-values, and
targets predicted using conserved upstream regulatory motifs from Pachkov et al.
(2007) were used. The tables with p-values for all combinations of data sets are
added in the Supplementary Material. The paths which were consistently overrep-
resented using all the data sets by using both methods were then considered for
further biological interpretation.

6.4.3 Periodicity

Five periodic gene prediction sets were used (Cho et al., 1998; Spellman et al.,
1998a; Pramila et al., 2006; Rowicka et al., 2007; de Lichtenberg et al., 2005).
The list of periodic genes predicted by the authors was used. The first four sets
predict also the phase while the last one does not.

6.4.4 Phenotypic, coexpression and functional data

The modules obtained were analyzed using 3 data sets:

Coexpression data We used a mutual information based method(Faith et al.,
2007a) to calculate coexpression using 5 large scale expression compen-
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dia of S. cerevisiae (Gasch and B, 2002; Spellman et al., 1998a; Mnaimneh
et al., 2004; Hughes et al., 2000b; Gasch et al., 2001). An adjacency matrix
for each data set was created with 2.57 cutoff on the z-score (corresponding
to 0.005 p-value). A matrix with binary values representing whether or not
two genes are coexpressed was obtained for each of five datasets. These
matrices were merged to get a single coexpression adjacency matrix.

Functional data Functional categories from MIPS (ftp://ftpmips.gsf.
de/yeast/catalogues/funcat/) were used for assessing functional
coherence. Functional overrepresentation of modules was tested using hy-
pergeometric test.

Phenotypic data We downloaded the phenotypic information from SGD (http:
//www.yeastgenome.org/) which gathers phenotypic information pro-
vided in literature. The genes were defined to have 2989 different pheno-
typic descriptions. We checked the phenotypic overrepresentation for the
modules compared to such paths generated by 10000 random runs.

6.4.5 Conditional data

DNA-damage network for 27 transcription factors under DNA-damage stress was
download from Workman et al. (2006) while cell cycle network was generated by
selecting 18 known cell cycle regulators from Hu et al. (2007).

6.4.6 Abbreviations

TRI - transcription regulatory interaction, PPI - protein-protein interaction, PhI -
phosphorylation interaction.
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7
Conclusions and perspectives

In this thesis, we have added a few tools to the growing list of computational meth-
ods used to analyze functional genomics data and to model biological systems. To
begin with, we developed a model-based clustering tool for gene expression data
‘GaneSh’ and then build a method to infer gene regulatory networks ‘LeMoNe’.
We then made a comparison of different reverse engineering methods. We char-
acterized posttranscriptional regulatory network and made a comparative study of
regulation at transcriptional and posttranscriptional levels. Finally, we used an
integrative approach to characterize regulatory paths in integrated networks and
developed a cytoscape plugin ‘Pathicular’.

In Chapter 2, We developed a model based clustering approach using Gibbs
sampler procedure and validate this approach using 3 large compendia of expres-
sion data for S. Cerevisiae. In real datasets, we show that though the Bayesian
score converges, the procedure does not converge in a single run. We thus gener-
ated multiple cluster solutions which we demonstrate are biologically and mathe-
matically equally meaningful. We further apply an ensemble clustering method to
get fuzzy clusters. Finally we show that fuzzy clusters are richer in information
content than hard clusters in two ways - we can obtain tight clusters of most rel-
evant genes using a probability cutoff and we can find multifunction genes which
belong to multiple clusters with a significant membership. We observe that our
clustering algorithm can cluster genes which show a strong up or down regulation
only in a subset of conditions. This is very similar to a concept of bicluster. A
bicluster is defined as a subset of genes that exhibit compatible expression patterns
over a subset of conditions. Though a thorough comparison of classical cluster-
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ing methods is performed (Datta and Datta, 2003) including a comparing different
biclustering methods within themselves (Preli et al., 2006), there is no rigorous
comparison between model based clustering and biclustering performed so far. It
would be interesting to make such a comparison using expression data including
perturbations as well as stress response conditions for future.

We then developed a reverse engineering method to infer transcription regula-
tory networks using expression data called ’LeMoNe’. LeMoNe is based on the
concept of module network framework proposed by Segal et al. (2003). The first
step is to generate tight clusters using a Gibbs sampling algorithm (explained in
Chapter 2). The next step is to build a regulatory program for each tight cluster. We
use a probabilistic method for learning regulatory programs. These regulatory pro-
grams take the form of fuzzy decision trees with regulator expression levels at the
decision nodes and generalize the regression tree approach of Segal et al. (2003).
By summing the strength with which a regulator participates in each member of an
ensemble of regulatory programs for a certain module, we obtain a regulator score
which gives a statistical confidence measure for the assignment of that regulator.

In Chapter 3, we make a systematic comparison of LeMoNe with the method
generated by Segal et al. (2003). We first perform model evaluation demonstrating
that the test data indeed fits the model developed using training set. We show that
the model inferred by Segal et al. (2003) is equivalent to single solution. Thus
the tight clusters obtained by ensemble solution of multiple runs generate better
models. Tight clusters are functionally more coherent as well. We also use an
ensemble approach to assign regulators to each module. This ranking of the reg-
ulators is much better than single regulatory program generated by Segal et al.
(2003) as each regulator gets a rank. We show that the top ranked regulators are
more likely to be true positives. Finally we show that this scoring scheme can
also be used to infer context-specific and combinatorial regulation by identifying
pairs of regulators which occur significantly often together in the same regulation
program.

Though LeMoNe has been successfully applied to diverse biological systems,
there is still scope for further improvements. We observe that the regulators as-
signed at the lower levels in the tree are less likely to be true positives because
their assignment is based on the expression profiles in fewer conditions. This puts
the utility of module networks approach in doubt. One of the approaches to over-
come this limitation is to model expression level of a gene as a linear combination
of a set of transcription factors (Lee et al., 2009). The basic assumption here is
that a set of transcription factors act together to get the desired level of expression
of target genes. This method can be implemented in the ensemble framework for
future.

After developing a module-based method which outperforms the original mod-
ule network approach (Segal et al., 2003), in Chapter 4, we compared it with an
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information theoretical method to infer regulatory associations. The CLR (Context
Likelihood of Relatedness) algorithm considers all possible pairwise regulator-
target interactions and scores these interactions based on the mutual information
of their expression profiles as compared to an interaction specific background dis-
tribution. We compared both methods at increasing levels of detail using public
expression compendia for Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae, two or-
ganisms for which relatively large databases of known transcriptional regulatory
interactions exist. We first use recall versus precision curves to give a comparison
of the global performance of both methods. We then show that due to the different
assumptions underlying both methodologies, they infer topologically distinct net-
works with limited overlap, even at equal performance thresholds. To understand
these distinctions more completely, we examined in detail example subsystems
of the network which are well characterized, namely the chemotaxis and flagellar
system in E. coli and a respiratory module and a membrane lipid and fatty acid
metabolism module in S. cerevisiae.

CLR, in background correction step, selects only a few best matching targets
for all regulators while LeMoNe selects a few highly reliable targets for all mod-
ules. The best strategy would be to combine the strengths of both approaches by
selecting the best of both methods. This is not a trivial task but can be investigated
in the future.

LeMoNe uses only expression data to build regulatory networks. This is still
very useful method for hypothesis generation because expression data is the only
genome-wide data available after whole genome sequence in many species. This
method can be extended to take biological knowledge or other sources of data like
ChIP-on-Chip or transcription factor target prediction using cis-regulatory motifs
(Xu et al., 2004) into account. LeMoNe algorithm provides an advantage for im-
plementing such extensions as the clustering and regulator assignment steps are
separated in the implementation.

The importance of posttranscripional regulation is becoming more and more
evident. In Chapter 5, we unravel different aspects of posttranscriptional regula-
tion by step-wise data integration. We observe that posttranscriptional expression
data is more functionally coherent thus more informative about regulation at two
levels - transcriptional and posttranscriptional. We further identified transcription-
ally controlled and posttranscriptionally controlled functional modules and their
biological relevance. We built regulatory networks at both levels and show that the
most reliable regulatory program is obtained by assigning posttranscriptional reg-
ulators to posttranscriptional modules. This also leads to an important observation
that many posttranscriptional regulators are regulated at posttranscriptional level as
their post transcriptional profile and not transcriptional matches with their known
targets. We observed that combinatorial regulation is a common feature at these
regulatory levels levels. We identified three network motifs at posttranscriptional
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level including a ’regulatory loop’ motif.

This approach can be further extended by integrating proteome data. Analyses
integrating mRNA and protein profilings in mammalian cells suggest that there
exists an approximately 60− 80% discordance between mRNA and protein abun-
dances, which is mainly due to posttranscriptional and posttranslational changes
(Waters et al., 2006). There is a need to come up with novel integrative approaches
which can be of great value for therapeutic purposes such as detecting biomarkers.

In Chapter 6, we developed an alternative strategy to elucidate response-to-
perturbation mechanism in integrated networks. We define ‘regulatory path motifs’
as short significantly enriched regulatory paths in integrated networks which con-
nect transcription factors to differentially expressed genes upon perturbation. Us-
ing comprehensive microarray data sets for 157 transcription factor deletion exper-
iments and 55 transcription factor overexpression experiments in S. cerevisiae, to-
gether with large-scale networks of transcriptional regulatory interactions, protein-
protein interactions and phosphorylation interactions, we found eight regulatory
path motifs, of which five were enriched in both deletion and overexpression data.
These eight motifs explain 13% of all genes differentially expressed in deletion
data and 24% in overexpression data, a more than five- to ten-fold increase com-
pared to using direct transcriptional links only, confirming that perturbational mi-
croarray experiments contain mostly indirect regulatory links. We further observed
that regulatory path motifs are organized into modules of genes connected to a
transcription factor by the same path and the same intermediate nodes. Perturbed
targets forming such modules tend to be highly coexpressed and functionally co-
herent and we have used this property for predicting periodic genes and associating
novel functions to genes. Finally, we have considered two condition-dependent
data sets, one containing deletion experiments for 27 transcription factors under
DNA-damage condition and the other cell cycle specific data set by selecting only
the cell cycle regulators, and compared the relative abundance of each path motif
between those data sets.

Most of the analysis in this thesis is carried out in model organism S. cerevisiae
due to the availability of diverse genomewide datasets. There is ongoing research
in the group to apply these computation methods in higher eukaryotes to generate
novel hypotheses in diverse species. as expression data is the only genomewide
data available in many species, We built compendia of expression data across a
range of species. To begin with, we applied LeMoNe to a compendium of mi-
croarray studies of the worm Caenorhabditis elegans. We obtained 248 modules
with a regulation program for 5020 genes and 426 regulators and a total of 24012
predicted transcription regulatory interactions. Through GO enrichment analy-
sis, comparison with the gene-gene association network WormNet and integration
of other biological data, we show that LeMoNe identifies functionally coherent
coexpression modules and prioritizes regulators that relate to similar biological
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processes as the module genes. Furthermore, we can predict new functional re-
lationships for uncharacterized genes and regulators. Based on modules involved
in molting, meiosis and oogenesis, ciliated sensory neurons and mitochondrial
metabolism, we illustrate the value of LeMoNe as a biological hypothesis genera-
tor for differential gene expression in greater detail.

We analysed human cancer data using LeMoNe where regulatory program
consisted not only of transcription factors but also miRNAs. MicroRNAs (miR-
NAs) are tiny RNAs that recognize and regulate mRNA target genes. Several lines
of evidence indicate that they are key regulators of numerous critical functions
in development and disease, including cancer. However, defining the place and
the function of miRNAs in complex regulatory networks is not straightforward.
Through the analysis of a module network inferred from both miRNA and mRNA
expression data, we show that several miRNAs are predicted as statistically signif-
icant regulators for various modules of tightly co-expressed genes. With a detailed
analysis of three of those modules we demonstrated that the specific assignment of
miRNAs is supported by various external data sources and is functionally coherent.
Furthermore, an experimental validation was carried out to prove that miR-200a is
a core regulator of module 25 genes, as predicted. This module has most probably
an epithelial function and is also likely contributing to the malignant process in
cancer cells. These results show that a robust module network analysis of expres-
sion data can bring novel insights and help to elucidate miRNA function.

We also applied LeMoNe in model plant species Arabidopsis thaliana with
a focus on two fundamental biological processes, namely the oxidative stress re-
sponse and lateral root development. The module network was infered from a
large-scale expression data compendium, composed of 20,000 genes across 518
experimental conditions focused on growth, development and stress response. It
consists of 233 modules of coregulated genes containing a total of 7,500 differen-
tially expressed genes and 1,100 predicted regulators. We found a set of 32 mod-
ules that are highly enriched in genes of interest for the two biological processes.
The experimental validation of these hypotheses would be done in future.

In eukaryotes novels elements of regulations from structural features to non
coding RNAs are constantly being identifies, a challenge lies to integrate them to
get a holistic picture of functioning of the system.

In recent years several technologies have become available that allow DNA
sequencing at very high throughput such as 454 and Solexa. Although these
technologies have originally been used for genomic sequencing, more recently
researchers have turned to using these ’deep sequencing’ for a number of other
applications. For example, several researchers have used deep sequencing to map
histone modifications genome-wide, or to map the locations at which transcription
factors bind DNA (chromatin immunoprecipitation-sequencing (ChIP-seq)). An-
other application that is rapidly gaining attention is the use of deep sequencing for
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transcriptome analysis through the mapping of RNA fragments. Deep-sequencing
approaches have several advantages over standard micro-array approaches such as
they avoid the cross-hybridization problem in micro-arrays, thereby allowing, in
principle, the inference of expression of individual transcript isoforms.

There has been a large effort made to improve methods at various steps of
microarray expression analysis, including issues of normalization, noise analysis,
background corrections, network inference methods and so on. Deep sequencing
based expression analysis is still in its infancy and not many analysis protocols
have been developed so far (Balwierz et al., 2009). Developing inference methods
using ChIP-seq or deep-sequencing datasets are opportunities for future.



A
GaneSh theory

A.1 Statistical model
In model-based clustering, it is assumed that the expression profiles of genes in one
cluster are random samples generated from the same distribution and this distribu-
tion is different from that of another cluster. Suppose that the expression levels
of N genes from M experiments are collected. Let us assume that these N genes
belong to K clusters. The expression data can be denoted as X=xij , i = 1,..., N , j
= 1,..., M. For simplicity, we assume the conditional variation in each gene cluster
can be represented by a Guassian mixture model. Thus to summarize, we define
a coclustering as a partition of the genes into K gene clusters Gk, together with
for each gene cluster, a partition of the set of conditions into Lk condition clusters
Ek,l. We assume that all data points in a cocluster {(i,m) : i ∈ Gk,m ∈ Ek,l} are
random samples from the same normal distribution.

Given a set of means and precisions (µkl, τkl), a coclustering C defines a prob-
ability density on data matrices D = (xim) by

p
(
D | C, (µkl, τkl)

)
=

K∏
k=1

Lk∏
l=1

∏
i∈Gk

∏
m∈Ek,l

p(xim | µkl, τkl).

To make this integral exactly solvable, we use a uniform prior on the set of
coclusterings with Normal-Gamma conjugate priors for the parameters µkl and
τkl. Using Bayes’ rule we find the probability of a coclustering C with parameters
(µkl, τkl) given the data D.
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p
(
C, (µkl, τkl) | D

)
∝ p

(
D | C, (µkl, τkl)

)
Then we take the marginal probability over the parameters (µkl, τkl) to obtain

the final probability of a coclustering C given the data D, upto a normalization
constant:

p(C | D) ∝
∫∫

p(µkl, τkl)p(D | C, (µkl, τkl)) dµkldτkl,

p(C | D) ∝
K∏

k=1

Lk∏
l=1

∫∫
p(µ, τ)

∏
i∈Gk

∏
m∈Ek,l

p(xim | µ, τ) dµdτ,

where p(µ, τ) = p(µ | τ)p(τ).
For each cocluster, the same conjugate prior distributions were assumed for the

parameters µ and τ .

p(µ | τ) ∼ N(µ0, λ0), p(τ) ∼ InvGamma(α0, β0)

p(µ | τ) =
(λ0τ

2π

)1/2
e−

λ0τ
2 (µ−µ0)

2
, p(τ) =

βα0
0

Γ(α0)
τα0−1e−β0τ ,

The double integral over µ and τ can be solved exactly. The complete solution
using Normal-Gamma conjugate prior is available online at wikipedia (http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normal-gamma distribution) The log-likelihood
score can thus be written as:

S(C) = log p(C | D) =
K∑

k=1

Lk∑
l=1

Skl,

with

Skl = − 1
2T

(0)
kl log(2π) + 1

2 log
( λ0

λ0 + T
(0)
kl

)
− log Γ(α0)

+ log Γ(α0 + 1
2T

(0)
kl ) + α0 log β0 − (α0 + 1

2T
(0)
kl ) log β1

and

β1 = β0 +
1
2

[
T

(2)
kl −

(T (1)
kl )2

T
(0)
kl

]
+

λ0

(
T

(1)
kl − µ0T

(0)
kl

)2

2(λ0 + T
(0)
kl )T (0)

kl

.

where T
(n)
kl =

∑
i∈Gk,m∈Ekl

xn
im (n = 0, 1, 2)

We use the values α0 = β0 = λ0 = 0.1 and µ0 = 0.0, resulting in a non-
informative prior.
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A.2 Gibbs sampler procedure

The clustering procedure uses a Gibbs sampling algorithm to iteratively update the
assignment of genes to gene clusters, and for each gene cluster, the assignment
of conditions to condition clusters. The Gibbs sampling procedure samples the
solution space taking a decision based on transition probabilities at each step. Here
a step is defined as a gene/condition association to gene/condition cluster. This
is the simplest and relative fast strategy. One can imagine alternative updating
strategies like moving a pair of genes in every step.

1. Initialization: randomly assign N genes to a random K0 number of gene
clusters, and for each cluster, randomly assign M conditions to a random
Lk,0 number of condition clusters. Ideally the final number of clusters is
independent of initial random clusters and is found to be the case for small
datasets. In genome-wide datasets, it is not the case. We observe that the
final cluster number is proportional to the number of initial random clusters
for small number of initial random clusters but soon reaches a saturation
where it follows the ideal case i.e. is independent of initial cluster number.

2. For N cycles, remove a random gene i from its current cluster. For each gene
cluster k, calculate the log-likelihood score S(Ci→k), where Ci→k denotes
the coclustering obtained from C by assigning gene i to cluster k, keeping all
other assignments of genes and conditions equal, as well as the probability
S(Ci→0) for the gene to be alone in its own cluster. The log-likelihood
score difference is defined as the difference between log-likelihood score of
a gene i to belong to cluster k and log-likelihood score of a gene i to form
its own cluster. Log-likelihood Score difference = S(Ci→k) - S(Ci→0). In
this way, obtain K + 1 log-likelihood scores. Assign gene i to one of the
possible K+1 gene clusters, where K is the current number of gene clusters,
according to the probabilities Qk ∝ e(S(Ci→k)−S(Ci→0), normalized such
that

∑
k Qk = 1. This is the simplest way of assigning genes to clusters.

The term eS(Ci→k) can also be weighted using some prior information.

3. For each gene cluster k, for M cycles, remove a random condition m from
its current cluster. For each condition cluster l, calculate the log-likelihood
score S(Ck,m→l). Similar to genes, using log-likelihood score difference
assign condition m to one of the possible Lk + 1 clusters, where Lk is the
current number of condition clusters for gene cluster k, according to the
probabilities Ql ∝ eS(Ck,m→l), normalized such that

∑
l Ql = 1.

4. Iterate step 2 and 3 until convergence. One iteration is defined as executing
step 2 and 3 consecutively once, and hence consists of N +K×M sampling
steps (with K the number of gene clusters after Step 1 of that iteration).
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Ideally Gibbs sampler should be able to sample from the entire space during
one iteration. This is the case for small datasets where correlation measure reaches
almost one between two independent Gibbs sampler runs but for large datasets,
after burn-in period the algorithm get stuck in a local maximum with respect to
log-likelihood score. This is because all neighbouring moves have much lower
log-likelihood score and thus the procedure is unable to sample over entire space.
Thus each run provides only one sample (local maximum). One solution to this
problem is to start from random independent initial states to sample from entire
space. Averaging over solutions of independent runs can be considered equivalent
to sampling the space using Gibbs sampler in ideal scenario. We show that as the
correlation measure between the averages converges rapidly to one, thus taking
averages is a valid strategy for estimating the posterior distribution.



B
LeMoNe theory

B.1 Statistical model (developed by Tom Michoel)
We have a data set for N genes and M experiments and associate to each gene i a
random variable Xi. A module network M for this set of genes is defined by:

1. a partition of genes into modules Ak, k = 1, . . . ,K;

2. a set of regulation trees Tk for each module;

3. an assignment of a regulator – split value pair to each internal node of each
tree; the set of all regulators of a module k is denoted Πk.

Furthermore, we define for each regulator – split value pair (r, z) an additional
discrete random variable Yr,z which can take values ±1. The idea is that the value
of Yr,z is the ‘true’ up or down expression of a regulator, and that all tree nodes
split experiments precisely into the + and − sets of their regulator. We need to
define the probability

p(Yr,z = + | xr, z)

that the regulator is truly expressed above the split value z, given the measured
expression level xr. A simple form for this probability is

p(yr,z | xr, z, β) =
1

1 + e−βyr,z(xr−z)
, yr,z = ±1, (B.1)

where β > 0 controls the degree of uncertainty in Y , for X close to z.
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The probability (B.1) is also used when predicting the outcome of new exper-
iments: take the measured outcome xr of the new experiment, and flip a biased
(with bias (B.1)) coin to decide which way to descend in the tree, perhaps with
averaging over multiple flips. We consider β as an extra parameter that needs to
be inferred at each node, i.e., item 3 above becomes ‘an assignment of a regulator,
split value, β-parameter triplet to . . . ’.

Let us go one step further and associate Y variables to regulation tree nodes
instead of regulator – split value pairs, i.e., each internal node t has a variable Yt

which can take values ‘left’ (−1) or ‘right’ (+1). In the present context we simply
assign a regulator – split value pair to each node, meaning

Yt = ±Yrt,zt
, (B.2)

but the model will be flexible enough to basically associate any regulatory input to
Yt as long as it can be characterized by ‘present’ or ‘absent’ in each experiment.
The ± indicates that for each regulator – split value pair there are two ways to
associate ‘left/right’ to ‘up/down’.

Given an assignment (B.2) and values for the variables Yt, the module network
probability distribution can be written

pM
(
x1, . . . , xN | {yt}

)
=

∏
k

∏
i∈Ak

p
(
xi | {yt, t ∈ Ik}

) ∏
t∈Ik

p(yt | xrt , zt, βt),

(B.3)
where Ik denotes the internal nodes of Tk.

Hence using the ‘hidden’ variables {Yt} we have decoupled the tree structure
from the regulator assignment. Of course, to obtain the final module network
probability distribution we need to either define a prior on Yt (e.g., p(Yt = +) =
1
2 ) and marginalize:

pM(x1, . . . , xN ) =
∑

{yt=±}

pM
(
x1, . . . , xN | {yt}

) ∏
t

p(yt)

or do expectation maximization (EM):

pM(x1, . . . , xN ) = max
{yt}

pM
(
x1, . . . , xN | {yt}

)
.

Marginalization is the theoretically correct method, expectation maximization the
practically feasible method. We will simultaneously do EM on the hidden variables
and module network optimization or sampling.

Assuming a uniform prior over all possible data sets, we get the probability
distribution over all module networks by Bayes’ rule:

P (M) ∝
∏
m

pM(x1,m, . . . , xN,m) =
∏
m

[
max
{yt}

pM
(
x1,m, . . . , xN,m | {yt}

)]
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The posterior probability is obtained by integrating over priors for the mean and
standard deviation of the distributions at the leaves of the trees1:

Ppost(M) ∝ max
{yt,m}

[∏
k

∏
E∈Ek

∫∫
dµdτ p(µ, τ)

∏
i∈Ak

∏
m∈E

pµ,τ (xi,m)
]

×
[∏

k

∏
t∈Ik

∏
m∈Et

p(yt,m | xrt , zt, βt)
]
. (B.4)

Here Ek is the partition of experiments induced by the values of yt,m at the internal
nodes Ik of Tk.

B.2 Heuristic optimization

In a heuristic search algorithm we want to maximize the Bayesian score, i.e., find

M = arg max
N

log Ppost(N )

Hence we have to maximize over possible module network structures

max
{yt,m}

{∑
k

∑
E∈Ek

log
∫∫

dµdτ p(µ, τ)
∏

i∈Ak

∏
m∈E

pµ,τ (xi,m)

+
∑

k

∑
t∈Ik

∑
m∈Et

log p(yt,m | xrt,m, zt, βt)
}

.

The LeMoNe algorithm now works as follows:

1. Find modules and trees which optimize the first term (the standard Bayesian
score), i.e., find

{Ak, Ek} = arg max
{∑

k

∑
E∈Ek

log
∫∫

dµdτ p(µ, τ)
∏

i∈Ak

∏
m∈E

pµ,τ (xi,m)
}

where the maximum is taken over the set of possible gene modules {Ak}
and possible experiment partitions {Ek}.

2. Hierarchically link the experiment partition for each module to get a set of
trees {Tk}. Each internal node t of Tk has an experiment set Et that it splits
into two. For each experiment going ‘left’, set yt,m = −1, and for each
going ‘right’, set yt,m = +1.

1It would make sense to also consider zt and βt as distribution parameters over which one has to
marginalize, however this is computationally intractable.
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3. Use these values {yt,m,m ∈ Et} to maximize the second term in the Bayesian
score, i.e., find

{
(rt, zt, βt)

}
= arg max

{∑
k

∑
t∈Ik

max
( ∑

m∈Et

log p(yt,m | xrt,m, zt, βt),

∑
m∈Et

log p(−yt,m | xrt,m, zt, βt)
)}

. (B.5)

The second ‘max’ is to select the best of the two possible choices for as-
sociating ‘left/right’ to ‘up/down’ for each regulator – split value pair, cfr.
(B.2).

If we ignore acyclicity, we can optimize each term in (B.5) separately, i.e., find for
each node t, the triplet

(rt, zt, βt) = arg max
{

max
( ∑

m∈Et

log p(yt,m | xrt,m, zt, βt),

∑
m∈Et

log p(−yt,m | xrt,m, zt, βt)
)}

. (B.6)

To solve this equation we proceed as follows:

1. For each pair (r, z), determine the sign for ±yt,m. To this end, compute

σ1 = sign
( ∑

m∈EtR

yt,m(xr,m − z)
)

= sign
( ∑

m∈EtR

(xr,m − z)
)

σ2 = sign
( ∑

m∈EtL

yt,m(xr,m − z)
)

= − sign
( ∑

m∈EtL

(xr,m − z)
)

where tR, tL denote the right and left child of t. If σ1 = σ2, we have a good
candidate regulator and we take the sign σ = σ1 = σ2 in (B.6); if σ1 6= σ2,
we discard the pair (r, z) immediately.

2. For each pair (r, z), find the optimal βt(r, z) as a solution of

βt(r, z) = arg max
β

∑
m∈Et

log p(σyt,m | xr,m, z, β)

where the sign σ is determined by the previous step. Hence βt(r, z) is a
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solution of

0 = −σ
∂

∂β

∑
m∈Et

log p(σyt,m | xr,m, z, β) (B.7)

=
∑

m∈Et

yt,m(xr,m − z)e−σβyt,m(xr,m−z)

1 + e−σβyt,m(xr,m−z)

=
∑

m∈Et

yt,m(xr,m − z)
1 + eσβyt,m(xr,m−z)

(B.8)

=
∑

m∈EtR

xr,m − z

1 + eσβ(xr,m−z)
−

∑
m∈EtL

xr,m − z

1 + e−σβ(xr,m−z)
. (B.9)

To illustrate this equation, if we have an exact split, there are no mismatches
and yt,m(xr,m − z) has the same sign for all m. Then the only way to make
the above sum 0, is taking β = +∞. Comparison with (B.1) shows that
this is indeed the value to use if you are certain about the sign of Y given
(the sign of) xr − z. In general, it turns out that for pairs (r, z) satisfying
the condition in item 1, eq. (B.9) always has a solution. This solution can
be found very rapidly using the bisection method. Indeed, again by the
condition in item 1, the r.h.s. in eq. (B.9) has opposite sign for β = 0 and
β = +∞. Hence to find a bracketing interval, start with some value β1 and
increase it until the r.h.s. in eq. (B.9) has a different sign for β1 than for
β = 0.

3. Given a sign σ and an optimal value βt(r, z) for each pair (r, z), we can find
the exact maximum of

∑
m∈Et

log p
(
σyt,m | xr,m, z, βt(r, z)

)
=

−
∑

m∈EtR

log
(
1+e−σβt(r,z)(xr,m−z)

)
−

∑
m∈EtL

log
(
1+eσβt(r,z)(xr,m−z)

)
(B.10)

over all possible regulator – split value combinations (at least for the current
data set sizes).

The score (B.10)
performs the task of finding a regulator with a minimal number of ‘mismatches’.

It is better than using conditional entropy, because for each mismatch it takes into
account the difference xr,m − z, such that one mismatch with large difference is
worse than several mismatches with xr,m ≈ z.
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B.3 Gibbs sampling
An attractive alternative to heuristic optimization is to sample several high-scoring
module networks from the posterior distribution (B.4). An efficient strategy fol-
lows the same steps as the heuristic search algorithm:

1. Use Gibbs sampling (CRC) to sample sets of modules and experiment par-
titions {Ak, Ek} from the distribution

P
(
{Ak, Ek}

)
∝

∏
k

∏
E∈Ek

∫∫
dµdτ p(µ, τ)

∏
i∈Ak

∏
m∈E

pµ,τ (xi,m).

2. For each module k in each of the sets {Ak, Ek}, hierarchically link the ex-
periment sets in Ek to obtain trees Tk. For each node of each tree, obtain
sets of values {yt,m,m ∈ Et} using its ‘left/right’ partition.

3. For each node t, compute for each regulator r the best sign σ, the best split
value z and the best parameter β, and sample one or more regulators from
the distribution

P (r) ∝
∏

m∈Et

1
1 + e−σβyt,m(xr,m−z)

.
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